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Executive summary
Introduction
The mental and physical health of medical practitioners in Australia is an important issue for both the medical
and general community. The combination of a difficult working environment and common personality traits such
as conscientiousness, commitment and obsessiveness can result in high levels of stress and burnout, or mental
health conditions such as depression or anxiety disorders. There is some evidence to suggest that stress levels are
higher in some unrepresented groups of doctors, such as Indigenous doctors, who often work in highly stressful or
remote conditions. However, there is no specific literature relating to the prevalence or risk factors for depression or
anxiety in Indigenous doctors within Australia. The stigma associated with mental health disorders within the general
population also exists within the medical community. Doctors often face additional barriers, such as concerns around
confidentiality and potential career impact. The aversion of doctors to seeking help may lead to self-diagnosis and
self-medication, which can result in substance abuse problems that often go unrecognised.
The aim of this report is to present a systematic literature review, including primary studies that have addressed
pre‑specified clinical questions. This report does not extrapolate this data or comment on its applicability to the
Australian setting.

Method
A total of 10 topic areas were selected for inclusion in the systematic review. These were:
• prevalence of anxiety and depression
• prevalence of substance misuse and self-medication
• suicide rates
• risk factors for anxiety and depression
• help-seeking rates for anxiety and depression
• barriers to help-seeking
• interventions for anxiety and depression
• attitudes of medical colleagues
• impact on patient care
• impact on work and family life.
Systematic methods of literature searching, study selection, data extraction and appraisal were employed. The
literature was searched using the Medline, EMBASE, Scopus and PsychInfo databases and the Cochrane Library.
The bibliographies of included papers were also examined for relevant studies. National Health and Medical Research
Council (NHMRC) dimensions of evidence, levels of evidence and quality assessment criteria were used to evaluate
each of the included studies. Data was extracted onto standardised data extraction forms by one reviewer.
Publications were included in the systematic literature review if they described a study which evaluated one of the key
topic areas. Publications were generally not restricted by study design, but must have assessed either depression or
anxiety disorders in either doctors or medical students.
The initial literature search only identified a few publications relevant to the attitudes of medical colleagues, impact
on patient care, impact on work and family life and barriers to help-seeking topics. Subsequently, it was decided
that a second literature search be performed for each of these topics. For these searches, the inclusion criteria were
broadened to include publications assessing any mental health disorder.
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A total of 11,374 potentially relevant citations were identified via searches of electronic databases. Following review of
abstracts and titles, 402 full text publications were retrieved and evaluated. Overall, 86 publications met the inclusion
criteria for at least one of the topic areas selected for inclusion in this report. This is shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Included citations by topic area
Topic area
Prevalence of anxiety and depression

21

Prevalence of substance misuse and self-medication

14

Suicide rates

36

Risk factors for anxiety and depression

6

Help-seeking rates for anxiety and depression

3

Barriers to help-seeking

4

Interventions for anxiety and depression

1

Attitudes of medical colleagues

1

Impact on patient care

1

Impact on work and family life

1

Total
a

Number of
citations identified

86a

Some publications were used as evidence for more than one topic area. See Section 2.5 for further details

Key findings
Prevalence of anxiety and depression
The systematic review identified 21 publications which described 19 studies. Due to differences in study design and
assessment method, it is difficult to derive a single estimate for the prevalence of depression or anxiety. The reported
rate of depression varied, with the prevalence rate ranging from 14% to 60%. Comparative studies did not find that
the rate of depression in doctors is higher than the rate of depression in other professions. There was some evidence
that the rate of depression was higher in male, but not female, doctors when compared with the general population.
Depression was frequently observed in doctors at all stages of their training. The prevalence of anxiety among doctors
was also high, with prevalence estimates between 18% and 55%. There was some weak evidence to suggest that
doctors had higher anxiety scores when compared to the general population. However there was no evidence to
suggest that anxiety scores were higher in doctors compared to other professions. A major limitation of these studies
was the range of methods used to assess anxiety and depression.

Prevalence of substance misuse and self-medication
The literature search identified 14 publications which described 12 studies. Levels of alcohol consumption in doctors
and medical students were similar to consumption levels in the general population and in other professions. There
was no evidence that alcohol abuse was more common in doctors or medical students. Indeed the limited evidence
base suggested that alcohol abuse was actually less common in the medical profession. The rate of drug use was
similar between doctors, medical students, the general population and other professions. However, a distinct pattern
of drug use was observed among doctors. Prescription drugs such as benzodiazepines were used more frequently
by doctors, presumably related to the relative ease of access compared with illicit street drugs. Drug use was most
common in emergency medicine and psychiatry residents (based on the American definition of residents), which are
specialties associated with easy access to prescription drugs. Self-medication was common in medical practitioners.
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Suicide rates
The literature search identified 36 publications, which described 33 studies. The suicide rate in doctors was higher
than the suicide rate in the general population. Meta-analysis showed that male doctors had a 26% higher risk of
suicide, while female doctors had a 146% higher risk of suicide (i.e. more than twice the risk) compared to the general
population. This was particularly notable given that doctors have lower all-cause mortality rates when compared to the
general population. The suicide rate varied between different medical specialties, with psychiatrists found to be at the
highest risk of suicide. There was also some evidence that the suicide rates in doctors were different to those found
in other cohorts of professionals (i.e. educated populations), however there was some inconsistency in these findings.
Consequently it is difficult to conclude if rates were higher or lower in doctors. The most common method of suicide
was by drugs or poisoning, likely due to the ready access doctors have to such substances.

Risk factors for anxiety and depression
The literature search identified six publications. It was difficult to draw firm conclusions regarding the risk factors for
anxiety and depression in doctors given the heterogeneity in the studies. The covariates analysed in each publication
varied, therefore few covariates were assessed in more than one publication. However, the studies generally reported
that risk factors associated with improved well-being (e.g. more hours of sleep, greater job satisfaction, higher income,
lower stress at work) were negatively correlated with depression. Conversely, factors associated with poorer wellbeing (e.g. work-effort imbalance, demands of job, home-work stress) were positively correlated with depression.

Help-seeking rates for anxiety and depression
The literature search identified three publications. All reported that a significant proportion of doctors were unwilling
to seek help for depression despite their awareness and understanding of the effects of depression. A single study
compared help-seeking in doctors and teachers, with a higher proportion of doctors reporting a willingness to seek help.

Barriers to help-seeking for mental health care
The literature search identified four studies. A number of barriers to help-seeking in the medical profession were
identified. These included concerns about stigma, career development, impact on colleagues, impact on patients,
confidentiality, embarrassment and professional integrity. GPs were concerned about the potential impact on their
practice. Psychiatrists were concerned about potential career implications. Doctors were less likely to seek help from
colleagues and professional institutions due to concerns regarding professional integrity and career development,
while they were less likely to seek help from family and friends, or not seek help at all, due to concerns regarding
stigma and embarrassment.

Interventions for anxiety and depression
The literature search identified a single publication which evaluated the effectiveness of a program that aimed to treat
doctors with a mental health condition. After discussions with beyondblue, it was decided this section of the report
would also contain a brief summary, based on published literature, of programs available in Australia and worldwide.
It must be noted that no evidence regarding their effectiveness was available. Each state in Australia has a Doctors’
Health Advisory Service (DHAS). These services are predominantly voluntary organisations, providing access to
confidential medical assistance for doctors. The Royal Australian College of General Practitioners (RACGP) also has a
GP support program, which provides free, confidential counselling by trained psychologists for a wide range of issues
including depression, anxiety and substance abuse, and handling work pressure.

Attitudes of medical colleagues
One publication was identified in the literature review. This study reported that many doctors had a negative attitude
towards fellow doctors with depression.

Impact on patient care
One publication was identified in the literature review. This study reported that depression could lead to poor patient
care. However, it was difficult to assess the strength of the relationship between depression and patient outcomes due
to the lack of quantitative evidence presented in the publication.

Impact on work and family life
One publication was identified in the literature review. This study reported that doctors with depression had
experienced a negative impact on their work and family life as a result of their depression.
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Australian data
The literature search identified few publications describing studies conducted in Australia. One study reported suicide
rates in Victorian doctors, one assessed help-seeking rates in medical students from the University of Sydney and
one evaluated the effect of medication on depression in Australian GPs. However, there were no studies of the
prevalence of depression or anxiety in medical practitioners in the Australian setting. There were also no publications
which focussed on Indigenous doctors within Australia. While there is a number of intervention and support programs
for doctors available in Australia, including the Doctors’ Health Advisory Services, there have been no publications
assessing the efficacy of these programs. The lack of Australian studies exploring the consequences of poor mental
health in the medical profession highlights the need for further research in these areas.

Conclusions
Depression and anxiety were commonly identified in doctors and medical students, although there was no evidence
that these rates were higher than in the general population or in other medical professions. Risk factors associated
with poorer well-being were positively correlated with depression. Conversely, risk factors associated with improved
well-being were negatively correlated with depression.
Doctors had a higher rate of suicide compared with the general population, with suicide more common in female
doctors. Alcohol consumption was lower in doctors and medical students when compared to the general population.
However, distinct patterns of drug use were observed in the medical profession, with higher rates of prescription drug
use, presumably related to the relative ease of access compared with street drugs. Self-medication was common in
medical practitioners.
A significant proportion of doctors reported they would not seek help for depression despite their awareness
and understanding of the effects of depression. Barriers to help-seeking included concerns about stigma, career
development, impact on colleagues, impact on patients, confidentiality, embarrassment and professional integrity.
There was insufficient data regarding the attitudes of medical colleagues, impact on patient care or impact on work
and family life. A single publication was identified for each of these issues. Consequently, few conclusions can be
made regarding these topic areas.
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1 Introduction
The mental health of medical practitioners in Australia is an important issue within both the medical and general
communities. This systematic literature review aims to identify literature which addresses issues surrounding the
mental health of doctors and medical students. Although it is recognised that doctors, as with the rest of the
community, may live with both physical health and mental health issues, this systematic literature review specifically
focuses on the mental health of doctors. It should be acknowledged there are significant gaps in primary data and
few Australian studies. While the main body of this report only presents data from primary studies, this introduction
presents an overview of current expert opinion.
It should also be noted that the aim of this report is to present a systematic literature review, including primary studies
that have addressed pre-specified clinical questions. This report does not extrapolate this data or comment on its
applicability to the Australian setting.
Health care can be a difficult profession in which to work. Doctors have continual exposure to pain, disease, death
and suffering and experience high work intensity, conflicting time demands, and heavy professional responsibility (Riley
et al 2004). This often occurs in health systems where physical and social resources are limited and where there is
the ever-present threat of investigations, complaints and medico-legal action. Poor relationships with colleagues and
an unsatisfactory team environment are also common sources of stress within the medical profession (Department of
Health UK, 2008). In addition, there has been a cultural shift in the workplace, with doctors under greater professional
scrutiny. The public is increasingly well-informed and patients are more likely to challenge their doctors’ views
(Department of Health UK, 2008).
There is some evidence that certain personality traits are more common in doctors. These include a degree of
conscientiousness, commitment and obsessiveness (Riley et al 2004). These traits can be a source of vulnerability, as
they may be associated with perfectionism, inflexibility, over-commitment to work, dogged persistence, self-criticism
and an inability to relax. These traits can become an issue as early as the start of medical training due to the rigorous
academic demands and the traditional lack of emphasis on interpersonal and communication skills (although this is
changing). The enrolment of high achievers for the highly sought after positions in a medical school is likely to select
for the workaholic tendencies found in some doctors later in life, along with an ability to single-mindedly focus on work
to the detriment of other social activities (Clode et al 2004). These traits may influence doctors’ perceptions of work,
making it more stressful, or reduce their ability to cope with the stressors associated with their profession (Department
of Health UK, 2008). In addition, poor interpersonal support may also fail to provide the necessary emotional skills for
subsequent medical practice and self-care (Clode et al 2004). Other potential issues include long working hours, the
need to study while working and the impact of shift work.
A number of factors have been postulated as being linked to stress in the medical profession. Although it is generally
accepted that doctors are highly stressed, there are few studies which quantify stress levels within the medical
profession (Clode et al 2004). The combination of a difficult working environment and common personality traits can
result in high levels of stress and burnout, or mental health conditions such as depression or anxiety disorders. As
stress is a general term, there is significant variation in the levels of stress identified in doctors due to the different
definitions used and methods of assessment. It is therefore difficult to evaluate the literature as a whole. Higher
levels of stress may be found in certain groups, such as: women with small children who have to manage the
competing tensions of work and home life; doctors who may be isolated, lack peer support or feel marginalised;
and singlehanded GPs, private practitioners and locums who may also lack peer support (Department of Health UK,
2008). There is no literature to suggest that perinatal depression is more prevalent within female doctors compared to
the general population, however pregnancy can be an additional source of stress. There is some evidence to suggest
that stress levels are higher in some unrepresented groups of doctors, such as Indigenous doctors, who often work
in highly stressful or remote conditions. However, there is no specific literature relating to the prevalence or risk factors
for depression or anxiety in Indigenous doctors within Australia.
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The problems associated with depression and anxiety disorders may be complicated by the development of a
substance abuse problem, facilitated by the relatively easy access to psychoactive substances (Tyssen et al 2002). This
is a particularly serious issue for doctors as this may impair their ability to provide adequate patient care. Mental health
conditions can also have serious consequences for the doctor, such as loss of their medical licence. Depression and
anxiety disorders in medical students can reduce learning capacity and affect academic performance. One of the most
serious consequences of depression is suicide. Besides the devastating impact on family and friends, the death of a
doctor represents a significant cost to society due to the substantial health care resources required to train a doctor.
It is important to recognise factors that predispose doctors to depression and anxiety disorders. Identifying a doctor
with risk factors for depression and anxiety disorder can aid recognition and treatment. The identification of modifiable
risk factors (such as the working environment or training requirements) could be used to facilitate the development of
relevant and effective strategies for treatment and presentation.
The stigma associated with mental health disorders within the general population also exists within the medical
community. Doctors often face additional barriers, such as concerns around confidentiality and the potential career
impact. This is perpetuated by a culture within the profession which expects doctors to be infallible and believes
illness, particularly mental illness, is a sign of weakness (Department of Health UK, 2008). Consequently, doctors may
find it difficult to recognise and acknowledge vulnerability and symptoms in themselves (Parsons et al 2001). The
aversion of doctors to seeking help may lead to self-diagnosis and self-medication. This can result in substance abuse
problems, which often go unrecognised.
To address these issues, it is important to offer programs and services which cater to the unique and specialised
needs of doctors. Countries such as Australia, the USA and the UK have various doctors’ health programs, which
function independently of their respective regulatory authorities. These programs aim to allow doctors to seek help
prior to the development of severe depression and anxiety disorders. This is particularly critical as these conditions are
often unrecognised until patient safety is compromised.
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2 Method
2.1 Topic areas
This report contains a systematic literature review of topics selected by beyondblue, which were considered relevant
to doctors’ mental health. These topics are summarised in Table 2.
Table 2 Topics selected for inclusion
Topic area
Prevalence of anxiety and depression
Prevalence of substance misuse and self-medication
Suicide rates
Risk factors for anxiety and depression
Help-seeking rates for anxiety and depression
Interventions for anxiety and depression
Attitudes of medical colleagues
Impact on patient care
Impact on work and family life
Barriers to help-seeking

2.2 Criteria for determining study eligibility
The criteria for determining if publications were eligible to be included for each topic are described below.

Prevalence of anxiety and depression
The eligibility criteria for studies assessing the prevalence of anxiety and depression are shown in Table 3. Publications
were eligible for inclusion if they assessed the prevalence of anxiety or depression in medical practitioners or medical
students. Publications were not restricted by the method of assessing anxiety or depression (i.e. the study could
have used a validated diagnostic tool or an investigator defined assessment). The publication must have compared
the prevalence rate in medical practitioners or medical students with another cohort, although this could have been
comprised of any population (such as non-medical subjects, subjects from a different profession or the same subjects
at a different time-point).
Table 3 Criteria for determining study eligibility: Prevalence rates
Study design

Any study which assesses the prevalence of anxiety or depression

Population

Medical practitioners or medical students

Intervention or assessment

Any assessment of the prevalence of anxiety or depression

Comparator

Any

Outcomes

Number or proportion of subjects with anxiety or depression
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Prevalence of substance misuse and self-medication
The eligibility criteria for studies assessing the prevalence of substance misuse and self-medication are shown in
Table 4. Publications were eligible for inclusion if they assessed the prevalence of substance misuse and self‑medication
in medical practitioners or medical students. Publications were not restricted by the method of assessing substance
misuse or self-medication (i.e. the study could have used a validated tool or an investigator defined assessment). The
publication must have compared the prevalence rate in medical practitioners or medical students with another cohort,
although this could have been comprised of any population (such as non-medical subjects, subjects from a different
profession or the same subjects at a different time-point). As “misuse” is a poorly defined term, any outcomes relating
to substance use were extracted from the publications. This was particularly relevant for alcohol, with all outcomes
related to alcohol use extracted, even if the outcome may not be considered alcohol misuse (e.g. consumption of one
standard drink once a month).
Table 4 Criteria for determining study eligibility: Substance misuse and self-medication
Study design

Any study which assessed substance use

Population

Medical practitioners or medical students

Intervention or assessment

Any assessment of the substance use (including alcohol and drugs)

Comparator

Any

Outcomes

Number or proportion of subjects using substances (including alcohol and drugs)

Suicide rates
The eligibility criteria for studies assessing suicide rates are shown in Table 5. Publications were eligible for inclusion if
they assessed the rate of completed suicides in medical practitioners or medical students. The publication must have
compared the suicide rate in medical practitioners or medical students with the suicide rate in the general population.
The primary outcome extracted from these publications was the suicide rate.
This inclusion criteria restricted publications to those studies which compared the suicide rate in medical practitioners
or medical students with the suicide rate in the general population. However, in order to capture the difference in
suicide rates between different medical specialties and different professions, these outcomes were also extracted from
the included publications. In addition, any outcomes related to all cause mortality in medical practitioners or medical
students were extracted. This provided a comparison between suicide rates and all cause mortality rates in medical
populations. Any publication which reported the proportion of subjects who had committed suicide was eligible for
inclusion. Suicide rates were defined as per the time period specified in the publication.
Table 5 Criteria for determining study eligibility: Suicide rates
Study design

Any study which assessed suicide rates

Population

Medical practitioners or medical students

Intervention or assessment

Assessment of suicide rates as defined by the publication (i.e. SMR, PMR, CMF, CAR)

Comparator

Suicide rate in the general population

Outcomes

Number or proportion of medical practitioners or medical students who had committed suicide
Number or proportion of medical practitioners from different medical specialties who had
committed suicide
Number or proportion of subjects from different professions who had committed suicide
All cause mortality in medical practitioners or medical students

Abbreviations: CAR=Crude annual rate; CMF=Comparative mortality figure; PMR=Proportionate mortality ratio;
SMR=Standardised mortality ratio.
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Risk factors for anxiety and depression
The eligibility criteria for studies assessing risk factors for anxiety or depression are shown in Table 6. Publications
were eligible for inclusion if they assessed risk factors for anxiety or depression in medical practitioners or medical
students. The publication must have assessed the risk factors using a multivariate analysis. The outcomes extracted
were the risk factors, as identified by the publication.
Table 6 Criteria for determining study eligibility: Risk factors
Study design

Any study which assessed risk factors for anxiety or depression

Population

Medical practitioners or medical students

Intervention or assessment

Assessment of risk factors for anxiety or depression using an adjusted, multivariate analysis

Comparator

Any

Outcomes

Risk factors for anxiety or depression

Help-seeking rates for anxiety and depression
The eligibility criteria for studies assessing help-seeking rates for anxiety and depression are shown in Table 7.
Publications were eligible for inclusion if they assessed help-seeking rates for anxiety or depression in medical
practitioners or medical students. The outcomes extracted were the number or proportion of subjects who would
seek help, or who had sought help in the past.
Table 7 Criteria for determining study eligibility: Help-seeking rates
Study design

Any study which assessed help-seeking for anxiety or depression

Population

Medical practitioners or medical students

Intervention or assessment

Assessment of help-seeking rates for anxiety or depression

Comparator

Any

Outcomes

Number or proportion of subjects who would seek help, or who had sought help

Interventions
The eligibility criteria for studies evaluating interventions for mental health disorders are shown in Table 8. Publications
were eligible for inclusion if they assessed the interventions aimed to prevent or treat mental health disorders in
medical practitioners or medical students. Publications were not restricted by type of mental health disorder or the
method of assessment.
Table 8 Criteria for determining study eligibility: Interventions
Study design

Any study design

Population

Medical practitioners or medical students

Intervention or assessment

Any assessment of an intervention aimed to prevent or treat a mental health disorder

Comparator

Any

Outcomes

Any assessment of the effect of the intervention in terms of mental health outcomes
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Attitudes
The eligibility criteria for studies assessing the attitudes of doctors towards colleagues with a mental health disorder
are shown in Table 9. Publications were eligible for inclusion if they assessed attitudes towards colleagues with mental
health disorders in a cohort of medical practitioners or medical students. Publications were not restricted by the
method used to assess attitudes, and the study design could have included any comparator group (or no comparator
at all). The outcomes extracted were any assessment of attitude towards other doctors.
Table 9 Criteria for determining study eligibility: Attitudes
Study design

Any study which assessed attitudes toward mental health disorders

Population

Medical practitioners or medical students

Intervention or assessment

Any assessment of attitudes toward mental health disorders

Comparator

Any or none

Outcomes

Any assessment of attitudes towards other doctors

Impact on patient care
The eligibility criteria for studies assessing the impact of mental health disorders on patient care are listed in Table 10.
Publications were eligible for inclusion if they assessed patient care provided by doctors. The study must have assessed
patient care provided by doctors with a mental health disorder. The study design could have included any comparator
group (or no comparator at all). The outcomes extracted were any assessment of patient care.
Table 10 Criteria for determining study eligibility: Impact on patient care
Study design

Any study which assessed patient care

Population

Medical practitioners or medical students

Intervention or assessment

Any assessment of patient care in doctors with a mental health disorder

Comparator

Any or none

Outcomes

Any assessment of patient care

Impact on work and family life
The eligibility criteria for studies assessing the impact of mental health disorders in doctors on their work and family
life are shown in Table 11. Publications were eligible for inclusion if they assessed the work and family life in medical
practitioners or medical students. Publications were not restricted by the method used to assess the impact of a
mental disorder on work and family life, and the study design could have included any comparator group (or no
comparator at all). The outcomes extracted were any assessment of work and family life.
Table 11 Criteria for determining study eligibility: Impact on work and family life
Study design

Any study which assessed work and family life

Population

Medical practitioners or medical students

Intervention or assessment

Any assessment of the impact of a mental health disorder on work and family life

Comparator

Any or none

Outcomes

Any assessment of work and family life
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Barriers to help-seeking for mental health care
The eligibility criteria for studies assessing the barriers to help-seeking for mental health care are shown in Table 12.
Publications were eligible for inclusion if they assessed barriers to help-seeking in medical practitioners or medical
students. Publications were not restricted by the method used to assess barriers, and the study design could have
included any comparator group (or no comparator at all). The outcomes extracted were any assessment of barriers.
Note that publications which assessed barriers to help-seeking for general health care (i.e. not specifically for mental
health care) were not eligible for inclusion.
Table 12 Criteria for determining study eligibility: Barriers to help-seeking
Study design

Any study which assesses barriers to seeking help

Population

Medical practitioners or medical students

Intervention or assessment

Any assessment of the barriers to help-seeking for mental health disorders

Comparator

Any or none

Outcomes

Barriers to help-seeking behaviour

2.3 Initial search methodology and assessment
of study eligibility
A systematic method of literature searching and selection was employed in the preparation of this review. Searches
were conducted in EMBASE, Medline, PsycInfo, CINAHL and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews.
Searches were not restricted by date.
The reference lists of included papers were reviewed to identify any peer-reviewed evidence that may not have been
identified in the literature searches. Contacting of authors for unpublished research was not undertaken in this review.
Conference abstracts were not eligible for inclusion.
The searches were conducted between 15 September 2009 and 22 September 2009. Therefore, studies published
after this time were not eligible for inclusion in the systematic review. The search strategy is shown in Table 13. A total
of 9,140 non-duplicate citations were identified.
Table 13 Search strategy
Database

Date
searched

EMBASE +
Medline

<1950 –
15 Sep 2009

EMBASE +
Medline

<1950 –
21 Sep 2009

#

Search terms

Citations

1

‘anxiety disorder’/exp OR ‘anxiety disorder’

2

‘depression’/exp OR ‘central depression’/exp OR ‘clinical depression’/exp
OR ‘depressive disease’/exp OR ‘depressive disorder’/exp OR ‘depressive
episode’/exp OR ‘depressive illness’/exp OR ‘depressive personality disorder’/
exp OR ‘depressive state’/exp OR ‘depressive symptom’/exp OR ‘depressive
syndrome’/exp OR ‘mental depression’/exp OR ‘parental depression’/exp

213,912

3

#1 OR #2

277,548

4

‘doctor’/exp OR ‘medical doctor’/exp OR ‘medical practitioner’/exp OR
‘physician associate’/exp OR ‘physicians’/exp OR ‘practitioner’/exp OR
‘private physician’/exp OR ‘physician’/exp

179,958

5

#3 AND #4

1

‘doctor’/exp OR ‘medical doctor’/exp OR ‘medical practitioner’/exp OR
‘physician associate’/exp OR ‘physicians’/exp OR ‘practitioner’/exp OR
‘private physician’/exp OR ‘physician’/exp

2

‘self-medication’/exp OR ‘self-medication’ OR ‘alcohol abuse’/exp OR
‘alcohol abuse’ OR ‘alcohol misuse’ OR ‘drug misuse’/exp OR ‘drug misuse’
OR ‘drug abuse’/exp OR ‘drug abuse’ OR ‘chronic drug overuser’/exp OR
‘chronic drug overuser’ OR ‘drug abuser’/exp OR ‘drug abuser’ OR ‘drug
problem’/exp OR ‘drug problem’ OR ‘alcohol overuse’

3

prevalent OR ‘prevalence’/exp OR ‘prevalence’ OR incident OR ‘incidence’/
exp OR ‘incidence’ OR ‘morbidity’/exp OR ‘morbidity’ OR ‘mortality’/exp
OR ‘mortality’

4

#1 AND #2 AND #3

94,287

5,903
180,177

91,147

1,426,082

352
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Database

Date
searched

EMBASE +
Medline

<1950 –
21 Sep 2009

PsycInfo

CINAHL

Cochrane
Library

1806 –
Sep Week 2
2009

1982 –
21 Sep 2009

1800 –
15 Sep 2009

#

Search terms

Citations

1

‘doctor’/exp OR ‘medical doctor’/exp OR ‘medical practitioner’/exp OR
‘physician associate’/exp OR ‘physicians’/exp OR ‘practitioner’/exp OR
‘private physician’/exp OR ‘physician’/exp

2

‘suicide’/exp OR ‘suicide’ OR ‘self killing’/exp OR ‘self killing’

3

prevalent OR ‘prevalence’/exp OR ‘prevalence’ OR incident OR ‘incidence’/
exp OR ‘incidence’ OR ‘morbidity’/exp OR ‘morbidity’ OR ‘mortality’/exp OR
‘mortality’

4

#1 AND #2 AND #3

1

exp anxiety disorders/

2

atypical depression/

3

“depression (emotion)”/

19,537

4

exp major depression/

67,390

5

or/1-4

6

exp physicians/

7

clinicians/

8

6 OR 7

9

8 AND 5

1,230

S1

(MH “Anxiety Disorders+”)

9,731

S2

TI “anxiety disorder” or AB “anxiety disorder”

S3

S1 or S2

S4

(MH “Depression+”)

27,551

S5

TI depression or AB depression

25,675

S6

S4 OR S5

36,777

S7

S3 OR S6

44,539

S8

(MH “Physicians+”)

34,109

S9

TI ( (doctor OR practitioner OR physician*) ) or AB ( (doctor OR practitioner
OR physician*) )

56,135

S10

S8 OR S9

80,414

S11

S7 AND S10

S12

S7 AND S10

180,177

58,422
1,426,082

346
45,459
122

125,510
24,176
3,823
27,805

745
9,952

2,046
654

1

(anxiety disorder) OR depression

27,032

2

doctor OR physician

19,970

3

#1 AND #2

1,564

Cochrane
Library

1800 –
22 Sep 2009

1

(suicide) and (doctor OR physician) and (prevalent OR ‘prevalence’ OR
incident OR ‘incidence’ OR ‘morbidity’ OR ‘mortality’)

120

Cochrane
Library

1800 –
22 Sep 2009

1

(doctor OR physician) and (prevalent OR prevalence OR incident OR
incidence OR morbidity OR mortality) and (self-medication OR ‘alcohol
abuse’ OR ‘alcohol misuse’ OR ‘drug misuse’ OR ‘drug abuse’ OR
‘drug abuser’ OR ‘drug problem’ OR ‘alcohol overuse’)

19

Manual search
Total number of citations
Total number of non-duplicate citations

14

31
10,219
9,140

Publications identified in the literature search were reviewed and the exclusion criteria shown in Table 14 applied
hierarchically. Publications were excluded if they were the wrong study type (e.g. non-systematic reviews, animal
studies, letters or not the specific study criteria for the relevant clinical questions as described in Table 14), if they
were in the wrong population (i.e. not in medical practitioners or medical students) or evaluated the wrong intervention
or performed the wrong assessments (i.e. did not assess the prevalence of anxiety, depression, substance use or
suicide, risk factors for anxiety or depression using a multivariate analysis, or help-seeking rates for anxiety or suicide).
Publications were excluded if they did not report any of the defined outcomes (i.e. prevalence of anxiety, depression,
substance use or suicide, risk factors for anxiety or depression or help-seeking rates). Only English language
publications were eligible for inclusion.
Table 14 Exclusion criteria
Wrong study type

The study did not assess the prevalence of anxiety, depression, substance use or suicide,
risk factors for anxiety or depression, or help-seeking rates for anxiety or suicide

Wrong population

Not medical practitioners or medical students

Wrong intervention or assessment

The study did not assess the prevalence of anxiety, depression, substance use or suicide,
risk factors for anxiety or suicide using a multivariate analysis, or help-seeking rates for
anxiety or suicide

Wrong outcome

The study did not report the prevalence of anxiety, depression, substance use or suicide,
risk factors for anxiety or depression or help-seeking rates

Not in English

Non-English publications were not included

A total of 9,140 citations were identified in the initial literature search (shown in Table 13). The exclusion criteria was
applied to all citations by reviewing the abstract and title, with 8,774 publications excluded (shown in Table 15). A total of
365 publications remained, and the full text version of each publication was retrieved and reviewed. The same exclusion
criteria were then applied to the full text articles. A total of 73 publications met the inclusion criteria for at least one of the
topic areas.
A full list of excluded citations annotated by the key reason for exclusion is provided in Appendix 1.
Table 15 Assessment of study eligibility: Excluded and included citations
Exclusion criteria

Number

Total citations

9,140

Citations excluded after review of abstract/title
Wrong study type

209

Wrong population

8,552

Wrong intervention or assessment

0

Wrong outcome

13

Not in English

0

Total excluded citations

8,774

Full papers reviewed

365

Citations excluded after review of full publication
Wrong study type

121

Wrong population

6

Wrong intervention or assessment

15

Wrong outcome

64

Not in English

86

Total excluded citations

292

Total included citations

73
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2.4 Additional search methodology and assessment
of study eligibility
The literature search described above aimed to capture literature relevant to all of the topics identified in Table 2. After
applying inclusion and exclusion criteria to the identified citations, few publications relevant to the attitudes of medical
colleagues, impact on patient care, impact on work and family life and barriers to help-seeking topics were identified.
Subsequently, it was decided that a second literature search be performed for each of these topics (i.e. attitudes,
patient care, work and family life and barriers). The inclusion criteria was broadened to include publications assessing
any mental health disorder (i.e. they were not restricted to depression or anxiety disorders). Note that publications
discussing “stress” and “burnout” were not included as these are not considered to be mental health disorders.

Interventions
After identifying only one publication which assessed an intervention for doctors with a mental health disorder in the
initial literature search, expert opinion was sought. Dr Kym Jenkins (Medical Director of the Victorian Doctors Health
Program) and Dr Margaret Kay (Medical Director of the Queensland Doctors’ Health Program) were consulted, and
both confirmed they were unaware of any literature which evaluated an intervention that aimed to improve mental
health outcomes in doctors. Consequently, a second literature search was not undertaken for this topic.

Attitudes
Literature search methodology
The literature search was conducted as described in the earlier section of this document. The search strategy is
shown in Table 16. A total of 634 non-duplicate citations were identified.
Table 16 Search strategy: Attitudes
Database

Date
searched

EMBASE +
Medline

<1950 –
15 Oct 2009

Cochrane
Library

1800 –
03 Nov 2009

#

Search terms

Citations

1

‘doctor’/exp/mj OR ‘medical doctor’/exp/mj OR ‘medical practitioner’/exp/mj
OR ‘physician associate’/exp/mj OR ‘physicians’/exp/mj OR ‘practitioner’/exp/
mj OR ‘private physician’/exp/mj OR ‘physician’/exp/mj

54,620

2

‘mental health’/exp/mj OR ‘anxiety disorder’/exp/mj OR ‘depression’/exp/mj
OR ‘mood disorder’/exp/mj OR ‘mental disease’/exp/mj

898,145

3

‘attitude to health’/exp OR ‘attitude to health’ OR ‘attitude to illness’/exp OR
‘attitude to illness’ OR ‘attitude to mental illness’/exp OR ‘attitude to mental
illness’ OR ‘health personnel attitude’/exp OR ‘health personnel attitude’ OR
‘attitudes’

188,172

4

‘perception’/mj OR ‘stigma’/mj

19,618

5

1 AND 2 AND (3 OR 4)

439

1

(doctor OR physician OR ‘medical practitioner’) and (‘mental disorder’
OR ‘mental distress’ OR ‘mental disease’ OR ‘mental health’ OR ‘mental
illness’) and (attitudes OR ‘physician attitudes’ OR stigma OR ‘attitude
to health’ OR ‘attitude to mental illness’ OR ‘attitude towards other
physicians’ OR ‘towards other doctors’)

199

Manual search

2

Total number of citations

640

Total number of non-duplicate citations

634
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Assessment of study eligibility
Publications identified in the literature search were reviewed and the exclusion criteria shown in Table 17 applied
hierarchically. Publications were excluded if they were the wrong study type (i.e. did not assess attitudes towards
mental health disorders), if they were in the wrong population (i.e. not in medical practitioners or medical students),
if they performed the wrong assessment (i.e. not an assessment of attitudes) or if they reported the wrong outcome
(i.e. did not report the attitudes of doctors towards other doctors with a mental health disorder). Only English language
publications were eligible for inclusion.
Table 17 Exclusion criteria: Attitudes
Wrong study type

The study did not assess attitudes toward mental health disorders

Wrong population

Not medical practitioners or medical students

Wrong intervention or assessment

Not an assessment of attitudes toward mental health disorders

Wrong outcome

The study did not assess attitudes towards colleagues with a mental health disorder

Not in English

Non-English publications were not included

A total of 634 citations were identified in the initial literature search (shown in Table 18). The exclusion criteria were first
applied to all citations by reviewing the abstract and title, with 612 publications excluded. A total of 22 publications
remained, and the full text version of each publication was retrieved and reviewed. The same exclusion criteria were
then applied to the full text articles, of which only one publication met the inclusion.
A full list of excluded citations annotated by the key reason for exclusion is provided in Appendix 1.
Table 18 Assessment of study eligibility: Excluded and included citations for attitudes
Exclusion criteria

Number

Total citations

634

Citations excluded after review of abstract/title
Wrong study type

580

Wrong population

1

Wrong intervention or assessment

0

Wrong outcome

31

Not in English

0

Total excluded citations

612

Full papers reviewed

22

Citations excluded after review of full publication
Wrong study type

19

Wrong population

1

Wrong intervention or assessment

0

Wrong outcome

1

Not in English

0

Total excluded citations

21

Total included citations

1
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Impact on patient care
Literature search methodology
The literature search was conducted as described earlier in this document. The search strategy is shown in Table 19.
A total of 439 non-duplicate citations were identified.
Table 19 Search strategy: Patient care
Database

Date
searched

EMBASE +
Medline

<1950 –
15 Oct 2009

Cochrane
Library

1800 –
03 Nov 2009

#

Search terms

Citations

1

‘patient care’/exp/mj OR ‘health care quality’/exp/mj

288,984

2

‘doctor’/exp/mj OR ‘medical doctor’/exp/mj OR ‘medical practitioner’/exp/mj
OR ‘physician associate’/exp/mj OR ‘physicians’/exp/mj OR ‘practitioner’/exp/
mj OR ‘private physician’/exp/mj OR ‘physician’/exp/mj

54,620

3

‘mental health’/exp/mj OR ‘anxiety disorder’/exp/mj OR ‘depression’/exp/mj
OR ‘mood disorder’/exp/mj OR ‘mental disease’/exp/mj

898,145

4

1 AND 2 AND 3

376

1

(doctor OR physician OR medical practitioner) AND (mental disorder OR
mental distress OR mental disease) AND (patient care OR health care)

62

Manual search

1

Total number of citations

439

Total number of non-duplicate citations

439

Assessment of study eligibility
The publications identified through the literature search were reviewed and the exclusion criteria shown in Table 20
applied hierarchically. Publications were excluded if they were the wrong study type (i.e. did not assess patient care),
if they were in the wrong population (i.e. not in medical practitioners or medical students), if they performed the wrong
assessment (i.e. not an assessment of patient care in doctors with a mental health disorder) or if they reported the
wrong outcome (i.e. did not report an assessment of patient care). Only English language publications were eligible
for inclusion.
Table 20 Exclusion criteria: Patient care
Wrong study type

The study did not assess patient care

Wrong population

Not medical practitioners or medical students

Wrong intervention or assessment

Not an assessment of assessment of patient care in doctors with a mental health disorder

Wrong outcome

The study did not assess patient care

Not in English

Non-English publications will not be included

A total of 439 citations were identified in the initial literature search (shown in Table 21). The exclusion criteria were first
applied to all citations by reviewing the abstract and title, with 437 publications excluded. A total of two publications
remained, and the full text version of each publication was retrieved and reviewed. The same exclusion criteria were
then applied to the full text articles, of which only one publication met the inclusion criteria.
A full list of excluded citations annotated by the key reason for exclusion is provided in Appendix 1.
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Table 21 Assessment of study eligibility: Excluded and included citations for patient care
Exclusion criteria

Number

Total citations

439

Citations excluded after review of abstract/title
Wrong study type

437

Wrong population

0

Wrong intervention or assessment

0

Wrong outcome

0

Not in English

0

Total excluded citations

437

Full papers reviewed

2

Citations excluded after review of full publication
Wrong study type

1

Wrong population

0

Wrong intervention or assessment

0

Wrong outcome

0

Not in English

0

Total excluded citations

1

Total included citations

1

Impact on work and family life
Literature search methodology
The literature search was conducted as described earlier in this document. The search strategy is shown in Table 22.
A total of 624 non-duplicate citations were identified.
Table 22 Search strategy: Work and family life
Database

Date
searched

EMBASE +
Medline

<1950 –
15 Oct 2009

Cochrane
Library

1800 –
03 Nov 2009

#

Search terms

Citations

1

‘job performance’/exp OR ‘job satisfaction’/exp OR ‘job stress’/exp OR ‘work
environment’/exp OR ‘family life’/exp OR ‘family conflict’/exp

48,802

2

‘doctor’/exp OR ‘medical doctor’/exp OR ‘medical practitioner’/exp OR
‘physician associate’/exp OR ‘physicians’/exp OR ‘practitioner’/exp OR
‘private physician’/exp OR ‘physician’/exp

633,089

3

‘mental health’/exp/mj OR ‘anxiety disorder’/exp/mj OR ‘depression’/exp/mj
OR ‘mood disorder’/exp/mj OR ‘mental disease’/exp/mj

898,145

4

1 AND 2 AND 3

568

1

(doctor OR physician OR medical practitioner) AND (mental disorder
OR mental distress OR mental disease) AND (‘job performance’ OR ‘job
satisfaction’ OR ‘family conflict’ OR ‘work environment’)

62

Manual search

0

Total number of citations

630

Total number of non-duplicate citations

624

Assessment of study eligibility
Publications identified in the literature search were reviewed and the exclusion criteria shown in Table 23 applied
hierarchically. Publications were excluded if they were the wrong study type (i.e. did not assess impact on work and
family life due to a mental disorder), if they were in the wrong population (i.e. not in medical practitioners or medical
students), if they performed the wrong assessment (i.e. not an assessment of impact on work and family life) or if
they reported the wrong outcome (i.e. did not report an assessment of work and family life). Only English language
publications were eligible for inclusion.
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Table 23 Exclusion criteria: Work and family life
Wrong study type

The study did not assess impact on work and family life from a mental health disorder

Wrong population

Not medical practitioners or medical students

Wrong intervention or assessment

Not an assessment of the impact of a mental health disorder on work and family life

Wrong outcome

The study did not assess the impact on work and family life

Not in English

Non-English publications were not included

A total of 624 citations were identified in the initial literature search (shown in Table 24). The exclusion criteria were first
applied to all citations by reviewing the abstract and title, with 618 publications excluded. A total of six publications
remained, and the full text version of each publication was retrieved and reviewed. The same exclusion criteria were
then applied to the full text articles, of which only one publication met the inclusion criteria.
A full list of excluded citations annotated by the key reason for exclusion is provided in Appendix 1.
Table 24 Assessment of study eligibility: Excluded and included citations for work and family life
Exclusion criteria

Number

Total citations

624

Citations excluded after review of abstract/title
Wrong study type

618

Wrong population

0

Wrong intervention or assessment

0

Wrong outcome

0

Not in English

0

Total excluded citations

618

Full papers reviewed

6

Citations excluded after review of full publication
Wrong study type

4

Wrong population

0

Wrong intervention or assessment

0

Wrong outcome

0

Not in English

1

Total excluded citations

5

Total included citations

1
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Barriers to help-seeking for mental health care
Literature search methodology
The literature search was conducted as described earlier in this document. The search strategy is shown in Table 25.
A total of 537 non-duplicate citations were identified.
Table 25 Search strategy: Barriers
Database

Date
searched

EMBASE +
Medline

<1950 –
15 Oct 2009

Cochrane
Library

1800 –
03 Nov 2009

#

Search terms

Citations

1

help-seeking barriers’ OR ‘barrier’ OR ‘acceptability’ OR ‘stigma’/exp OR
‘stigma’

111,172

2

‘doctor’/exp OR ‘medical doctor’/exp OR ‘medical practitioner’/exp OR
‘physician associate’/exp OR ‘physicians’/exp OR ‘practitioner’/exp OR
‘private physician’/exp OR ‘physician’/exp

181,475

3

‘mental health’/exp OR ‘mental health’ OR ‘anxiety disorder’/exp OR ‘anxiety
disorder’ OR ‘depression’/exp OR ‘depression’ OR ‘mood disorder’/exp OR
‘mood disorder’ OR ‘mental disease’/exp OR ‘mental disease’

1,352,301

4

1 AND 2 AND 3

354

1

(doctor OR physician OR medical practitioner) AND (mental disorder
OR mental distress OR mental disease) AND (‘help-seeking barriers’ OR
‘barrier’ OR ‘acceptability’ OR ‘stigma’)

200

Manual search

3

Total number of citations

557

Total number of non-duplicate citations

537

Assessment of study eligibility
Publications identified in the literature search were reviewed and the exclusion criteria shown in Table 26 applied
hierarchically. Publications were excluded if they were the wrong study type (i.e. did not assess barriers to helpseeking rates for a mental disorder), if they were in the wrong population (i.e. not in medical practitioners or medical
students), or reported the wrong outcomes (i.e. did not report the barriers to help-seeking). Only English language
publications were eligible for inclusion.
Table 26 Exclusion criteria: Barriers
Wrong study type

The study did not assess barriers to help-seeking for a mental disorder

Wrong population

Not medical practitioners or medical students

Wrong intervention or assessment

Not an assessment of barriers to help-seeking

Wrong outcome

The study did not assess barriers to help-seeking

Not in English

Non-English publications were not included

A total of 537 citations were identified in the initial literature search (shown in Table 27). The exclusion criteria were first
applied to all citations by reviewing the abstract and title, with 530 publications excluded. A total of seven publications
remained, and the full text version of each publication was retrieved and reviewed. The same exclusion criteria were
then applied to the full text articles, of which five publications met the inclusion criteria.
A full list of excluded citations annotated by the key reason for exclusion is provided in Appendix 1.
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Table 27 Assessment of study eligibility: Excluded and included citations for barriers
Exclusion criteria

Number

Total citations

537

Citations excluded after review of abstract/title
Wrong study type

475

Wrong population

55

Wrong intervention or assessment

0

Wrong outcome

0

Not in English

0

Total excluded citations

530

Full papers reviewed

7

Citations excluded after review of full publication
Wrong study type

2

Wrong population

0

Wrong intervention or assessment

0

Wrong outcome

0

Not in English

0

Total excluded citations

2

Total included citations

5
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2.5 Included citations
A total of 85 publications met the inclusion criteria for at least one of the topic areas selected for inclusion in this
report. The full citations are shown in Table 28.
Table 28 Included citations
Study ID

Citation

Applicability to topic

A’Brook 1967

A’Brook MF, Hailstone JD, McLaughlan IE. Psychiatric illness in the medical
profession. Br J Psychiatry 1967; 113(502):1013-1023.

Substance misuse and
self-medication

Aasland 2001

Aasland OG, Ekeberg O, Schweder T. Suicide rates from 1960 to 1989 in
Norwegian physicians compared with other educational groups. Soc Sci
Med 2001; 52(2):259-265.

Suicide rates

Adams 2009

Adams EF, Lee AJ, Pritchard CW, White RJ. What stops us from healing the
healers: A survey of help-seeking behaviour, stigmatisation and depression
within the medical profession. Int J Soc Psychiatry 2009.

Attitudes

Alexander 2000

Alexander BH, Checkoway H, Nagahama SI, Domino KB. Cause-specific
mortality risks of anethesiologists. Anesthesiology 2000; 93(4):922-930.

Suicide rates

Angres 2003

Angres DH, McGovern MP, Shaw MF, Rawal P. Psychiatric Comorbidity and
Physicians with Substance Use Disorders: A comparison between the 1980s
and 1990s. Journal of addictive diseases 2003; 22(3):79-87.

Substance misuse and
self-medication

Arnetz 1987

Arnetz BB, Horte LG, Hedberg A. Suicide patterns among physicians
related to other academics as well as to the general population. Results
from a national long-term prospective study and a retrospective study. Acta
Psychiatr Scand 1987; 75(2):139-143.

Suicide rates

Brewster 2008

Brewster JM, Kaufmann IM, Hutchison S, MacWilliam C. Characteristics and
outcomes of doctors in a substance dependence monitoring programme in
Canada: Prospective descriptive study. BMJ 2008; 337(7679):1156-1158.

Interventions

Brogan 2003

Brogan DJ, O’Hanlan KA, Elon L, Frank E. Health and professional
characteristics of lesbian and heterosexual women physicians. J Am Med
Womens Assoc 2003; 58(1):10-19.

Prevalence of anxiety and
depression

Brown 1992

Brown JB. Female family doctors: Their work and well-being. Fam Med
1992; 24(8):591-595.

Prevalence of anxiety and
depression

Brown and
Schneidman 2004

Brown RL, Schneidman BS. Physicians’ health programs - What’s
happening in the USA? Med J Aust 2004; 181(7):390-391.

Interventions

Bruce 1974

Bruce DL, Eide KA, Smith NJ. A prospective survey of anesthesiologist
mortality, 1967-1971. Anesthesiology 1974; 41(1):71-74.

Suicide rates

Caplan 1994

Caplan RP. Stress, anxiety, and depression in hospital consultants,
general practitioners, and senior health service managers. Br Med J 1994;
309(6964):1261-1263.

Prevalence of anxiety and
depression

Carpenter 1997

Carpenter LM, Swerdlow AJ, Fear NT. Mortality of doctors in different
specialties: Findings from a cohort of 20 000 NHS hospital consultants.
Occup Environ Med 1997; 54(6):388-395.

Suicide rates

Chambers 1992
and Chambers and
Belcher 1993

Chambers R. Health and lifestyle of general practitioners and teachers.
Occup Med 1992; 42(2):69-78.

Prevalence of anxiety and
depression

Chambers R, Belcher J. Comparison of the health and lifestyle of general
practitioners and teachers. Br J Gen Pract 1993; 43(374):378-382.

Substance misuse and
self-medication

Craig and Pitts
1968

Craig AG, Pitts J. Suicide by physicians. Dis Nerv Syst 1968;
29(11):763-772.

Suicide rates

Dean 1969

Dean G. The causes of death of South African doctors and dentists. South
African Medical Journal 1969; 43(17):495-500.

Suicide rates

DeSole 1967

DeSole DE, Singer P, Aronson S. Suicide and role strain among physicians.
Into J Soc Psychiatry 1969; 15(4):294-301.

Suicide rates

Dyrbye 2006

Dyrbye LN, Thomas MR, Huschka MM, Lawson KL, Novotny PJ, Sloan
JA et al. A multicenter study of burnout, depression, and quality of life in
minority and non-minority US medical students. Mayo Clin Proc 2006;
81(11):1435-1442.

Prevalence of anxiety and
depression

Barriers to help-seeking

Substance misuse and
self-medication
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Study ID

Citation

Applicability to topic

Erdur 2006

Erdur B, Ergin A, Turkcuer I, Parlak I, Ergin N, Boz B. A study of depression
and anxiety among doctors working in emergency unit in Denizli, Turkey.
Emerg Med J 2006; 23(10):759-763.

Risk factors

Firth-Cozens 1998

Firth-Cozens J. Individual and organizational predictors of depression in
general practitioners. Br J Gen Pract 1998; 48(435):1647-1651.

Risk factors

Firth-Cozens and
Greenhalgh 1997

Firth-Cozens J, Greenhalgh J. Doctors’ perceptions of the links between
stress and lowered clinical care. Soc Sci Med 1997; 44(7):1017-1022.

Patient care

Frank 1999

Frank E, Biola H, Burnett CA. Mortality rates and causes among U.S.
physicians. Am J Prev Med 2000; 19(3):155-159.

Prevalence of anxiety and
depression

Frank 2000

Frank E, Biola H, Burnett CA. Mortality rates and causes among U.S.
physicians. Am J Prev Med 2000; 19(3):155-159.

Suicide rates

Hall 1991

Hall A, Harrington JM, Aw TC. Mortality study of British pathologists.
Am J Ind Med 1991; 20(1):83-89.

Suicide rates

Harrington 1975
and Harrington
1984

Harrington JM, Shannon HS. Mortality study of pathologists and medical
laboratory technicians. Br Med J 1975; 4(5992):329-332.

Suicide rates

Hassan 2009

Hassan TM, Ahmed SO, White AC, Galbraith N. A postal survey of doctors’
attitudes to becoming mentally ill. Clin Med 2009; 9(4):327-332.

Barriers to help-seeking

Hawton 2001

Hawton K, Clements A, Sakarovitch C, Simkin S, Deeks JJ. Suicide in
doctors: A study of risk according to gender, seniority and specialty in
medical practitioners in England and Wales, 1979-1995. J Epidemiol
Community Health 2001; 55(5):296-300.

Suicide rates

Hem 2005

Hem E, Haldorsen T, Aasland OG, Tyssen R, Vaglum P, Ekeberg O. Suicide
rates according to education with a particular focus on physicians in Norway
1960-2000. Psychol Med 2005; 35(6):873-880.

Suicide rates

Hendrie 1990

Hendrie H, Clair D, Brittain H, Fadul P. A study of anxiety/depressive
symptoms of medical students, house staff, and their spouses/partners.
Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease 178(3), Mar 1990;(3).

Prevalence of anxiety and
depression

Hughes 1991 and
Hughes 1992a

Hughes PH, Conard SE, Baldwin J, Storr CL, Sheehan DV. Resident
physician substance use in the United States. J Am Med Assoc
1991; 265(16):2069-2073.

Substance misuse and
self-medication

Harrington JM, Oakes D. Mortality study of British pathologists 1974-80.
Br J Ind Med 1984; 41(2):188-191.

Hughes PH, Baldwin J, Sheehan DV, Conard S, Storr CL. Resident physician
substance use, by specialty. Am J Psychiatry 1992; 149(10):1348-1354.
Hughes 1992b

Hughes PH, Brandenburg N, Baldwin J, Storr CL, Williams KM, Anthony JC
et al. Prevalence of substance use among US physicians. J Am Med Assoc
1992; 267(17):2333-2339.

Substance misuse and
self-medication

Hull 2008

Hull SK, DiLalla LF, Dorsey JK. Prevalence of health-related behaviors among
physicians and medical trainees. Acad Psychiatry 2008; 32(1):31-38.

Prevalence of anxiety and
depression

Innos 2002

Innos K, Rahu K, Baburin A, Rahu M. Cancer incidence and cause-specific
mortality in male and female physicians: a cohort study in Estonia. Scand J
Public Health 2002; 30(2):133-140.

Suicide rates

Juel 1999

Juel K, Mosbech J, Hansen ES. Mortality and causes of death among
Danish medical doctors 1973-1992. Into J Epidemiol 1999; 28(3):456-460.

Suicide rates

Lindeman 1996

Lindeman S, Laara E, Hakko H, Lonnqvist J. A systematic review on
gender-specific suicide mortality in medical doctors. Br J Psychiatry 1996;
168(MAR.):274-279.

Suicide rates

Lindeman 1997

Lindeman S, Laara E, Hirvonen J, Lonnqvist J. Suicide mortality among
medical doctors in Finland: Are females more prone to suicide than their
male colleagues? Psychol Med 1997; 27(5):1219-1222.

Suicide rates

Lindhardt 1963

Lindhardt M, Frandsen E, Hamtoft H, Mosbech J. Causes of death among
the medical profession in Denmark. Dan Med Bull 1963; 10(2):59-64.

Suicide rates

Lutsky 1994

Lutsky I, Hopwood M, Abram SE, Cerletty JM, Hoffman RG, Kampine JP.
Use of psychoactive substances in three medical specialties: Anaesthesia,
medicine and surgery. Can J Anaesth 1994; 41(7):561-567.

Substance misuse and
self-medication

Magnavita 2008

Magnavita N, Fileni A, Magnavita G, Mammi F, Mirk P, Roccia K et al. Work
stress in radiologists. A pilot study. Radiol Med 2008; 113(3):329-346.

Risk factors
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Study ID

Citation

Applicability to topic

Manocha 2009

Manocha R, Gordon A, Black D, Malhi G, Seidler R. Using meditation for
less stress and better wellbeing. A seminar for GPs. Aust Fam Phys 2009;
38(6):454-458.

Interventions

McLellan 2008

McLellan AT, Skipper GS, Campbell M, DuPont RL. Five year outcomes in a
cohort study of physicians treated for substance use disorders in the United
States. BMJ 2008; 337(7679):1154-1156.

Interventions

Neil 1987

Neil HAW, Fairer JG, Coleman MP. Mortality among male anaesthetists in the
United Kingdom, 1957-83. Br Med J 1987; 295(6594):360-362.

Suicide rates

Newbury-Birch
2001

Newbury-Birch D, Walshaw D, Kamali F. Drink and drugs: From medical
students to doctors. Drug Alcohol Depend 2001; 64(3):265-270.

Prevalence of anxiety and
depression
Substance misuse and
self-medication

Oxley 2004

Oxley JR. Services for sick doctors in the UK. Med J Aust 2004;
181(7):388-389.

Interventions

Peterlini 2002

Peterlini M, Tiberio I, Saadeh A, Pereira J, Martins M. Anxiety and depression
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2.6 Appraisal of included studies
Dimensions of evidence
The quality of each of the included studies was assessed in accordance with NHMRC guidelines. Quality assessment
was based on criteria reported by the NHMRC (2000) and Mays and Pope (2009), as shown in Table 29, with studies
rated as good, fair or poor quality.
Table 29 Quality criteria for different levels of evidence
Study type

Quality criteria

Systematic review

Was an adequate search strategy used?
Were the inclusion criteria appropriate and applied in an unbiased way?
Was a quality assessment of included studies undertaken?
Were the characteristics and results of the individual studies appropriately summarised?
Were the methods for pooling the data appropriate?
Were sources of heterogeneity explored?

Randomised
controlled trials

Was allocation to treatment groups concealed from those responsible for recruiting subjects?
Was the study double-blinded?
Were all randomised participants included in the analysis?

Screening articles
(using diagnostic
criteria)

Is the decision to perform the reference standard independent of the test results?

Other trials

Has selection bias been minimised?

Was there a valid reference standard? Were the test and reference standard measured independently?
Has confounding been avoided? If the reference standard is a later event that the test aims to predict,
is any intervention decision blind to the result?
Have adequate adjustments been made for residual confounding?
Was follow-up for final outcomes adequate?
Has measurement or misclassification bias been minimised?

Qualitative studies

Was the research question clear?
Was the study design appropriate to the question?
Was the context or setting adequately described so that the reader could relate the findings to other settings?
Did the sample include the full range of possible cases or settings so that conceptual rather than statistical
generalisations could be made (that is, more than convenience sampling)?
Were the data collection and analysis procedures systematic? Was an “audit trail” provided such that
someone else could repeat each stage, including the analysis? How well did the analysis succeed in
incorporating all the observations?
Did the researcher self consciously assess the likely impact of the methods used on the data obtained?
Was sufficient data included in the reports of the study to provide sufficient evidence for readers to assess
whether analytical criteria had been met?

Source: Adapted from NHMRC (2000) and Mays and Pope (2009)

Data extraction
Unless otherwise specified, the data that was most adjusted for confounders and/or multiple comparisons are
reported. Furthermore, where subgroup analyses were available, these are reported if they were deemed relevant.
Data extraction was performed by a single reviewer.
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2.7 Limitations of the review methodology
A structured approach was used to review the literature. However, there are some inherent limitations with this approach.
All types of study are subject to bias, with systematic reviews (such as the one conducted here) being subject to the same
biases seen in the original studies they include as well as biases specifically related to the systematic review process.
Reporting biases are a particular problem related to systematic reviews and include publication bias, time-lag bias, multiple
publication bias, language bias and outcome reporting bias. A brief summary of the different types of reporting bias is
shown in Table 30. Other biases can result if the methodology to be used in a review is not defined a priori (i.e. before the
review commences). Detailed knowledge of studies performed in the area of interest may influence the eligibility criteria for
inclusion of studies in the review and may therefore result in biased results. For example, studies with more positive results
may be preferentially included in a review, thus biasing the results and overestimating treatment effect.
Table 30 Reporting biases in systematic reviews
Type of bias

Definition and effect on results of review

Publication bias

The publication or non-publication of research findings.
Small, negative trials tend not to be published and this may lead to an overestimate of results of a
review if only published studies are included.

Time-lag bias

The rapid or delayed publication of research findings.
Studies with positive results tend to be published sooner than studies with negative findings and
hence results may be overestimated until the negative studies “catch up”.

Multiple publication bias

The multiple or singular publication of research findings.
Studies with significant results tend to be published multiple times which increases the chance of
duplication of the same data and may bias the results of a review.

Citation bias

The citation or non-citation of research.
Citing of trials in publications is not objective so retrieving studies using this method alone may result
in biased results. Unsupported studies tend to be cited often which may also bias results.

Language bias

The publication of research findings in a particular language.
Significant results are more likely to be published in English so a search limited to English-language
journals may result in an overestimation of effect.

Outcome reporting bias

The selective reporting of some outcomes but not others.
Outcomes with favourable findings may be reported more. For example, adverse events have been
found to be reported more often in unpublished studies. This may result in more favourable results for
published studies.

Source: Adapted from Egger et al. (2001).

Some of these biases are potentially present in this review. Only data published in peer-reviewed journals are included.
No attempt was made to include unpublished material, as such material typically has insufficient information upon
which to base quality assessment, and it has not been subject to the scrutiny of the peer-review process. In addition,
the search was limited to English-language publications, so language bias is a potential problem. Outcome reporting
biases are unlikely as the reviewers had no detailed knowledge of the topic literature and the methodology used in the
review and the topics to be reviewed was defined a priori.
The majority of studies included in this review were conducted outside Australia, and therefore their generalisability to
the Australian population and context may be limited and needs to be considered.
The studies were initially selected by examining the abstracts of these articles. Therefore, it is possible that some studies
were inappropriately excluded prior to examination of the full text article. However, where detail was lacking, ambiguous
papers were retrieved as full text to minimise this possibility. Reasons for exclusion for every article included in the review
are presented in Appendix 1 for transparency. Data extraction, critical appraisal and report preparation were performed
by one reviewer and double-checked by another. It should be noted that there are limitations associated with any
literature search strategy and that all articles which meet a pre-defined inclusion criteria may not necessarily be captured.
Subsequently, the reference list of all included studies were reviewed in order to identify publications not captured in the
literature search. This report was also reviewed by an expert panel who were asked to suggest relevant articles which
may have not been identified in the literature search.
The review was conducted over a limited timeframe (September 2009 – December 2009).
For a detailed description of the interventions, evaluation methods and results reported in the studies appraised, the
reader should refer to the original papers cited.
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3 Results
3.1 Depression and anxiety prevalence rates
Characteristics of included studies
The systematic review identified 21 publications which described 19 studies, as shown in Table 31. Chambers 1992
and Chambers and Belcher 1993 described a two-part study, conducted two years apart. Similarly, Welner 1979 and
Clayton 1980 reported different aspects of the same study and have been discussed together. Most studies described
both depression and anxiety, therefore this section includes results for both mental health disorders.
Twelve studies used cross-sectional surveys (Brogan 2003, Caplan 1994, Chambers 1992 and Chambers and
Belcher 1993, Dyrbye 2006, Frank 1999, Hendrie 1990, Hull 2008, Ponizovsky 1996, Rout and Rout 1997, Van der
Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007, Welner 1979 and Clayton 1980 and Waring 1977), three used comparative analyses which
combined data from two single arm studies (Brown 1992, Rout 1999, and Sutherland and Cooper 1993), and four
used a prospective design (Newbury-Birch 2001, Peterlini 2002, Reuben 1985, and Schneider and Phillips 1993).
Six studies were considered good quality (Caplan 1994, Newbury-Birch 2001, Rout and Rout 1997, Rout 1999,
Sutherland and Cooper 1993, and Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007), eight were considered fair quality (Chambers
1992, and Chambers and Belcher 1993, Dyrbye 2006, Frank 1999, Hull 2008, Peterlini 2002, Ponizovsky 1996,
Reuben 1985, and Welner 1979 and Clayton 1980) and five were poor quality (Brogan 2003, Brown 1992, Hendrie
1990, Schneider and Phillips 1993, and Waring 1977)
Most of the studies utilised validated instruments for the assessment of depression and anxiety. These were the
Cognition Check List in Brown 1992, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) in Caplan 1994, NewburyBirch 2001, Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007, Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders (PRIME-MD) in Dyrbye
2006, Empathy, Spirituality and Wellness in Medicine survey in Hull 2008, Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) in Peterlini
2002, Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) in Peterlini 2002, Brief Syndrome Inventory (BSI) in Ponizovsky
1996, Crown-Crisp Experiential Index (CCEI) in Rout and Rout 1997, Rout 1999, and Sutherland and Cooper 1993,
the Centre for Epidemiological Studies-Depression (CES-D) in Reuben 1985, Symptom Checklist-90-R (SCL-90-R)
in Schneider and Phillips 1993, Feighner criteria in Welner 1979 and Clayton 1980, and Global Assessment Scale
in Welner 1979 and Clayton 1980. Other studies utilised an investigator developed assessment (Brogan 2003,
Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993, Frank 1999, Hendrie 1990, and Waring 1977). Note that it is
outside the scope of this report to evaluate the different tools used to measure anxiety and depression.
Eight studies used data from non-medical controls or the general population. Chambers 1992 and Chambers and
Belcher 1993, and Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007 recruited teachers and Rout 1999 and Sutherland and Cooper
1993 used data from the general population. Caplan 1994 compared doctors with senior health service managers
in the UK and Welner 1979 and Clayton 1980 compared female physicians and females with PhDs. Waring 1977
compared institutionalised doctors against non-medical, institutionalised subjects and Brown 1992 compared
female physicians with subjects from an outpatient psychiatric study. None of the studies assessed the prevalence of
depression in Indigenous doctors, either from Australia or other countries.
Ten studies compared one subgroup of doctors with another subgroup, or followed doctors longitudinally. Dyrbye 2006
evaluated minority versus non-minority medical students. Brogan 2003 compared lesbian and heterosexual female
physicians, Ponizovsky 1996 compared two groups of migrant doctors and Rout and Rout 1997 compared GPs in
the UK and Canada. Hendrie 1990 compared medical students and resident physicians, Hull 2008 examined medical
students, residents and attending physicians, while Frank 1999 examined differences between medical specialties.
Newbury-Birch 2001 evaluated medical students as they progressed through their education, Peterlini 2002 examined
medical residents over a 12-month period and Schneider and Phillips 1993 compared results within a cohort of medical
interns over a 12-month period. Reuben 1985 evaluated first, second and third year medical house officers.
Four studies specifically evaluated female physicians: Brogan 2003, Brown 1992, Frank 1999, and Welner 1979 and
Clayton 1980.
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Table 31 Characteristics of included studies: Depression and anxiety prevalance
Study design

Population

Study ID

Study quality

Country

Comparator

Assessment tool

Outcomes

Brogan 2003

Cross-sectional
survey

Female physicians

Lesbian
physicians

Depression

Poor

N=4,117

N=115

Investigator
developed
assessment

Female physicians

Outpatient
psychiatric sample

Cognition Check
List

Depression

HADS

Depression

Brown 1992

Two or more single
arm studies
Poor

Caplan 1994

Cross-sectional
survey
Good

Chambers 1992
and Chambers and
Belcher 1993

USA

Canada
N=52

N=NR

Doctors

Senior and middle
managers

UK
N=322

N=121

Cross-sectional
survey

GPs

Teachers

Fair

N=408 (Chambers 1992)
N=704 (Chambers and
Belcher 1993)

N=385 (Chambers
1992)

UK
Dyrbye 2006

Frank 1999

Hendrie 1990

Cross-sectional
survey

Medical students

Fair

N=545

USA

Cross-sectional
survey

Female physicians

Fair

N=4501

USA

Cross-sectional
survey

Medical students and
doctors

Poor

USA

Anxiety

Anxiety
Investigator
developed
assessment

Depression

Minority vs nonminority students

PRIME-MD

Depression

Different medical
specialties within
the overall sample

Investigator
developed
assessment

Depression

Medical students
vs resident
physicians

Investigator
developed
assessment

Depression
or anxiety

Medical students
vs residents
vs attending
physicians

Empathy,
Spirituality and
Wellness in
Medicine survey.

Depression

Second year vs
final year vs preregistration house
officer

HADS

Depression

Different residency
training rotations
within the overall
sample

BDI

Depression

STAI

Anxiety

Retraining doctors
vs specialising
doctors

BSI

Depression

CCEI

Anxiety

N=588 (Chambers
and Belcher 1993)

N=861
Hull 2008

Cross-sectional
survey

Medical students and
doctors

Fair

USA
N=962

Newbury-Birch
2001

Prospective survey

Medical students

Good

UK
N=346

Peterlini 2002

Prospective survey

Residents

Fair

Brazil
N=59

Ponizovsky 1996

Rout and Rout
1997

Rout 1999
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Cross-sectional
survey

Doctors

Fair

N=481

Israel

Cross-sectional
survey

GPs

GPs

Good

UK

Canada

N=377

N=131

Two or more single
arm studies

GPs

Good

N=205

Normative
population
N=755

UK

GPs from a 1993
study
N=377

Anxiety

Anxiety
Depression
Anxiety
CCEI

Depression
Anxiety

Study design

Population

Study ID

Study quality

Country

Comparator

Assessment tool

Outcomes

Reuben 1985

Prospective survey

Medical house officers

Depression

USA

First year vs
second year vs
final year medical
house officers

CES-D

Fair

Change in
prevalence in a 12
month period

SCL-90-R

Depression
or anxiety

General
population

CCEI

Depression

N=68
Schneider and
Phillips 1993

Prospective survey

Interns

Poor

USA
N=39

Sutherland and
Cooper 1993

Two or more single
arm studies
Good

Van der Bijl and
Oosthuizen 2007

Waring 1977

Welner 1979 and
Clayton 1980

GPs
UK
N=917

N=755

Cross-sectional
survey

Doctors

Teachers

Good

South Africa

N=177

N=135

Cross-sectional
survey

Doctors

Psychiatric
in-patients

Poor

N=30

N=30

Cross-sectional
survey

Female physicians

Female PhDs

Fair

USA

N=103

N=111

Canada

Anxiety
HADS

Depression
or anxiety

Investigator
developed
assessment

Depression

Global
Assessment Scale

Depression

Abbreviations: BSI=Brief Syndrome Inventory, BDI= Beck Depression Inventory, CCEI=Crown-Crisp Experiential Index, CES-D=Center for
Epidemiological Studies-Depression, GPs=General practitioners, HADS= Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, NR=Not reported, PRIMEMD=Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders, SCL-90-R=Symptom Checklist-90-R, STAI= Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, UK=United
Kingdom, USA=United States of America.

Results
Brogan 2003
A random sample of 10,000 female physicians was selected from an American Medical Association database. The
subjects were stratified by graduation, with 2,500 subjects selected from four groups covering a 10-year graduation
period. Of the 10,000 physicians, 7,628 met the eligibility criteria (female, age 30-70, graduated in 1950-1989, not
in medical residency, and current USA resident). There was a response rate of 59.0% (N=4,501). The questionnaire
evaluated medical training and practice, health status, medical history and health behaviour. Depression was assessed
through a self-administered questionnaire adapted from the Behavioural Risk Factor Surveillance System. Lesbians and
heterosexuals were identified using questionnaire items on both sexual behaviour and self-orientation. A total of 209
women were excluded from the analyses as they were bisexual or could not be classified based on their response.
As shown in Table 32, lesbian physicians were significantly more likely to report a history of depression when
compared with heterosexual female physicians (33.3% vs 19.4%, p=0.001).
Table 32 Results from Brogan 2003: History of depression

History of depression

Lesbian physicians
N=115

Heterosexual physicians
N=4,177

P value

33.3%

19.4%

0.001

The results of this study suggest that lesbian physicians have a higher rate of prior depression compared with
heterosexual female physicians.
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Brown 1992
All of the female family physicians who met eligibility criteria were asked to participate in a survey conducted in
Ontario, Canada. The eligibility criteria were: having a family practice, having worked for more than two years and
having graduated since 1969. A total of 62 physicians were asked to participate, with 52 (83.8%) responding.
In addition to demographic information, the questionnaire included four psychological survey instruments, one of
which was the Cognition Check List. This scale measures the frequency of thoughts that reflect either anxiety or
depression. The publication noted that comparison data were available from an outpatient psychiatric sample,
although no descriptions of this group were provided.
Female family physicians had lower mean depression and anxiety scores when compared with the outpatient
psychiatric sample, as shown in Table 33. These physicians had a mean depression score of 9.5, compared with
21.0 in the outpatient sample. The mean anxiety score for physicians was 7.3, compared with 17.0 in the outpatient
sample. The publication did not report if these differences were statistically significant.
Table 33 Results from Brown 1992: Depression and anxiety scores
Female physician
N=52

Outpatient psychiatric sample
N=NR

Depression score, mean

9.5

21.0

Anxiety score, mean

7.3

17.0

Abbreviations: NR=Not reported

The authors noted the limitations of this study were the small sample size and comparison with an outpatient
psychiatric sample (which may not be representative of the general population). The discussion stated the mean
depression and anxiety scores for the female physicians were well within normal ranges, although the source or value
of these normal ranges were not provided.

Caplan 1994
Three groups of senior hospital staff working in North Lincolnshire, UK, completed the HADS via a postal survey.
A score of 8–10 was defined as probable anxiety or depression, with a score of >10 indicating these conditions are
likely to be present. Subjects were hospital consultants in medical and surgical specialties (N=81), general practitioners
(N=322) and a comparison group of senior and middle managers (N=121). The majority of hospital consultants (77.8%),
general practitioners (79.8%) and managers (55.3%) in the health district completed the survey.
There was a significant difference between the rates of borderline depression in general practitioners and managers
(p=0.004), but not between general practitioners and consultants. Likely depression (as demonstrated by a score of
>10) was found in 11% of general practitioners and 5% of consultants. In contrast, no managers had a score of >10
on the depression subscale. The mean score was highest in general practitioners (5.5), followed by 4.8 in consultants
and 4.1 in managers.
There was no significant difference between the anxiety subscale scores for consultants, general practitioners and managers
(as shown in Table 34). However, 23% of consultants and 30% of both general practitioners and managers scored >10,
indicating likely anxiety disorder. The mean scores were similar in all three groups (7.5 vs 8.2 vs 8.7 respectively).
Table 34 Results from Caplan 1994: HADS score
Consultants
N=65

General practitioners
N=257

Managers
N=67

Score ≥8, N (%)

12 (19)

69 (27)a

4 (6)a

Score >10, N (%)

3 (5)

28 (11)

0

Mean (SD) score

4.8 (3.1)

5.5 (3.7)

4.1 (2.6)

Score ≥8, N (%)

29 (45)

140 (55)

42 (63)

Score >10, N (%)

15 (23)

76 (30)

20 (30)

Score

7.5 (4.0)

8.2 (4.0)

8.7 (3.9)

HADS depression subscale

HADS anxiety subscale

Abbreviations: SD=Standard deviation
a

General practitioners versus managers p=0.004
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The study found the proportion of subjects who were likely to have an anxiety disorder was similar between
consultants, general practitioners and managers (although this proportion was high at ~30%). Depression was
reported less frequently than anxiety disorder, however probable depression was identified in more consultants (19%)
and general practitioners (27%) than managers (6%).

Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993
All GPs (N=850) registered with the Staffordshire Family Practitioner Committee in the UK were sent questionnaires in
1989. A cohort of 850 school teachers, matched for age and gender, were also asked to complete the questionnaire.
Teachers were chosen as the comparative group as they were the only professional group in the locality with a similar
gender makeup to the GPs, were subject to similar stressors such as dealing with the public and performing a caring
function. The questionnaire asked about current lifestyle, hobbies, amount of sick leave, health problems, medication
taken in the preceding year and coping methods. It also allowed for the subject to note any other health related
issues. A total of 408 (48%) GPs and 385 (45%) teachers returned the questionnaire. A subgroup of 100 subjects
completed a physical examination and mental health assessment. The mental health assessment included questions
on depression and anxiety, with a score of ≥2 for depression and a score of ≥5 for anxiety, representing a 50% chance
of a clinical disorder. The results of this study were reported in Chambers 1992. A follow-up questionnaire was sent
two years later (in 1991) to the original 850 subjects and the 99 GPs who had been appointed in the preceding two
years. A total of 855 GPs and 679 teaches were sent the questionnaire. The response rate was 82.3% (N=704) for
the GPs and 86.6% (N=588) for the teachers. The overall rate of depression or anxiety in the initial cohort was then
compared with the overall rate in the later cohort.
The results of the mental health assessment administered to the sub-group of subjects are shown in Table 35. GPs
were significantly less likely to score ≥2 points for the depression scale compared with teachers (14% vs 44%,
p=0.002). Similarly, GPs were significantly less likely to score ≥5 points for the anxiety scale compared with teachers
(20% vs 36%, p=0.012).
Table 35 Results from Chambers 1992: Depression and anxiety scores
GPs
N=50

Teachers
N=50

≤1 point

43 (86%)

28 (56%)

≥2 points

7 (14%)

22 (44%)

≤4 points

40 (80%)

32 (64%)

≥5 points

10 (20%)

18 (36%)

P value

Depression score, N (%)
0.002

Anxiety score, N (%)
0.012

Abbreviations: GPs=General practitioners.

The results of the self-administered questionnaire administered to the entire cohort are shown in Table 36. Teachers
were significantly more likely to report troublesome depression in both the original study (17% vs 29%, p<0.001) and
follow-up study (13.4% vs 22.6%, p<0.001). The rate of anxiety was also significantly higher in teachers compared
with GPs in both the original study (35% vs 46%, p<0.002) and the follow-up study (31.1% vs 37.5%, p<0.05).
Table 36 Results from Chambers 1992 and 1993: Depression and anxiety in the previous five years
GPs

Teachers

Results from Chambers 1992

N=405

N=384

P value

Troublesome depression

17%

29%

<0.001

Excessive anxiety

35%

46%

<0.002

Results from Chambers and Belcher 1993

N=704

N=588

Troublesome depression

13.4%

22.6%

<0.001

Excessive anxiety

31.1%

37.5%

<0.05

Abbreviations: GPs=General practitioners.

The authors noted that GPs were significantly less likely to report depression and anxiety when compared with teachers.
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Dyrbye 2006
The aim of this study was to examine differences in the prevalence of depression, burnout and quality of life in minority
and non-minority medical students. All students in three medical schools in Minnesota, USA (N=1,098) were invited
to participate in this study. The questionnaire was anonymous and all subjects were blinded to the study aim. The
response rate was 50% (N=545). A small number of students (N=7) did not provide information about their ethnicity,
therefore the total sample size was 538. The minority ethnic groups were African American, Hispanic, Asian, Native
American, Pacific Islander and other non-Caucasian. The survey included questions on demographic information and
validated tools used to identify burnout and quality of life. Depression was assessed using the PRIME-MD.
There was no significant difference in the rate of depression identified in minority and non-minority medical students
(60.7% vs 53.3%, p=0.19). This is shown in Table 37.
Table 37 Results from Dyrbye 2006: Depression among medical students by race
Depression

Minority
N=84

Non-minority
N=454

Yes, N (%)

51 (60.7)

242 (53.3)

No, N (%)

32 (38.1)

209 (46.0)

Did not answer, N (%)

1 (1.2)

3 (0.7)

P value

0.19

The authors recognised the 50% response rate may have lead to a bias in the responses. However, they concluded
there was no difference in depression rates between minority and non-minority medical students.

Frank 1999
This publication describes the results of the Women Physicians’ Health Study, which was conducted in the USA.
A random sample of 10,000 female physicians registered in the American Medical Association’s physician database
were selected for the study: 2,500 from each of the four decades between 1950 and 1989. A self-administered
questionnaire was sent to all subjects via the post. The response rate was 45.0% (N=4501). The authors used a
Bonferroni corrected significance threshold of p<0.001 as multiple evaluations were performed. Post-hoc statistical
analysis was conducted to compare the prevalence of depression in each specialty group to the total sample. In
accordance with the publication, the significance threshold was set at p<0.001.
As shown in Table 38, a history of depression was most commonly reported in psychiatrists (34.6%). The specialties
with the lowest frequency of a history of depression were ophthalmology (5.8%) and paediatrics (12.3%). These
differences were all statistically significant (p<0.001).
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Table 38 Results from Frank 1999: Prevalence of depression among female physicians
Anaesthesiology
Dermatology
Emergency

N (%)

P value a

274 (12.1)

NS

95 (13.2)

NS

90 (24.9)

NS

Family medicine

347 (24.6)

NS

General practice

150 (22.9)

NS

General internal medicine

470 (21.9)

NS

Medicine—subspecialty

337 (19.2)

NS

62 (12.3)

NS

94 (5.8)

0.0008

Obstetrics/Gynaecology

313 (18.0)

NS

Pathology

229 (18.4)

NS

Paediatrics

807 (12.3)

<0.0001

82 (19.8)

NS

Psychiatry

570 (34.6)

<0.0001

Radiology

163 (15.3)

NS

Surgery—general

42 (19.9)

NS

Surgery—subspecialty

92 (17.9)

NS

228 (18.0)

NS

Neurology
Ophthalmology

Public health

Others
Abbreviations: NS=Not significant
a

Calculated post-hoc

The authors noted the overall prevalence of depression in female physicians (19.5%) was similar to the general female
population. Psychiatrists were most likely to report a history of depression, while ophthalmologists and paediatricians
were least likely to report a history of depression.

Hendrie 1990
The prevalence of anxiety and depression in medical students and resident physicians in a Midwestern medical school
in the USA was assessed by questionnaire. The anonymous questionnaire included a question on depression and
anxiety (“I have felt depressed or anxious since I began medical school or residency training program”). It also included
items on stressors, social support systems and adaptive behaviours. The response rate was 54.7% for medical
students (634/1,159) and 39.6% for resident physicians (227/572).
Medical students were significantly more likely to report feeling depressed or anxious most or much of the time
when compared with resident physicians (36% vs 18%, p<0.0001). Medical students were significantly less likely to
report being hardly or never depressed or anxious when compared to resident physicians (15% vs 23%, p<0.01).
No significant differences in the prevalence of depression or anxiety were observed among females. However, male
medical students reported significantly more depression or anxiety when compared with male resident physicians
(p<0.0001 for both depression and anxiety, see Table 39).
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Table 39 Results from Hendrie 1990: Frequency of depression or anxiety
Medical students
N=634

Residents
N=227

P value

Depression/anxiety most or much of the time
All, N (%)

231 (36%)

41 (18%)

0.0001

Females, N (%)

91/217 (42%)

23/62 (37%)

NS

Males, N (%)

139/415 (33%)

16/163 (10%)

0.0001

Depression/anxiety hardly ever or never
All, N (%)

95 (15%)

52 (23%)

0.01

Females, N (%)

18/217 (8%)

7/62 (11%)

NS

Males, N (%)

77/415 (19%)

45/163 (28%)

0.018

Abbreviations: NS=Not significant

The authors concluded a significant proportion of medical students and residents reported depression or anxiety.
The proportion of men reporting anxiety or depressive symptoms declined between medical school and residency,
however it remained constant for women. The authors acknowledged the use of a single question to evaluate anxiety
and depression was a major limitation of the study.

Hull 2008
Between 2001 and 2004, medical students, residents and attending physicians affiliated with a USA medical school
were surveyed by mail, using the Empathy, Spirituality, and Wellness in Medicine survey. The survey included items
about feeling “depressed or sad”. In total, 2,341 subjects were sent the survey and 1,037 (44.3%) responded. Surveys
with missing data were excluded from the analysis, with a total of 962 surveys having complete data. This comprised
248 medical students, 96 residents and 618 attending physicians.
A multivariate analysis was performed, adjusted for gender and ethnicity. As shown in Figure 1, medical students were
half as likely as attending physicians to report feelings of depression or sadness (OR 0.5, 95% CI 0.3, 0.7). In females,
feelings of depression or sadness were most common in residents followed by attending physicians. In contrast, for
males depression was reported most commonly in attending physicians, followed by residents.
Figure 1 Results from Hull 2008: Feelings of depression or sadness
0.6

Adjusted probability

0.5
0.4
0.3
Matriculating medical students
0.2

Residents
Attendings

0.1
0.0

Male

Female

The authors concluded that matriculating medical students reported lower levels of depression or sadness when
compared with residents and attending physicians. The inclusion of depression and sadness in the assessment
means these results should be interpreted with caution.
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Newbury-Birch 2001
A cohort of medical students from Newcastle University in the UK were surveyed in 1995 (second undergraduate
year), 1998 (final year) and 1999 (after one year as a Pre-Registration House Officer). All participants anonymously
completed a lifestyle questionnaire which included questions on alcohol consumption, use of illicit drugs, tobacco,
proprietary and prescribed drugs, sleep quality and pattern, exercise and demographic details. The HADS was used
to measure anxiety and depression: a score of >8 for either the anxiety or depression component was defined as
possible pathological anxiety or depression. The response rate was 122/152 students (80.3%) in 1995, 114/143
(79.7%) in 1998 and 110/137 (80.3%) in 1999.
The proportion of males with a score of >8 on the HADS anxiety scale was 47.6% in 1995, 27.8% in 1998 and 24.2%
in 1999, indicating that subjects were less likely to have anxiety as they progressed from students into Pre-Registration
House Officers. A similar trend was found in female subjects (46.3% in 1995, 27.6% in 1998 and 32.5% in 1999).
In contrast, the proportion of male subjects with a score of >8 on the HADS depression scale increased from 2.4% in
1995 to 8.3% in 1998 and 12.1% in 1999. The proportion of female subjects scoring >8 was 5.0% in 1995, 2.6% in
1998 and 9.1% in 1999.
Table 40 Results from Newbury-Birch 2001: Anxiety and depression rates
1995

1998

1999

Male
N=42

Female
N=80

Male
N=38

Female
N=76

Male
N=33

Female
N=77

Mean (SD)

7.0 (3.1)

7.7 (3.4)

5.9 a (3.2)

6.3 (3.4)

5.6 (3.2)

6.3 (3.0)

Range

1–13

2–19

1–14

1–18

0–13

0–16

>8, N (%)

20 (47.6%)

37 (46.3%)

10 (27.8%)

21 (27.6%)

8 (24.2%)

25 (32.5%)

Mean (SD)

2.5 (2.5)

2.8 (2.4)

2.3 a (2.5)

2.4 (2.2)

3.0 (2.9)

3.1 (2.6)

Range

0–13

0–12

0–9

0–9

0–10

0–10

>8, N (%)

1 (2.4%)

4 (5.0%)

3 (8.3%)

2 (2.6%)

4 (12.1%)

7 (9.1%)

HADS anxiety

HADS depression

Abbreviations: HADS=Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
a

Two male final year students did not complete the HADS

Subjects were less likely to have anxiety as they progressed from students to full-time work. In contrast, the rates of
depression increased as subjects moved from second-year medical students to first-year Pre-Registration House Officers.

Peterlini 2002
The effect of training rotation on depression and anxiety levels was assessed in a cohort of internal medicine residents
in Brazil. Assessments were performed at seven points during the first year of medical residency training: at the
beginning of the residency program and in the last week of each of six rotations. A total of 59 subjects completed their
first-year residency during the study period and a response rate of at least 75% was achieved for each assessment.
The BDI was used to evaluate symptoms of depression and the STAI was used to measure anxiety. Light depression
was defined as a score of 11-19, moderate depression as a 20-25 and severe depression as >25. Low anxiety was
defined as a score of < 33 as low, 33-49 as medium and > 49 as high level.
The proportion of residents with medium or high depression at various time points during the first year of residency
is shown in Figure 2. The prevalence of depression was lower in January compared with the other months, however
none of the differences were statistically significant.
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Figure 2 Results from Peterlini 2002: Residents with a BDI score >16
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Anxiety and depression scores were higher in females compared with males, as shown in Table 41. The mean values
for state-anxiety were 49.34 in females vs 42.50 in males (p<0.001), mean trait-anxiety scores were 46.39 in females
vs 39.34 in males (p<0.002), and mean depression scores were 10.48 in females vs 6.95 in males (p<0.001).
Table 41 Results from Peterlini 2002: Anxiety and depression scores
State-anxiety
Mean (SE)

Trait-anxiety
Mean (SE)

Depression
Mean (SE)

Females (N=33)

49.34 (0.92)

46.39 (1.63)

10.48 (0.63)

Males (N=26)

42.50 (0.87)

39.34 (1.42)

6.95 (0.41)

P value

<0.001

0.002

<0.001

Abbreviations: SE=Standard error

It was reported there were no significant differences in the mean anxiety scores observed in the different rotations
(p=0.519), although the data were not shown in the publication. In contrast, significant differences were observed
in depression scores across different rotations. Compared to the mean score at the beginning of the residency, the
scores for depression were significantly higher for Emergency Room 1 and 2, Intensive Care Unit 1 and Ward 2
rotations. This is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3 Results from Peterlini 2002: Mean scores of depression in different rotations
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Abbreviations: AMB=Ambulatory, ER=Emergency room, ICU=Intensive care unit, WARD=Wards
Results shown are the mean and standard errors of BDI scores from the beginning of residency (BEGIN) and in the last week of each rotation.
*p<0.05 compared to ER1 and ICU1, **p<0.05 compared to BEGIN and AMB, ***p<0.05 compared to BEGIN
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Emergency room rotations were associated with significantly higher symptoms of depression compared with
ambulatory and intensive care rotations (p<0.05). This is shown in Table 42.
Table 42 Results from Peterlini 2002: Comparison of depression by rotation group
Rotation

Symptoms of depression
Mean (SE)

Ambulatory

6.51 (0.78)

Intensive care units

7.58 (0.49)

Wards

8.60 (0.86)

Emergency rooms

9.60 (0.74)*

Abbreviations: SE=Standard error
*p<0.05, compared to ambulatory and intensive care units.

A further breakdown of the frequency of depression categorised using the Beck’s criteria, across the different rotations
is shown Table 43.
Table 43 Results from Peterlini 2002: Symptoms of depression
Rotation

Non-depressed
BDI<11

Light depression
BDI 11–19

Moderate depression
BDI 20–25

Severe depression
BDI>25

Beginning of residency, N (%)

33 (81.4%)

7 (16.2%)

1 (2.3%)

0

ICU 1, N (%)

15 (55.6%)

7 (25.9%)

4 (14.8%)

1 (3.7%)

ICU 2, N (%)

19 (79.2%)

5 (20.8%)

0

0

ER 1, N (%)

17 (58.6%)

9 (31%)

1 (3.4%)

2 (6.9%)

ICU 3, N (%)

17 (68%)

7 (28%)

1 (4%)

0

AMB, N (%)

32 (78%)

9 (22%)

0

0

WARD 1, N (%)

26 (63.4%)

13 (31.7%)

1 (2.4%)

1 (2.4%)

ICU 4, N (%)

21 (77.8%)

6 (22.2%)

0

0

WARD 2, N (%)

30 (58.8%)

17 (33.3%)

3 (5.9%)

1 (2%)

ER 2, N (%)

16 (66.7%)

5 (20.8%)

2 (8.3%)

1 (4.2%)

Abbreviations: AMB=Ambulatory, BDI=Beck Depression Inventory, ER=Emergency room, ICU=Intensive care unit, WARD=Wards

The authors noted the greatest differences among the rotations were related to depression scores. Intensive Care Unit
1, Emergency Rooms 1 and 2 had the higher scores. However, the emergency nature of the rotations did not explain
all the observed differences. The ambulatory rotation had the lowest average anxiety and depression symptoms. The
authors stated the severity of the patients’ condition may influence the level of stress, however there was one Intensive
Care Unit with symptom scores lower than Emergency Room 1 and Intensive Care 1. It is possible the main reason for
the finding was that this rotation offered more leisure time to the residents, suggesting that other factors may influence
anxiety and depression scores.

Ponizovsky 1996
Two groups of physicians who had emigrated from the former USSR to Israel were asked to complete an anonymous,
self–reported questionnaire. The first group were 379 physicians who were referred for a licensing examination and
participated in a preparation course. The second group were 102 physicians who had successfully passed the
licensing exams and were working as a specialist. The groups were well matched for demographic characteristics; the
only significant difference was the length of time living in Israel. The BSI was used to assess subjects for depression
and anxiety, a score of ≥63 was used to define depression and anxiety.
Immigrant doctors in the process of retraining had significantly higher levels of depression compared with doctors who
had already specialised (49.8% vs 31.3%, p=0.001). This is shown in Table 44. Rates of anxiety were also significantly
higher in the retraining group (40.1% vs 27.4%, p=0.05).
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Table 44 Results from Ponizovsky 1996: Rates of depression and anxiety
Retraining doctors
N=379

Specialising doctors
N=102

P value

Depression

49.8%

31.3%

0.001

Anxiety

40.1%

27.4%

0.05

The authors concluded that doctors who had recently immigrated were significantly more likely to have depression
and anxiety compared with doctors who had passed their licensing exams and were working as specialists. This was
probably related to the stresses associated with immigrating to a new country and the anxiety associated with the
critical licensing exams.

Rout and Rout 1997
A sample of 850 GPs from England and 180 GPs from Canada were randomly selected for participation in the study.
Each GP was sent an anonymous questionnaire in the post, with a response rate of 40% (N=377) for British GPs
and 73% (N=131) for Canadian GPs. The questionnaire included information on job satisfaction, health behaviour,
job stressors, Type A behaviour and demographic characteristics. Mental health was assessed using anxiety and
depression subscales of the CCEI.
Table 45 shows the mean anxiety and depression scores for British and Canadian GPs. The mean depression scores
(3.46 vs 2.63, p<0.005) and somatic anxiety scores (2.71 vs 2.1, p<0.05) were significantly higher in male British GPs
compared with male Canadian GPs. There was no significant difference in mean free-floating anxiety scores. There
was no significant difference in any of the subscales for female British versus female Canadian GPs.
Table 45 Results from Rout and Rout 1997: Anxiety and depression scores
British GPs

Canadian GPs

N

Mean (SD)

N

Mean (SD)

t-score a

Males

260

3.46 (0.18)

85

2.63 (0.22)

2.43**

Females

117

4.20 (0.26)

46

3.40 (0.33)

1.68

Males

260

3.93 (0.22)

85

3.48 (0.32)

1.08

Females

117

5.45 (0.33)

46

5.08 (0.49)

0.61

Males

260

2.71 (0.16)

85

2.10 (0.22)

2.01*

Females

117

3.40 (0.22)

46

2.85 (0.31)

0.73

Depression

Free-floating anxiety

Somatic anxiety

Abbreviations: SD=Standard deviation.
a

Comparison of scores in British doctors and Canadian doctors

*p<0.05, **p<0.005

The authors concluded that, overall, the mental health of British GPs was significantly poorer than that of Canadian
GPs. Although the results of the study suggested the working patterns of British and Canadian GPs did not differ
substantially, care must be taken when comparing these results as there may be differences between countries in
stress levels, job prestige and income.

Rout 1999
Anonymous questionnaires were distributed to a randomly selected sample of 900 GPs and other primary care
professionals in the north-west region of the UK. The questionnaire included demographic information and questions
about job stress, job satisfaction, Type A behaviour, health behaviours and ways of coping. Depression and anxiety
were assessed using a shortened version of the CCEI, which has three subscales (free-floating anxiety, depression
and somatic anxiety). A total of 587 (65.2%) questionnaires were returned. Only the results from the 205 respondents
who were GPs were included in the publication. Comparative data from the normative population (taken from a 1979
study, N=755) and from a study of GPs conducted in 1993 (N=377) were also analysed.
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Compared with the normative population data, male GPs had significantly higher mean free-floating anxiety scores
(5.4 vs 2.8, p<0.001) and depression scores (4.0 vs 3.2, p<0.001). Male GPs had significantly lower somatic anxiety
scores (2.7 vs 4.3, p<0.001). This is shown in Table 46. Female GPs had significantly lower mean somatic anxiety
scores (3.7 vs 5.7, p<0.001) and depression scores (3.9 vs 4.4, p<0.001) compared to the normative data. There was
no significant difference in free-floating anxiety scores.
Male GPs had significantly higher mean free-floating anxiety scores (5.4), somatic anxiety scores (3.7) and depression
scores (3.9) when compared to the GP data from 1993 (mean free-floating anxiety score of 3.9, somatic anxiety score
of 2.7 and depression score of 3.5, both p<0.001). Female GPs had significantly (p<0.05) higher score on the somatic
anxiety scale in 1997 (3.7) compared with 1993 (3.1).
Table 46 Results from Rout 1999: Anxiety and depression scores
GPs 1997

Normative data

GPs 1993

N

Mean (SD)

N

Mean (SD)

t-score a

N

Mean (SD)

t-score b

Males

130

4.02 (2.74)

340

3.20 (2.30)

11.19**

260

3.46 (2.91)

6.20**

Females

75

3.91 (2.48)

415

4.40 (2.50)

5.05**

117

4.20 (2.85)

1.92

Males

130

5.40 (3.67)

340

2.80 (2.80)

7.31**

260

3.93 (3.49)

9.77**

Females

75

5.48 (3.37)

415

5.40 (3.50)

0.19

117

5.45 (3.53)

0.17

Males

130

3.69 (2.78)

340

4.30 (3.00)

2.08*

260

2.71 (2.56)

11.58**

Females

75

3.74 (2.72)

415

5.70 (3.30)

5.55**

117

3.14 (2.33)

4.13**

Depression

Free-floating anxiety

Somatic anxiety

Abbreviations: SD=Standard deviation.
a

Comparison of GPs’ scores in 1997 and normative population

b

Comparison of GPs’ scores in 1997 and 1993.

*p<0.05, **p<0.01

The authors concluded that male GPs had higher levels of anxiety and depression when compared to the male
general population. In contrast, female GPs reported excellent mental well-being, with anxiety and depression scores
lower than in the general population.

Reuben 1985
Depression scores were assessed in 68 medical house officers (MHOs) at a hospital in the USA. Residents in their
first (N=27), second (N=23) and third years (N=18) of postgraduate training completed the CES-D prior to the start of
residency and over subsequent months. Depression was defined as a score of ≥16. All responses were anonymous.
Of 844 possible responses, 727 completed forms were returned (response rate of 87.3%).
Overall, 21.4% of responses were considered “depressed”. When classified by year of training, 28.7% of first year
MHOs were depressed, 21.5% of second year MHOs were depressed and 21.5% of third year MHOs were depressed.
There was a statistically significant difference between these groups (p<0.0001). There was also a statistically significant
difference when first year MHOs were compared with second year MHOs (p=0.0001) and second year MHOs were
compared with third year MHOs (p<0.003). This fluctuated over the course of each year, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Results from Reuben 1985: Depression by postgraduate training year
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When responses were examined by rotation just completed, MHOs were most frequently considered depressed during
intensive care (31.5%), followed by emergency room (26.2%), ward (24.7%) and elective (13.4%). This is shown in Table 47.
Table 47 Results from Reuben 1985: Depression by rotation
Rotation

Depressed
N (%)

Not depressed
N (%)

Ward

69 (24.7)

210 (75.3)

Elective

19 (13.4)

123 (86.6)

Intensive care

17 (31.5)

27 (68.5)

Emergency room

11 (26.2)

31 (73.8)

Depression scores were also evaluated by level of training during the ward and intensive care rotations. First year
MHOs were significantly more likely to be depressed during the ward rotation when compared to second year MHOs
(34.8% vs 15.1%, p<0.001). In contrast there was no difference for the intensive care rotation (33.3% vs 36.7%). This
is shown in Table 48.
Table 48 Results from Reuben 1985: Depression during intensive care and emergency room rotation
by level of training
Depressed
N (%)

Not depressed
N (%)

Year 1 MHO

49 (34.8)

92 (65.2)

Year 2 MHO

13 (15.1)

73 (84.9)

Year 1 MHO

6 (33.3)

12 (66.6)

Year 2 MHO

11 (36.7)

19 (63.3)

Rotation
Ward

Intensive care

The authors concluded that depression levels vary across different rotations and at different stages of training. MHOs
were more likely to be depressed during the early stages of their training, with depression levels highest in the more
stressful rotations.
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Schneider and Phillips 1993
This prospective study aimed to assess changes in the prevalence of depression and anxiety among interns undertaking
their first year of residency at teaching hospitals in the USA. The SCL-90-R was used to assess depression and anxiety
at four-month intervals. Clinically significant depression and anxiety were defined as those with SCL-90-R scores that
exceeded two standard deviations beyond that of an age-matched normative reference population. In total, 39 interns
were included in the study, with response rates of 97% (N=38), 85% (N=33), 82% (N=32) and 82% (N=32) at the four
time points respectively.
The prevalence of anxiety, depression or both was 34.2% at baseline, 42.4% at four months, 28.1% at eight months and
37.5% at one year (as shown in Table 49). There were no significant differences between the four assessment points.
Table 49 Results from Schneider and Phillips 1993: Prevalence of anxiety, depression during residency
Prevalence of anxiety, depression or both

Baseline

4 months

8 months

12 months

34.2%

42.4%

28.1%

37.5%

The authors note the similar rate of depression or anxiety over the duration of the study suggests there was little
adaptation to the demands of residency training. The levels of depression and anxiety were considered by the authors
to be quite high in the cohort.

Sutherland and Cooper 1993
A questionnaire was sent to a random, national sample of 1,500 GPs in the UK. All responses were confidential and
telephone follow-up was used to maximise the rate of questionnaire return. The questionnaire included demographic
information and an assessment of personality, loss of control, job stress and coping. Depression and anxiety were
measured using three sub-scales of the CCEI. The response rate was 61.1% (N=917). Mean responses from a
normative sample of British men and women were used as a comparator.
The results are summarised in Table 50. Mean depression scores were significantly higher in male GPs when
compared with the normative population (3.8 vs 3.2, p<0.001). GP scores were also significantly higher for freefloating anxiety (4.76 vs 2.80, p<0.001) among males, but significantly lower for somatic anxiety (3.12 vs 4.30,
p<0.001). In contrast, there was no significant difference in mean depression score (4.0 vs 4.4) or free-floating anxiety
(5.9 vs 5.4) when female GPs were compared with the normative population. Female GPs were significantly less likely
to report somatic anxiety (3.56 vs 5.70, p<0.001) when compared with the normative population.
Table 50 Results from Sutherland and Cooper 1993: Depression and anxiety scores
GPs

Normative Population

N

Mean (SE)

N

Mean (SE)

P value

Men

662

3.80 (0.12)

340

3.20 (0.12)

<0.001

Women

236

4.02 (0.16)

415

4.40 (0.12)

NS

Men

664

4.76 (0.13)

340

2.80 (0.15)

<0.001

Women

241

5.90 (0.23)

415

5.40 (0.17)

NS

Men

666

3.12 (0.10)

340

4.30 (0.16)

<0.001

Women

237

3.56 (0.17)

415

5.70 (0.16)

<0.001

Depression

Free-floating anxiety

Somatic anxiety

Abbreviations: GP=General practitioner, SE=Standard error, NS=Not significant.

The authors concluded that male doctors exhibited a higher level of both anxiety and depression when compared
with the normative population, although levels of somatic anxiety for both men and women general practitioners were
significantly better in contrast to the population in general. Female GPs had similar levels of anxiety and depression
compared to the normative population.
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Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007
Questionnaires were distributed to 200 teachers and 260 doctors in Cape Town, South Africa. The self-rating
questionnaire included items on demographics, the HADS, substance use and health behaviours. The response rate
was 88.5% (N=177) for teachers, and 51.9% (N=135) for doctors.
Significantly more GPs were free of anxiety and depression symptoms when compared with teachers (47% vs 24%,
p<0.0001), as shown in Table 51. Similarly, severe symptoms were reported in 2% of GPs, versus 12% of teachers
(p<0.001).
Table 51 Results from Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007: Comparison of anxiety and depression symptoms
Anxiety and depression

Doctors
N=135

Teachers
N=177

P value

Severe

2%

12%

0.001

Moderate

21%

33%

0.019

Mild

30%

31%

0.849

None

47%

24%

<0.0001

The authors concluded GPs have significantly lower levels of depression and anxiety when compared with teachers.

Waring 1977
The study was conducted in a cohort of 30 doctors admitted to the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry in Canada for an
emotional illness. The case records of the doctors were compared with a control group of inpatients matched for age,
gender and admission diagnosis at the same institution.
The number of subjects with depression was not significantly different among the doctors and the control group (12%
vs 13%), as shown in Table 52.
Table 52 Results from Waring 1977: Depression rates
Anxiety and depression

Doctors
N=30

Controls
N=30

P value

Depression

12%

13%

NS

Abbreviations: NS=Not significant

The use of psychiatric inpatients as controls limits the generalisability of the study findings. The study had a poor
design, as matching cases and controls based on admission diagnosis may have concealed any association between
depression rates and being a doctor.

Welner 1979 and Clayton 1980
A cohort of female physicians and female PhDs were recruited in the USA. The list of physicians was obtained from
various medical bodies in St Louis, including the AMA, medical schools and medical societies. Similar methods were
used to identify females with a PhD. The two cohorts were matched by age, race, and marital status. A total of 141
female physicians and 116 female PHDs were contacted, with a response rate of 78.7% (N=111) for physicians
and 88.8% (N=103) for the PhDs. The participants were contacted by a trained interviewer: the interview covered
education, work history, marital history and psychopathology in the participants and their families. Psychiatric
diagnoses were according to the Feighner criteria. Major depression was defined as low mood for one month; plus
four of the eight following symptoms: (1) loss of appetite or weight loss, (2) sleep difficulties including hypersomnia,
(3) loss of energy, fatigue or tiredness, (4) agitation or retardation, (5) loss of interest in usual activities or decrease in
sexual drive, (6) feelings of self-reproach or guilt, (7) complaints of or actually diminished ability to think or concentrate
such as slowed thinking or mixed up thoughts, and (8) recurrent thoughts of death or suicide including thoughts
of wishing to be dead. Questionable depression was defined as a depressed mood of one month plus (a) three of
the above symptoms, or (b) fewer symptoms and significant incapacity, e.g., quit school for one year. Very brief
depression was defined as a depressed mood of three to seven days, associated with at least three of the above
symptoms and a change in their personality or behaviour that was noticed by others. Secondary depression was
defined as the criteria for depression plus a pre-existing psychiatric illness. The Global Assessment Scale was used
to measure the severity of the depressive episode in terms of psychopathology and impairment in function. The scale
ranges from one to 100 with a lower score indicating greater severity.
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Welner 1979 and Clayton 1980 both reported there was no statistically significant difference in the rate of depression
between female physicians compared with female PhDs. However, 39% of physicians and 30% of females with a PhD
met the criteria for major depression, indicating the prevalence of depression was high in both cohorts. This is shown
in Table 53.
Table 53 Results from Welner 1979 and Clayton 1980: Depression rates
Female physicians
N=111

Female PhDs
N=103

Major depression, N (%)

43 (39)

31 (30)

Questionable depression, N (%)

6 (5)

4 (4)

Very brief depression, N (%)

7 (8)

7 (7)

Secondary depression, N (%)

2 (2)

0

Welner 1979 also compared the mean number of depressive episodes and the severity of depressive episodes
between female physicians and female PhDs. While it appears that depressive illness in female physicians are more
frequent and more severe, the difference was only significant in the number of mean depressive episodes (2.7 vs 1.9,
p<0.05, shown in Table 54).
Table 54 Results from Welner 1979 and Clayton 1980: Frequency and severity of depressive episodes
Female physicians
N=111

Female PhDs
N=103

P value

Number of depressive episodes, mean ± SD

2.7 ± 2.1

1.9 ± 0.8

0.0004

Severity of depressive episodes, mean ± SD

51.2 ± 8.9

56.2 ± 12.7

NS

Abbreviations: NS=Not significant, SD=Standard deviation

Discussion
Depression
All 18 studies included in this review assessed depression among doctors. It is important to note that three studies
(Hendrie 1990, Schneider and Phillips 1993, and Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007) reported the prevalence of
depression and anxiety as a combined outcome. This prevented distinguishing between depression and anxiety
symptoms, and represents an important limitation of these studies. Consequently the results of these studies should
be interpreted with caution. The importance of the definition of depression and anxiety used in these publications must
be stressed. There were significant differences in the method used to assess these conditions. Some publications
assessed low level depression, which is unlikely to have met the standard for a clinical diagnosis of a mental
health disorder, while other studies assessed clinical depression. Some studies used a survey, while others used a
comprehensive clinical interview. This is a source of considerable bias and inconsistency between the studies. Other
methodological issues such as the use of anonymous surveys is likely to have influenced the reported results. There
were similar inconsistencies for anxiety. The wide range of reported prevalence rates is likely to be directly related to
the different definitions used and the differences in methodology. However, a full review of the different instruments
and the comparative severity of these definitions used is outside the scope of this report.
Two studies (Rout 1999 and Sutherland and Cooper 1993) utilised data from the general population in comparison
with doctors. Both these studies, conducted in the UK, found depression scores were higher in male GPs but not
in female GPs. The difference between the genders was not clear, although Rout 1999 referred to other studies that
showed a positive effect of employment on the self esteem and mental health of women. Sutherland and Cooper
1993 suggested that gender differences may be due to female doctors being more likely to use social support as a
stress-coping strategy than male doctors, and as such exhibiting a better overall level of psychological well-being.
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Four other studies selected a group of non-doctors as the comparison. Two studies (Chambers 1992 and Chambers
and Belcher 1993, Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007) used teachers as the comparison group. However, Van der Bijl
and Oosthuizen 2007 assessed anxiety and depression as a single outcome, not depression alone, and therefore
these results should be interpreted with caution. Teachers were thought to be an appropriate comparison group as
both professions face similar stressors (dealing with the public, performing a caring role). Both studies found teachers
experienced greater depression compared with doctors. Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993 reported
14% of GPs had depression, compared with 44% of teachers. Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007 reported 53% of GPs
had depression or anxiety (depression alone was not measured), compared with 76% of teachers.
Two other studies compared depression among doctors to senior and middle health care managers (Caplan 1994)
and to female PhDs (Welner 1979 and Clayton 1980). Both studies found the level of depression in doctors was higher
than the control group, although this was only significant in Caplan 1994 (19–27% vs 6% for doctors compared with
managers). This highlights the increased risk of depression experienced by doctors even when compared to groups
with similar education and socioeconomic status.
Two studies used psychiatric patients as the comparison group (outpatient for Brown 1992 and inpatient for Waring
1997). Brown 1992 reported the depression scores were lower among female doctors compared to the control (9.5
vs 21.0), while the study by Waring 1977 found no significant difference in prevalence (12% vs 13%). The finding from
Waring 1977 should be interpreted with caution as cases and controls were matched on admission diagnosis.
Two studies examined depression among medical students compared to resident physicians (Hendrie 1990, and
Hull 2008). However, Hendrie 1990 assessed anxiety and depression as a single outcome, not depression alone.
Although both these studies were conducted in the USA and had similar sample sizes (861 and 962), Hendrie 1990
found a higher prevalence of depression or anxiety in medical students compared with residents (36% vs 18%), while
Hull 2008 found medical students were less likely to be depressed (OR 0.5). The low response rate in both studies
(40–50%) and the use of non-validated depression assessment methods may have contributed to the inconsistency
observed between the two studies.
Two prospective studies were conducted to evaluate changes in the level of depression among medical students as
they progressed through their education. Newbury-Birch 2001 observed the level of depression increased among
medical students from their second year to their pre-registration year (2.4 to 12.1% in males, 5 to 9.1% in females).
Schneider and Phillips 1993 found no change in the prevalence of depression or anxiety (i.e. depression alone was not
reported in the publication) over a 12-month period. The reason for the disparity in the findings is not clear. However,
while the response rates of both studies were high (≥80%), the small sample sizes (N=122 and 39), different length of
follow-up, and different countries in which the studies were conducted in, make comparisons difficult. Nonetheless,
both studies recognise the levels of depression among medical students were of concern. Schneider and Phillips
1993 also suggested the lack of a decrease in depression among medical students indicated the lack of adaptability
and the need for interventions to help medical students cope.
Two studies, one conducted in residents in Brazil (Peterlini 2002) and one conducted on medical house officers in the
USA (Reuben 1985), found the prevalence of depression was higher for certain rotations during residency training.
These include the rotation in the ICU and emergency units. This indicates the cause of depression can be situational
and as such, programs (e.g. coping strategies, counselling) can be implemented especially during certain rotations.
Reuben 1985 found depression was more common in first-year medical house officers, with levels decreasing in
second and third-year medical house offices. Frank 1999 assessed the prevalence of depression among USA female
doctors in different medical specialties. Compared to the average prevalence of depression among doctors (19.5%), the
levels of depression among doctors in psychiatry were significantly higher (34.6%), while doctors in ophthalmology and
paediatrics had lower levels of depression (5.8% and 12.3%). Ponizovsky 1996 reported migrant retraining doctors in
Israel had higher levels of depression compared to migrant specialising doctors (49.8% vs 31.3%).
There was evidence depression was higher in lesbian doctors compared with female heterosexual doctors (33.3%
vs 19.4%), as reported in Brogan 2003. Dyrbye 2006 concluded depression was not higher among minority and
non-minority medical students in the USA (60.7% vs 53.3%). Rout and Rout 1997 compared the levels of depression
between GPs in the UK and Canada and found a higher level of depression among male GPs in the UK (3.46 vs 2.63).
However, no difference was observed among females.
It should be noted one study evaluated prevalence of perinatal depression among female doctors. Clayton 1980
reported 26% of female doctors with a history of depression had at least one episode during the post-partum period.
In comparison, 13% of female PhDs had a similar history of postnatal depression (p=0.183).
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Anxiety
Twelve studies in this review assessed anxiety in doctors. Three studies (Hendrie 1990, Schneider and Phillips 1993,
Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007) reported the prevalence of depression and anxiety as a combined outcome.
Consequently, inferences from these studies should be made with caution. It should also be noted the assessment of
anxiety varied greatly between the publications. Some publications assessed general anxiety, which is unlikely to have
met the standard for a clinical diagnosis of a mental health disorder, while other studies assessed clinical anxiety. This
is a source of considerable bias and inconsistency between the studies.
Two studies compared the prevalence of anxiety in doctors with the prevalence in a normative population. Both Rout
1999 and Sutherland and Cooper 1993 found free-floating anxiety scores were higher among male doctors in the
UK compared to the normative male population. In contrast, neither study observed a significant difference among
female doctors. Rout 1999 suggested this may reflect the fact that female doctors were more likely to work part-time
compared to their male counterparts (29.3% for females vs 4.3% for males). Sutherland and Cooper 1993 suggested
gender differences may be due to female doctors being more likely to use social support as a coping strategy.
Both studies found that somatic anxiety scores were lower among doctors compared to the normative population.
However, the reasons for lower somatic anxiety among doctors are unclear.
Two studies (Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993, and Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007) used teachers
as the comparison group. Teachers were thought to be an appropriate comparison group as both professions face
similar stressors (dealing with the public and performing a caring role). Both studies found teachers experienced
greater anxiety compared with doctors. Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993 reported 36% of teachers
had anxiety, compared with 20% of GPs. Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007 reported that 53% of GPs had depression
or anxiety (anxiety alone was not measured), compared with 76% of teachers. Chambers and Belcher 1993
suggested this may be related to the better lifestyle habits observed among doctors in the study. However, these
results may also be explained by teachers working in a more stressful environment.
Two prospective studies conducted in medical students examined the change in prevalence of anxiety over time.
While Newbury-Birch 2001 found the levels of anxiety decreased in male (47.6% to 24.2%) and female (46.3% to
32.5%) medical students from their second year to their pre-registration year, Schneider and Phillips 1993 observed
no change over a 12-month study period. As previously discussed, the differences may be due to the different
countries in which the studies were conducted, differences in follow-up and the small sample size of the studies
(N=122 and 39). Similarly, a prospective study conducted in doctors during their residency in Brazil (Peterlini 2002)
found no significant change in the prevalence of anxiety during the different training rotations.
The study by Brown 1992 found anxiety scores were lower among female doctors in Canada compared to an
outpatient psychiatric sample population (7.3 vs 17.0). However, the reasons for this were not examined by
the authors. As discussed previously, the appropriateness of using psychiatric patients as a comparative group
is questionable and limits the generalisability of the findings.
Hendrie 1990 reported the frequency of anxiety was higher among medical students compared to resident doctors
(36% vs 18%), which may reflect the adaptation or improvement in the management of anxiety over the course of their
education.
Caplan 1994 reported anxiety levels in consultants and GPs (45% and 55%) were comparable to those in senior and
middle managers (63%) in the UK. Ponizovsky 1996 found the prevalence of anxiety among migrant doctors was
higher among retraining doctors compared to specialising doctors (40.1% vs 27.4%). Rout and Rout 1997 found
male British GPs had higher somatic anxiety scores (2.71 vs 2.10) compared to male Canadian GPs. No significant
differences between female GPs in the two countries was observed.

Summary
In summary, the reported prevalence of depression among doctors is highly variable, with prevalence estimates
between 14% to 60%. It was difficult to determine the true prevalence rate due to the significant differences in study
design and methods of depression assessment. There was no evidence to suggest that doctors have higher rates of
depression when compared with other professions. There was some evidence the rate of depression was higher in
male, but not female, doctors when compared with the general population. Similar levels of depression were observed
in doctors at all stages of their training.
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Anxiety was also frequently observed among doctors, with prevalence estimates between 18% to 55%. As for
depression, it was difficult to determine the true prevalence rate due to the significant differences in study design and
method of anxiety assessment. There was some evidence to suggest doctors had higher free-floating anxiety scores
when compared to the general population. However there was no evidence to suggest anxiety scores were higher in
doctors compared to other professionals.
These studies show depression and anxiety are common in doctors, although the levels of clinically diagnosed
depression and anxiety were poorly evaluated in these studies. Nevertheless, this highlights the importance of
diagnosing and managing depression, and to a lesser extent anxiety, in medical students and doctors.

3.2 Substance misuse and self-medication
Characteristics of included studies
The literature search identified 14 publications which described 12 studies, as shown in Table 55. Chambers 1992
and Chambers and Belcher 1993 described the same study and are therefore discussed together. Similarly, Hughes
1991 and Hughes 1992a described aspects of the same study and have also been discussed together.
Seven studies were cross-sectional surveys (Brogan 2003, Hughes 1991 and Hughes 1992a, Lutsky 1994, Chambers
1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993, Schwenk 2008, Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007, and Webb 1997), and
two studies combined data from two single arm surveys (Hughes 1992b, Verger 2004). A’Brook 1967 described
a retrospective, case control chart review, while Angres 2003 was a retrospective, cross-sectional chart review
performed at two time-points. Newbury-Birch 2001 was an interrupted time series.
Five studies were considered good quality (A’Brook 1967, Brogan 2003, Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher
1993, Hughes 1991 and Hughes 1992a and Newbury-Birch 2001) and six were considered fair quality (Angres 2003,
Hughes 1992b, Lutsky 1994, Schwenk 2008, Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007, and Verger 2004). One study, Webb
1997, was considered poor quality.
Eight studies evaluated GPs (Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993, Verger 2004) or doctors (Brogan
2003, Hughes 1991 and Hughes 1992a, Hughes 1992b, Lutsky 1994, Schwenk 2008, and Van der Bijl and
Oosthuizen 2007). Two studies evaluated medical students (Newbury-Birch 2001 and Webb 1997). Two studies
evaluated doctors receiving treatment for either a psychiatric illness (A’Brook 1967) or addiction (Angres 2003).
Two studies compared prevalence rates in doctors with rates in the general population (Hughes 1992b and Verger
2004). One study also compared doctors with age-matched college and high school graduates (Hughes 1991 and
Hughes 1992a), and one study compared doctors with age matched non-doctor subjects at a treatment centre
(A’Brook 1967). One study compared doctors with teachers (Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007). Three studies
compared the same types of subjects (doctors at an addiction centre, GPs and medical students) at more than one
time-point (Angres 2003, Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993, and Newbury-Birch 2001). One study
compared doctors with depression of different severities (Schwenk 2008) and one study compared medical, dentistry
and allied health students with students from other faculties (Webb 1997). Two studies compared the results of
different specialists within the overall sample (Hughes 1991 and Hughes 1992a, and Lutsky 1994), while one study
compared lesbian and heterosexual doctors (Brogan 2003).
Alcohol abuse was assessed in three studies (A’Brook 1976, Brogan 2003, and Chambers 1992 and Chambers
and Belcher 1993). Alcohol use (i.e. not necessarily at levels considered to be alcohol abuse) was assessed in nine
studies (Angres 2003, Brogan 2003, Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993, Hughes 1991 and Hughes
1992a, Hughes 1992b, Lutsky 1994, Newbury-Birch 2001, Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007, and Webb 1997). All
publications assessed substance use or substance abuse. Two publications assessed only substance use, not alcohol
use or abuse (Verger 2004 and Schwenk 2008). The remaining publications assessed the use of multiple substances.
Self-medication was assessed in four studies (Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993, Hughes 1991 and
Hughes 1992a, Schwenk 2008, and Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007).
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Table 55 Characteristics of included studies: Substance misuse and self-medication
Study type

Population

Study ID

Study quality

Country

Comparator

Outcomes

A’Brook
1967

Case control,
retrospective chart
review

Doctors seeking treatment
for a psychiatric illness

Non-medical patients from the same
treatment centre

Alcoholism

Good

UK

N=192

N=192

Angres
2003

Retrospective,
cross-sectional
chart review at two
time-points
Fair

Brogan
2003

Physicians treated at a
specialist addiction centre
between 1985-1987
USA

Physicians treated at the same
centre between 1995-1997
N=73

Physicians identifying as
lesbian

Physicians identifying as
heterosexual

Good

USA

N=4,117

Cross-sectional
survey at two
time-points
Good

Alcohol use
Substance use

N=101

Cross-sectional
survey

N=115
Chambers
1992 and
Chambers
and Belcher
1993

Other drug addiction

Alcohol use
History of alcohol
abuse/dependence
History of substance
abuse/dependence

GPs

Teachers

Alcohol use

UK

N=385 (Chambers 1992)

Need for daily alcohol

N=408 (Chambers 1992)

N=588 (Chambers and Belcher
1993)

Using alcohol as a
coping mechanism

N=704 (Chambers and
Belcher 1993)

Substance use
Self-medication

Hughes
1991 and
Hughes
1992a

Cross-sectional
survey

Physicians

College graduates (Hughes 1991)

Alcohol use

Good

USA

N=206

Substance use

N=1,785

High school graduates (Hughes 1991)

Self-medication

N=369
Different medical specialties within
the overall sample (Hughes 1992a)
Hughes
1992b

Two single arm
surveys
Fair

Lutsky 1994

Cross-sectional
survey
Fair

NewburyBirch 2001

Schwenk
2008

Physicians
USA

National survey of the general
population

Alcohol use
Substance use

N=5,246

N=NR

Specialist physicians

Different medical specialties within
the overall sample

Alcohol use

Subjects in 1998 (final year)

Alcohol use

N=114

Alcohol abuse

Subjects in 1999 (first year house
officer)

Cannabis use

N=824

Interrupted time
series, with a
survey at three
time points

Second year
undergraduate students
in 1995

Good

N=112

UK

Cross-sectional
survey

Physicians

Fair

USA

N=1,154

Substance use

N=110
Minimal to mild depression vs
moderate to severe depression

Self-medication

Van der
Bijl and
Oosthuizen
2007

Cross-sectional
survey

Doctors

Teachers

Alcohol abuse

Fair

N=135

N=177

Self-medication

South Africa

Verger 2004

Two single arm
surveys

GPs

National survey of the general
population

Tranquiliser use

Fair

N=600

N=NR

Cross-sectional
survey

Medical, dentistry and
allied health students

University students from other
faculties

Alcohol use

Poor

England and Scotland
N=630

N=3,069

Substance use

Webb 1997

France

Alcohol abuse

Abbreviations: GP=General practitioner, NR=Not reported, UK=United Kingdom, USA=United States of America
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Results
A’Brook 1967
A total of 192 doctors seeking treatment for psychiatric illness at three centres in the UK were recruited into the
study. A comparison group of controls matched for age, gender and social class was also recruited from the centres.
Medical notes were reviewed in terms of their personal information, psychiatric history and drug addictions. Psychiatric
illnesses were diagnosed using ICD classifications.
There was no significant difference in the rate of alcoholism between doctors (12.2%) and controls (12.0%), as shown
in Table 56. In contrast, doctors were significantly more likely to report a drug addiction when compared to controls
(17.2% vs 2.6%, p<0.001).
Table 56 Results from A’Brook 1967: Alcoholism and drug addiction
Doctors
N=192

Controls
N=192

P value

Alcoholism, N (%)

24 (12.2)

23 (12.0)

NS

Other drug addictions, N (%)

33 (17.2)

5 (2.6)

<0.001

Abbreviations: NS=Not significant.

Doctors were more likely to abuse drugs compared to non-medical controls. The authors noted in their discussion
that none of the doctors were addicted to illegal, non-therapeutic drugs such as cocaine or cannabis. Doctors were
addicted to drugs such as amphetamines, barbiturates and morphine, which were all easily accessed by them. This
suggests a high rate of self-medication in this cohort. This relative ease of access may explain why doctors were
significantly more likely to have a drug addiction compared to controls.

Angres 2003
This study was conducted at a centre in the USA specialising in the treatment of addicted health care professionals.
Two retrospective chart reviews were covered during two time periods. Subjects were 101 physicians treated between
1985-1987 and 73 physicians treated between 1995-1997. The data extracted from the charts were demographics,
drug of choice and psychiatric condition.
Physicians treated during 1985-87 were significantly more likely to use alcohol (41.6% vs 28.7%, p<0.01) and opiates
(35.6% vs 21.9%, p<0.01) when compared to physicians treated during 1995-97. These results are shown in Table
57. Physicians treated in 1995-97 were significantly more likely to report poly-substance abuse (p<0.001), which was
not reported by any of the subjects treated in 1985-87 but almost half (45.2%) of subjects treated in 1995-97.
Table 57 Results from Angres 2003: Alcohol and substance use
1985-87 physicians
N=110

1995-97 physicians
N=73

P value

Alcohol, N (%)

42 (41.6)

21 (28.7)

<0.01

Opiates, N (%)

36 (35.6)

16 (21.9)

<0.01

Cocaine, N (%)

10 (9.9)

0 (0.0)

NS

Tranquilisers, N (%)

6 (5.9)

2 (2.7)

NS

Marijuana, N (%)

3 (2.9)

0 (0.0)

NS

Amphetamines, N (%)

3 (2.9)

1 (1.3)

NS

Other, N (%)

1 (1.0)

0 (0.0)

NS

Poly-substance, N (%)

0 (0.0)

33 (45.2)

<0.001

Opiates + Others

0 (0.0)

12 (16.4)

NR

Alcohol + Others

0 (0.0)

5 (6.8)

NR

Opiates + Alcohol

0 (0.0)

4 (5.5)

NR

Other combinations

0 (0.0)

12 (16.4)

NR

Abbreviations: NR=Not reported, NS=Not significant
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The authors concluded there was a decrease in alcohol and opiate abuse, but an increase in poly-substance abuse,
from 1985-87 to 1995-97. However, the methodological limitations of the study (such as sampling from a single site
with a potentially non-representative sample) were acknowledged.

Brogan 2003
A random sample of 10,000 female physicians was selected from an American Medical Association database.
The subjects were stratified by graduation, with 2,500 subjects selected from four groups, each covering a 10-year
graduation period from 1950 to 1989. Of the 10,000 physicians, 7,628 met the eligibility criteria (female, age 30-70,
graduated in 1950-1989, not in medical residency, and current USA resident). There was a response rate of 59.0%
(N=4,501). The questionnaire asked about medical training and practice, items on health status, medical history and
health behaviour. Lesbians and heterosexuals were identified using questionnaire items on both sexual behaviour
and self-orientation. A total of 209 women were excluded from the analyses as they were bisexual or could not be
classified based on their response.
There was no significant difference in current alcohol use when lesbian and heterosexual female physicians were
compared, as shown in Table 58. In contrast, lesbian physicians were significantly more likely to report a history of
alcohol abuse or dependence when compared to heterosexual physicians (8.6% vs 1.4%, p=0.03).
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Table 58 Results from Brogan 2003: Prevalence of alcohol use

1 or more days drinking alcohol past month,%

Lesbian physicians
N=115

Heterosexual physicians
N=4,177

P value

80.1

72.5

0.11
0.13

Alcohol drinks/week past month
None, %

21.3

30.1

-

<1, %

23.6

27.5

-

1 to<4, %

24.8

24.0

-

4 to<7, %

16.9

10.9

-

7, %

13.4

7.5

-

Drink >2 drinks/day past month, %

2.3

1.1

0.45

Drink 5 drinks on one occasion past month, %

6.9

4.4

0.43

Trying to drink less alcohol, %

13.1

12.9

0.96

Among drinkers only past month
Alcohol drinks/week

0.21

<1, %

30.0

39.4

-

1 to<4, %

31.5

34.4

-

4 to<7, %

21.5

15.6

-

7, %

17.0

10.7

-

Drinks per week, median (SE)

1.9 (0.5)

1.2 (0.1)

0.23

Days drink/week

0.36

2, %

66.4

72.0

-

3-4, %

13.7

14.6

-

>4, %

20.0

13.4

-

Drink days per week, median (SE)

1.0 (0.2)

1.0 (0.1)

0.97

Drinks/drinking day

0.07

<2, %

59.3

71.6

-

≥2, %

40.7

28.4

-

Drink >2 drinks/day, %

3.0

1.6

0.51

Drink daily, %

6.3

4.7

0.50

Drink 5 drinks on one occasion, %

8.3

5.8

0.51

Trying to drink less alcohol, %

15.7

15.4

0.94

History of alcohol abuse/dependence, %

8.6

1.4

0.03

Abbreviations: SE=Standard error

The questionnaire included a single item related to substance abuse. There was no significant difference in the proportion
of lesbian and heterosexual physicians who had a history of substance abuse or dependence (2.5% vs 0.8%, p=0.24),
although the rate was higher in lesbian physicians. This is shown in Table 59.
Table 59 Results from Brogan 2003: Prevalence of substance abuse

History of substance abuse/dependence, %

Lesbian physicians
N=115

Heterosexual physicians
N=4,177

P value

2.5

0.8

0.24

The authors concluded there was no statistically significant differences between lesbian and heterosexual physicians
in terms of their current or recent consumption of alcohol. However, a history of alcohol abuse or dependence was
reported significantly more frequently in lesbian physicians. The rate of substance abuse was also higher in lesbian
physicians, although this was not statistically significant.
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Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993
All GPs (N=850) registered with the Staffordshire Family Practitioner Committee in the UK were sent questionnaires in
1989. A cohort of 850 school teachers, matched for age and gender, were also asked to complete the questionnaire.
Teachers were chosen as the comparative group as they were the only professional group in the locality with a similar
gender makeup to the GPs and were subject to similar stressors such as dealing with the public and performing
a caring function. The questionnaire asked about current lifestyle, hobbies, amount of sickness absence, health
problems and medication taken in the preceding year, coping methods and allowed for the subject to note any other
health related issues. A total of 408 (48%) of GPs and 385 (45%) of teachers returned the questionnaire. A subgroup
of 100 subjects completed a physical examination and mental health assessment. The results of this study were
reported in Chambers 1992. A follow-up questionnaire was sent two years later (in 1991) to the original 850 subjects
and the 99 GPs who had been appointed in the preceding two years. A total of 855 GPs and 679 teaches were sent
the questionnaire. The response rate was 82.3% (N=704) for the GPs and 86.6% (N=588) for the teachers.
The outcomes related to alcohol use are shown in Table 60 and Table 61. A comparison of alcohol outcomes from the
two publications was shown in Chambers and Belcher 1993 (Table 60). In the 1989 survey, there was no difference
in the alcohol consumption between GPs and teachers. In 1991, significantly more teachers consumed more than
22 units of alcohol each week compared to GPs (15.1% vs 8.9%, p<0.05).
Table 60 Results from Chambers 1992 and 1993: Weekly alcohol consumption
GPs

Teachers

1989
N=402

1991
N=693

1989
N=384

1991
N=581

0 units, %

14.7

19.3

12.2

14.5

1-7 units, %

45.0

42.6

45.3

39.9

8-14 units, %

21.1

19.2

21.1

20.8

15-21 units, %

10.7

10.0

7.3

9.6

22+ units, %

8.5

8.9

14.1

15.1*

Abbreviations: GPs=General practitioners
*p<0.05 for teachers vs doctors

The survey results from Chambers 1992 found no difference in the proportion of GPs and teachers who reported
consuming ≥22 units of alcohol per week (8% vs 14%, shown in Table 61). However, authors noted a difference in
the proportion of subjects who reported this level of alcohol consumption when interviewed as part of the physician
examination performed on a subgroup of subjects. Overall, 8% of GPs admitted to this level of alcohol use in the
questionnaire but only 2% of males and 0% of females reported consuming ≥22 units per week in an interview. In
contrast, 14% of teachers admitted consuming ≥22 units per week in the questionnaire, but 24% of males and 11% of
females reported the same level of alcohol consumption in an interview. The authors concluded that GPs were therefore
less likely to admit to excessive alcohol consumption when questioned by their peers in the medical profession.
The results of the interview indicated that GPs are significantly less likely to consume ≥22 units of alcohol per week
when compared with teachers (p=0.0001).
A “need for daily alcohol” was reported by significantly fewer GPs compared with teachers (14.3% vs 21.6%, p<0.01). A
similar proportion of GPs and teachers reported using “increased alcohol consumption” as a coping mechanism (15.8%
vs 13.9%).
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Table 61 Results from Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993: Alcohol use
GPs

Teachers

Results from Chambers 1992

N=408

N=385

Alcohol intake ≥22 units per week, %

8

14

P value

NS

Results from a subgroup of Chambers 1992

N=50

N=50

Male subjects: Alcohol consumption per week 0-21, %

98

76

0.0001

Male subjects: Alcohol consumption per week ≥22, %

2

24

NS

Female subjects: Alcohol consumption per week 0-21, %

100

89

NS

Female subjects: Alcohol consumption per week ≥22, %

0

11

NS

Results from Chambers and Belcher 1993

N=704

N=588

Need for daily alcohol, %

14.3

21.6

<0.01

Increased alcohol consumption used as a coping method, %

15.8

13.9

NS

Abbreviations: GPs=General practitioners, NS=Not significant.

Figure 5 shows the medication used by GPs and teachers in the five years prior to the first survey. GPs were significantly
more likely than teachers to have taken hypnotics (p value not reported). The majority (>80%) of antibiotics, hypnotics
and tranquilisers used by GPs were self-prescribed. The rate of self-medication was 50 per cent for antidepressants.
Figure 5 Results from Chambers 1992: Medication taken by GPs and teachers in the previous five years
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Additional data was reported in Chambers and Belcher 1993 and is shown in Table 62. Of those GPs who reported
taking medications, the rate of self-medication varied from 92.1% for hypnotics (70/76) to 53.8% for antidepressant
drugs (7/13). Overall, of the six drug groups included in the survey, self-medication comprised 83.1% of the reports for
general practitioners. The authors noted this was similar to the rate of self-medication reported in Chambers 1992.
Table 62 Results from Chambers and Belcher 1993: Medication use
GPs
N=704

Teachers
N=588

Hypnotics, %

11.9

4.7

Tranquillizers, %

2.5

3.7

Antidepressants, %

2.1

3.5

Prescription only analgesics, %

12.3

20.1

Abbreviations: GPs=General practitioners, NS=Not significant.
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The results suggest that GPs consume less alcohol than teachers but are less likely to report alcohol abuse. GPs used
medications at a similar rate compared with teachers, with a significant proportion of these medications self-prescribed.

Hughes 1991 and Hughes 1992a
A random sample of 3,000 physicians registered with the American Medical Association were sent a survey. A total of
1,785 were returned (response rate of 59.5%). The questionnaire covered demographics, work activities, drug abuse
education, drug use and access to drugs. The use of commonly prescribed drugs was specifically restricted to those
used “without a doctor telling you to take them” in order to exclude drugs taken for medical purposes. Hughes 1991
described the results in comparison to age matched surveys of college graduates (N=206) and high school graduates
(N=369). Hughes 1992a described the results in comparison to the different medical specialties within the cohort.
Hughes 1991 reported that, overall, male physicians had lower rates of substance use when compared to college
and high school graduates (shown in Table 63). This difference was statistically significant for marijuana, cocaine,
amphetamines, psychedelics, LSD, barbiturates and heroin (p<0.05). In contrast, male physicians had higher rates of
alcohol use in the past year and past month when compared to the control groups, although this was only statistically
significant compared with the high school graduates. Male physicians had slightly higher rates of benzodiazepine use
in the past year and past month, although this was not statistically significant.
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Table 63 Results from Hughes 1991: Substance use in males
Drug

Frequency

Resident physicians
N=1,202

College graduates
N=206

High school graduates
N=369

Alcohol

Ever used, %

97.4

97.4

96.4

Past month, %

93.5

90.3

89.2 *

Past year, %

87.6

84.0

79.0 *

Ever used, %

67.1

76.2 *

78.3 *

Past month, %

18.2

28.2 *

40.7 *

Past year, %

7.6

18.1 *

31.0 *

Ever used, %

30.4

40.7 *

45.7 *

Past month, %

6.1

15.7 *

22.4 *

Past year, %

1.8

5.7 *

9.3 *

Marijuana

Cocaine

Benzodiazepines

Amphetamines

Psychedelics

LSD

Barbiturates

Other opiates

Heroin

Ever used, %

22.5

21.3

29.0 *

Past month, %

9.2

7.7

6.8

Past year, %

3.5

1.0

2.0

Ever used, %

21.2

37.4 *

46.8 *

Past month, %

1.5

6.1 *

10.3 *

Past year, %

0.5

2.5

4.4

Ever used, %

16.1

23.8 *

25.1 *

Past month, %

0.8

4.0 *

2.4 *

Past year, %

0.1

1.4

0.8

Ever used, %

12.8

20.9 *

28.7 *

Past month, %

0.3

1.4

3.5

Past year, %

0.0

0.2

0.9

Ever used, %

8.6

14.5

22.4 *

Past month, %

0.6

1.8

1.5

Past year, %

0.3

0.8

0.4

Ever used, %

8.3

14.0 *

17.4 *

Past month, %

2.2

2.9

3.2

Past year, %

0.8

0.6

0.9

Ever used, %

1.0

3.1 *

3.8 *

Past month, %

0.1

1.2

0.6

Past year, %

0.1

0.0

0.3

Abbreviations: LSD=Lysergic acid diethylamide
*p<0.05

The rates of substance use in female physicians and the college and high school graduates are shown in Table 64.
Female physicians were significantly less likely to use marijuana, cocaine, LSD, barbiturates and amphetamines
than age-matched college and high school graduates (p<0.05). In contrast, they were significantly more likely to use
alcohol and benzodiazepines.
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Table 64 Results from Hughes 1991: Substance use in females
Drug

Frequency

Resident physicians
N=531

College graduates
N=194

High school graduates
N=466

Alcohol

Ever used, %

97.0

94.4 *

93.7 *

Past month, %

93.0

85.2 *

84.5 *

Past year, %

83.4

66.4 *

67.7 *

Ever used, %

61.1

65.4

68.8 *

Past month, %

14.6

17.9

25.0 *

Past year, %

5.4

10.0

16.3 *

Ever used, %

26.2

25.3

28.9

Past month, %

3.8

8.7 *

13.1 *

Past year, %

0.8

2.5

5.2

Marijuana

Cocaine

Benzodiazepines

Amphetamines

Psychedelics

LSD

Barbiturates

Other opiates

Heroin

Ever used, %

23.3

22.7

22.6

Past month, %

9.7

3.9 *

5.8 *

Past year, %

4.0

2.6

1.8 *

Ever used, %

19.5

26.8 *

35.9 *

Past month, %

1.9

2.8

8.1 *

Past year, %

0.4

1.2

3.2

Ever used, %

13.3

12.4

13.3

Past month, %

0.8

0.2

0.2

Past year, %

0.0

0.0

0.0

Ever used, %

9.3

10.7

15.9 *

Past month, %

0.0

0.7

0.4

Past year, %

0.0

0.7

0.0

Ever used, %

7.6

11.2

13.3 *

Past month, %

0.2

0.9

2.3

Past year, %

0.0

0.2

0.3

Ever used, %

8.0

8.5

10.2

Past month, %

3.0

0.7

2.6

Past year, %

0.6

0.5

1.6

Ever used, %

1.3

1.8

0.9

Past month, %

0.2

0.2

0.0

Past year, %

0.0

0.0

0.0

Abbreviations: LSD=Lysergic acid diethylamide
*p<0.05

Hughes 1992a reported there was little variation in the relative ranking of substances used across different medical
specialties. Alcohol was the most commonly used substance, followed by marijuana, cigarettes, cocaine and the
psychedelics (shown in Table 65). Psychiatry residents were the most frequent substances users, with significantly
higher rates of lifetime marijuana use (80.7%, 95% CI 72, 89, p=0.002), cocaine (45.4%, 95% CI 35, 56, p=0.001),
LSD (30.7%, 95% CI 21, 40, p=0.0001), benzodiazepines (50.0%, 95% CI 40, 60, p≤0.05), amphetamines (31.8%,
95% CI 22, 42, p≤0.05) and other psychedelic use (30.7%, 95% CI 21, 40, p=0.0001). Emergency medicine specialists
reported a significantly higher rate of marijuana use (79.6%, 95% CI 68, 91, p≤0.05) and anaesthetists reported a
significantly higher rate of amphetamine use (29.6%, 95% CI 21, 38, p≤0.05) compared with other specialties.
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74.7 (66, 84)
66.2 (60, 72)

98.2 (96, 101)

100

93.8 (90, 97)

97.7 (95, 101)

95.8 (92, 100)

Obstetrics/gynaecology

Pathology

Paediatric

Psychiatry

Radiology

97.3 (97, 98)

All trainees

65.1 (63, 67)

71.4 (61, 82)

Not including LSD

b

*p≤0.05

Not including heroin

a

29.2 (27, 31)

28.6 (18, 39)

35.1 (29, 41)

37.9 (28, 48)

22.7 (21, 25)

25.7 (16, 36)

16.4 (12, 21)

30.5 (21, 40)

50.0 (40, 60)

45.5 (35, 56)

80.7 (72, 89)

16.4 (11, 22)
*

24.7 (18, 31)

*

55.9 (49, 63)

19.6 (9, 31)

19.6 (9, 31)

19.3 (12, 27)

23.6 (20, 27)

*

26.6 (18, 35)

28.7 (25, 33)

62.7 (50, 76)

62 (53, 71)

64.3 (60, 69)

59.6 (54, 66)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, LSD=Lysergic acid diethylamide

98.9 (98, 100)

100

Surgery

Undecided/other

*

97.4 (96, 99)

Internal medicine

20.8 (16, 26)

17.6 (13, 22)

96.5 (94, 99)

Family/general practice

32 (19, 45)
*

38.0 (25, 52)

*

79.6 (68, 91)

100
*

Emergency medicine

22.6 (15, 30)

*

*

*

Benzodiazepines
% (95% CI)

34.5 (26, 43)

Cocaine
% (95% CI)

68.7 (60, 77)

98.3 (96, 101)

Marijuana
% (95% CI)

Anaesthesiology

Alcohol
% (95% CI)

Table 65 Results from Hughes 1992a: Lifetime substance use

20.8 (19, 23)

8.2 (7, 10)

7.2 (1, 13)

5.8 (3, 9)

24.6 (15, 35)

18.3 (14, 23)

14.8 (7, 22)

9.0 (5, 13)

15.7 (6, 26)

11.2 (5, 17)

7.5 (5, 10)

6.7 (4, 10)

10.0 (2, 18)

8.4 (3, 14)

*

*

11.2 (5, 17)

Opiates a
% (95% CI)

20.0 (12, 28)

31.8 (22, 42)

19.0 (13, 25)

27.5 (15, 40)

23.9 (16, 32)

20.3 (17, 24)

14.5 (10, 19)

26.0 (14, 38)

29.6 (21, 38) *

Amphetamines
% (95% CI)

15.4 (14, 17)

17.1 (8, 26)

12.5 (9, 17)

13.7 (7, 21)

30.7 (21, 40)*

17.5 (12, 23)

17.6 (7, 28)

12.8 (7, 19)

14.5 (11, 18)

12.2 (8, 16)

24.0 (12, 36)

19.1 (12, 26)

Psychedelics b
% (95% CI)

11.8 (10, 13)

17.1 (8, 26)

5.7 (3, 9)*

15.2 (8, 23)

30.7 (21, 40)*

10.7 (6, 15)

11.8 (3, 21)

11.0 (5, 17)

9.9 (7, 13)

11.3 (7, 15)

20.4 (9, 32)

14.7 (8, 21)

LSD
% (95% CI)

8.5 (7, 10)

18.6 (10, 28)*

6.6 (4, 10)

8.4 (3, 14)

11.4 (5, 18)

7.3 (4, 11)

13.7 (4, 23)

10.2 (5, 16)

7.8 (5, 10)

6.7 (4, 10)

4.1 (0, 9)

12.1 (6, 18)

Barbiturates
% (95% CI)

The rates of substance use in the past year are shown in Figure 6. Marijuana was the most commonly reported
substance used in the past year, followed by cigarettes, cocaine, then psychedelics.
Figure 6 Results from Hughes 1992a: Substance use in the past year
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The most common prescription drugs used unsupervised (presumably in the form of self-medication) are shown in
Figure 7. Benzodiazepines were used most frequently, followed by opiates and amphetamines. Overall, 9.4% of all
residents had engaged in unsupervised use of benzodiazepines in their lifetime. Specialties that showed higher rates
of unsupervised use of prescription substances included anaesthesiology, with the second highest lifetime use of
amphetamines (29.6%, 95% CI 21, 38, p=0.02), and pathology, with the highest lifetime use of prescription opiates.
Psychiatry had the highest lifetime and past year rates for both benzodiazepine and amphetamine use (lifetime
benzodiazepines: 50.0%, 95% CI 40, 60, p=0.0001; past year 27.3%, 95% CI 1.8, 37, p=0.0001). Emergency
medicine residents were the second most likely to have used benzodiazepines in their lifetime and in the past year, but
the rates were nearly half those of psychiatry.
Figure 7 Results from Hughes 1992a: Unsupervised use of prescription substances in the past year
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There were no significant differences in the number of substances used in the past month, past year and ever when
the specialties were compared (shown in Table 66). Emergency medicine and psychiatry residents reported the
highest mean number of substances used (1.2 in the past month, 1.7 in the past year and 3.9 ever for emergency
medicine and 1.4 in the past month, 1.8 in the past year and 4.4 ever for psychiatry).
Table 66 Results from Hughes 1992a: Number of substances used
Past month
Mean (SD)

Past year
Mean (SD)

Ever
Mean (SD)

Family/general practice

1.1 (0.7)

1.4 (10)

2.9 (2.1)

Paediatrics

1.0 (0.6)

1.3 (0.9)

3.0 (2.4)

Obstetrics/gynaecology

1.1 (0.7)

1.3 (0.9)

3.1 (2.3)

Internal medicine

1.1 (0.6)

1.4 (0.9)

3.2 (2.3)

Surgery

1.1 (0.6)

1.4 (0.9)

3.2 (2.1)

Pathology

1.0 (0.6)

1.3 (0.6)

3.3 (2.5)

Undecided/other

1.1 (0.7)

1.6 (1.0)

3.6 (2.3)

Radiology

1.1 (0.7)

1.5 (0.9)

3.6 (2.2)

Anaesthesiology

1.1 (0.7)

1.3 (0.9)

3.7 (2.4)

Emergency medicine

1.2 (0.9)

1.7 (1.2)

3.9 (2.2)

Psychiatry

1.4 (0.9)

1.8 (1.1)

4.4 (2.3)

Abbreviations: SD=Standard deviation

Hughes 1991 reported male and female physicians were less likely to use marijuana, cocaine, amphetamines,
psychedelics, LSD, barbiturates, other opiates and heroin compared to age-matched college and high school
graduates. Physicians reported higher levels of alcohol and benzodiazepine use. Hughes 1992a concluded physicians
were not heavy drug users, with the highest rate of substance use in emergency medicine and psychiatry residents.

Hughes 1992b
This publication describes a follow-up study to Hughes 1991. Both publications used the same questionnaire,
however Hughes 1991 describes the results of a survey mailed to 3,000 physicians in 1984 and Hughes 1992b
described the results from a 1989 survey mailed to 9,600 physicians. Hughes 1992b reported a response rate of
56.5% (N=5,246). Data from the National Household Survey on Drug Abuse (NHSDA) was used as a comparison.
Analysis of statistical significance was not performed due to differences between the physician and NHSDA data set
(such as the use of personal interview and different categories of substance abuse for the NHSDA data).
Compared to the general population, physicians were less likely to use illicit street substances, such as cocaine,
marijuana and heroin (as shown in Table 67). In contrast, they were more likely to use alcohol and prescription drugs
such as benzodiazepines and opiate analgesics and tranquilisers.
There was also a difference in the drugs of choice for physicians versus the general population. After alcohol,
physicians were most likely to have used prescription drugs such as minor opiates and benzodiazepines. In contrast,
the general population was most likely to have used alcohol, followed by marijuana and cocaine.
Based on lifetime rates of substance use, physicians were as likely to have tried illicit substances as the general
population, although they were less likely to be current users of illicit substances (data not reported in the publication).
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Table 67 Results from Hughes 1992: Substance use in physicians and a control population
Male

Female

Physicians
% (SE)

NHSDA
% (SE)

Physicians
% (SE)

NHSDA
% (SE)

Alcohol

83.2 (1.0)

92.1 (1.0)

93.5 (1.5)

76.2 (1.4)

Cocaine

10.1 (0.9)

2.8 (0.6)

NR (NR)

4.7 (0.5)

Marijuana

22.4 (1.5)

10.3 (1.2)

7.5 (1.6)

13.3 (0.9)

Hallucinogens

2.3 (0.5)

1.1 (0.4)

NR (NR)

0.5 (0.2)

Inhalants

1.6 (0.3)

0.8 (0.3)

NR (NR)

NR (NR)

Heroin

0.6 (0.2)

NR (NR)

NR (NR)

NR (NR)

Analgesics

3.8 (0.6)

14.1 (1.3)

17.3 (2.3)

3.0 (0.4)

Stimulants

4.8 (0.6)

1.0 (0.4)

NR (NR)

2.8 (0.4)

Sedatives

1.9 (0.4)

NR (NR)

2.2 (0.9)

1.1 (0.3)

Tranquilisers

3.0 (0.5)

6.8 (1.0)

9.3 (1.7)

2.7 (0.4)

Alcohol

87.6 (0.9)

79.4 (2.0)

84.6 (1.9)

70.0 (2.1)

Cocaine

1.6 (0.3)

3.3 (0.7)

NR (NR)

1.1 (0.4)

Marijuana

7.5 (0.7)

9.4 (1.2)

3.1 (0.9)

6.0 (1.0)

Inhalants

0.9 (0.3)

NR (NR)

NR (NR)

NR (NR)

Analgesics

17.8 (1.1)

2.4 (0.6)

12.6 (1.8)

2.6 (0.9)

Stimulants

1.0 (0.3)

1.0 (0.4)

NR (NR)

NR (NR)

Sedatives

1.6 (0.4)

2.2 (0.8)

1.4 (0.6)

0.8 (0.3)

Tranquilisers

10.1 (0.9)

1.3 (0.5)

9.3 (1.5)

1.8 (0.5)

Alcohol

85.8 (1.2)

71.2 (2.7)

68.1 (4.2)

64.6 (3.4)

Marijuana

2.1 (0.5)

4.0 (1.1)

NR (NR)

1.0 (0.5)

Analgesics

18.1 (1.3)

NR (NR)

13.1 (3.0)

NR (NR)

Stimulants

1.6 (0.4)

NR (NR)

NR (NR)

NR (NR)

Sedatives

1.5 (0.4)

NR (NR)

4.3 (1.8)

NR (NR)

Tranquilisers

14.4 (1.1)

1.9 (0.9)

15.5 (3.2)

1.3 (0.6)

Alcohol

85.0 (1.0)

62.7 (2.0)

78.4 (3.5)

45.5 (2.2)

Marijuana

0.5 (0.2)

1.0 (0.4)

NR (NR)

0.9 (0.3)

Analgesics

23.4 (1.2)

1.1 (0.4)

22.6 (3.7)

1.2 (0.4)

Stimulants

1.5 (0.3)

NR (NR)

NR (NR)

NR (NR)

Sedatives

6.3 (0.7)

NR (NR)

4.0 (1.7)

NR (NR)

Tranquilisers

14.2 (0.9)

NR (NR)

14.5 (3.0)

NR (NR)

Age 25-34

Age 35-44

Age 45-54

Age ≥55

Abbreviations: SE=Standard error, NHSDA=National Household Survey on Drug Abuse, NR=Not reported

The authors concluded physicians have a distinctive pattern of substance use. They were more likely to use alcohol
and prescription substances, but were less likely to use illicit substances such as cocaine, marijuana, hallucinogens
and heroin.
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Lutsky 1994
A survey was sent to 1,425 specialist physicians, including those who specialised in medicine (internal medicine,
family medicine and general practice, paediatrics, radiology, dermatology, neurology, allergy, nephrology, emergency
medicine, oncology, physical medicine and rehabilitation) or surgery. Data from an earlier survey of anaesthetists
(N=183) was also included. The overall response rate was 57.8% (N=824). The survey included questions on
socio-demographic information, self-reported past and present patterns of substance use, current professional
status, a report of perceived substance use by peers and faculty/supervisors during residency, and an evaluation
of substance control and abuse prevention programs carried out during training. Drug-associated impairment
was established on the basis of one or more of these criteria: (a) ability to function professionally compromised by
psychoactive drugs; (b) two or more “yes” replies to CAGE 21 questions on drugs; (c) admitted history of inpatient
and/or outpatient treatment for drugs; or (d) acknowledgement of drug dependency. Alcohol impairment was based
on: (a) acknowledgement that alcohol had impaired their professional function; (b) two or more “yes” replies to CAGE
questions on alcohol; (c) inpatient and/or outpatient treatment status for an alcohol problem.
There was no significant difference in the prevalence of alcohol or substance impairment in the three medical
specialties (up to 31.3% in surgeons), as shown in Table 68. Impairment rates were generally higher in younger
anaesthetists and surgeons.
Table 68 Results from Lutsky 1994: Impairment from substance abuse
Decade of birth

Anaesthesia
%

Surgery
%

Medicine
%

<1920

11.1

15.5

8.3

1920-1930

11.1

12.5

23.2

1931-1940

7.5

11.9

17.7

1941-1950

15.7

18.2

24.3

1951-1960

23.6

31.3

19.6

1961+

23.6

31.3

-

*p<0.01

The pattern of substance use in impaired specialists is shown in Table 69. Impaired anaesthetists used marijuana
(55.2%) and psychedelic drugs (16.5%) significantly more often than impaired medical (33.0% and 2.8%) and surgical
specialists (25.0% and 2.5%), with a p value of <0.01 for each comparison.
Table 69 Results from Lutsky 1994: Pattern of substance use in impaired physicians
Anaesthesia
N=29

Surgery
N=36

Medicine
N=80

Alcohol (%)

100

100

97.5

Marijuana (%)

55.2*

33.3

25.0

Amphetamine/Ritalin (%)

17.2

13.9

20.0

Cocaine (%)

13.8

2.8

5.0

Sedatives (%)

27.6

16.7

18.8

Psychedelics (%)

16.5*

2.8

2.5

Codeine

6.9

11.1

10.0

Meperidine

3.4

2.8

2.5

Opium

3.4

2.8

0

Hydrocodone

3.4

5.6

3.8

Oxycodone

3.4

0

1.3

Other narcotics

3.4

0

0

Fentanyl, Sufentanil/alfentanil

10.3

0

0

Opioids (%)

*p<0.01
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The authors concluded there was no difference in the prevalence of alcohol or substance impairment in these three
groups of medical specialists. There were some differences in the pattern of drug use, such as the use of marijuana,
psychedelic drugs and fentanyl by anaesthetists (possibly due to a younger workforce and ease of access to fentanyl).

Newbury-Birch 2001
A cohort of medical students from Newcastle University in the UK was surveyed in 1995 (second year undergraduate
students), 1998 (final year undergraduate students) and 1999 (after one year as a Pre-Registration House Officer). All
participants anonymously completed a lifestyle questionnaire which included questions on alcohol consumption, use
of illicit drugs, tobacco, proprietary and prescribed drugs, sleep quality and pattern, exercise and demographic details.
The Hospital Anxiety and Depression (HAD) scale was used to measure anxiety and depression. The response rate
was 122/152 students (80.3%) in 1995, 114/143 (79.7%) in 1998 and 110/137 (80.3%) in 1999.
Alcohol consumption data is shown in Table 70. There was a significant increase in mean alcohol consumption in both
men and women from 1995 to 1999 (22.9 to 27.1 units per week in males and 11.2 to 15.3 units per week in females,
p=0.018). The proportion drinking less than the UK recommended safe limits of alcohol consumption (<21 units/week
for men and <14 units/week for women) decreased significantly from 1995 to 1999 (57.9% to 38.7% in males and
65.7% to 44.4% in females, p=0.001). Levels of binge drinking were reasonably consistent across the three groups
(reported by an average of 15% of students in 1995, 20% in 1998 and 18% in 1999).
Table 70 Results from Newbury-Birch 2001: Alcohol consumption
1995
Male
N=42

1998

1999

Female
N=80

Male
N=38

Female
N=76

Male
N=33

Female
N=77

Alcohol consumption (units/week) in all subjects a
Mean (SD)

22.9 (19.8)

11.2 (9.0)

23.6 (13.6)

12.2 (8.6)

27.1 (19.1)

15.3 (9.2)

Median (range)

18 (0–84)

10 (0–36)

23 (0–51)

9.5 (0–32)

24 (0–80)

15 (0–34)

22 (57.9)

46 (65.7)

14 (38.9)

44 (62.0)

12 (38.7)

32 (44.4)

12 (31.6)

23 (32.9)

21 (58.3)

27 (38.0)

16 (51.6)

40 (55.6)

4 (10.5)

1 (1.4)

1 (2.8)

0

3 (9.7)

0

6 (15.8)

10 (14.3)

9 (25.0)

12 (16.9)

4 (12.9)

15 (20.8)

Alcohol consumption amongst drinkers
Low risk, N (%) b
Medium-high risk, N (%)
Hazardous, N (%)

c

d

Binge drinking, N (%)

e

Abbreviations: SD=Standard deviation
 Alcohol units: 1 pint strong beer/lager=3 units; 1 pint ordinary beer/lager=2 units; 1 glass wine=1 unit; 1 measure of spirits=1 unit
(1 UK pint=0.57 l, 1 UK measure of spirit=25.0 ml in England, 35.0 ml in Scotland)

a

b

<22 units (male); <15 units (female)

c

22–50 units (male); 15–35 units (female)

d

>50 units (male); >35 units (female)

e

Binge drinking (defined as drinking more than half the recommended “safe limit” in a single session

Cannabis use was reported by 36.8% of males in 1998 and 27.3% in 1999 (as shown in Table 71). Females reported
significantly less cannabis use than males (p=0.012), with 14.5% reporting cannabis use in 1998 and 22.1% in 1999.
Table 71 Results from Newbury-Birch 2001: Cannabis use
1998

1999

Male
N=38

Female
N=76

Male
N=33

Female
N=77

Weekly, N (%)

4 (10.5)

4 (5.3)

3 (9.1)

0

Monthly, N (%)

3 (7.9)

2 (2.6)

4 (12.1)

6 (7.8)

Very occasionally, N (%)

7 (18.4)

5 (6.6)

2 (6.1)

11 (14.3)

Total, N (%)

14 (36.8)

11 (14.5)

9 (27.3)

17 (22.1)
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The authors had expected the results of this study would show that medical students reduce their alcohol and illicit
drug consumption in response to increasing demands of the medical curriculum and the impending demands of
becoming a doctor. However, the results indicated mean alcohol consumption significantly increased in both men and
women, and the proportion of individuals drinking above the recommended safe limits also significantly increased.
An increasing number of individuals reported binge drinking. Cannabis use decreased in males and increased in
females over the duration of the study.

Schwenk 2008
A random sample of 5,000 practising physicians, registered with the Michigan State Medical Society in the USA, were
mailed a questionnaire. This included the PHQ-9 and items regarding personal experiences with depression, health
care-seeking behaviour, professional role, work and personal satisfaction, drug and alcohol use, and demographic
information. All responses were anonymous. The response rate was 23% (N=1,154).
Doctors with a moderate to severe depression score were more likely to report they would prescribe their own
depression medication compared to doctors with a minimal to mild depression score (30.0% vs 9.9%, p<0.001). This
is shown in Table 72.
Table 72 Results from Schwenk 2008: Self-medication

Prescribed my own antidepressant medication, N (%)

Minimal to mild depression
scores who agree or
strongly agree a

Moderate to severe
depression scores who
agree or strongly agree b

P value

100 (9.9)

39 (30.0)

<0.001

a

N varied from 1003 to 1018 due to missing responses. Minimal to mild was defined as a PHQ-9 score of 0-9.

b

N varied from 127 to 130 due to missing responses. Moderate to severe was defined as a PHQ-9 score of 10-27.

The study found doctors with moderate to severe depression were more likely to have reported prescribing their own
antidepressant medication.

Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007
Questionnaires were distributed to 200 teachers and 260 doctors in Cape Town, South Africa. The self-rating
questionnaire included items on demographics, the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS), substance use
and health behaviours. The response rate was 88.5% (N=177) for teachers and 51.9% (N=135) for doctors.
There was no difference in the rate of alcohol use to relieve symptoms of anxiety and depression in doctors and
teachers (15% vs 16%). There was no gender difference for alcohol use. A total of 10% of doctors indicated they
had self‑prescribed antidepressants and 10% had prescribed benzodiazepines in the past five years. This is shown
in Table 73.
Table 73 Results from Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007: Alcohol use and self-medication
Doctors
N=135

Teachers
N=177

P value

Alcohol use to relieve symptoms of anxiety and depression, N (%)

15

16

NS

Self-prescription of antidepressants, N (%)

10

NR

NR

Self-prescription of benzodiazepines, N (%)

10

NR

NR

Abbreviations: NR=Not reported, NS=Not significant

There was no difference in alcohol use between doctors and teachers, with 10% of doctors reporting self-medication.
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Verger 2004
A randomly selected sample of 1,200 GPs in Provence, France, were invited to participate in a longitudinal study of
prescribing and care practices. Of the 1,076 GPs who met eligibility criteria, 600 (55.8%) agreed to participate. Data
was collected using a questionnaire containing items regarding demographic status, satisfaction with their practice
and perceived need to improve management of specific health problems. GPs were also asked “during the past 12
months, have you consumed any hypnotic or anti-anxiety drugs? (not at all, rarely, a few times a month, several times
a week, daily)”. Comparison data was taken from a national survey of the French general population, which also
included the same question on hypnotic or anti-anxiety drug use. A standardised morbidity ratio (SMR) was calculated
based on the general population data.
Both male and female GPs were more likely to report tranquiliser use than the general population, as shown in Table
74. This was statistically significant for male GPs (SMR 133, 95% CI 94, 182), but not for female GPs (SMR 159, 95%
CI 129, 194). The publication also noted the SMR for physicians was significantly higher than that of the white-collar
members of the reference population (SMR 132, 95% CI 111, 156, p<0.01).
Table 74 Results from Verger 2004: Tranquiliser use
Comparison with the general population b
GP prevalence
% (95% CI)

a

SMR
% (95% CI)

K2

P value

GPs aged 30–48 years (N=295)
Male

19.0 (13.8, 24.3)

171 (125, 227)

12.7

<0.001

Female

26.8 (15.0, 38.6)

127 (75, 201)

0.78

>0.30

Total

20.8 (16.0, 25.7)

156 (120, 199)

12.15

<0.001

Male

21.5 (16.3, 26.8)

155 (116, 203)

9.51

<0.01

Female

32.3 (19.9, 44.6)

143 (89, 219)

2.31

>0.20

Total

23.3 (18.5, 28.1)

151 (119, 190)

12.12

<0.001

Male

21.1 (17.4, 24.9)

159 (129, 194)

21.1

<0.001

Female

28.5 (19.7, 37.3)

133 (94, 182)

2.9

>0.10

Total

22.9 (19.3, 26.4)

151 (127, 178)

23.0

<0.001

GPs older than 48 years (N=305)

Total (N=600)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio
Consumption on at least one occasion during the previous 12 months

a

 The original table header in the publication stated it was a comparison with the overall GP population, however the text indicated that a comparison
had been made with the general population

b

The authors concluded the study showed significantly higher hypnotic and tranquiliser use among GPs than in the
general population. Higher rates were observed in all ages and both genders, although it was not significant among
women, probably because of the low number of female subjects in the study.

Webb 1997
A cross-sectional study was undertaken to evaluate alcohol and illicit drug use in UK university students. The
anonymous survey was completed by 3,699 undergraduate students, with the authors noting the response rate was
“virtually 100%”. The questionnaire included items on demographics, alcohol consumption and use of illicit drugs.
The analysis was conducted by combining data from medical students, dentistry students and allied science students
(such as psychology and optometry) in a single group.
Figure 8 shows mean weekly alcohol consumption. Students from the medical faculty had the second highest
percentage of non-drinkers, with 19% of males and 18% of females identifying as a non-drinker. The level of alcohol
consumption in students from the medical faculty was less than the limit of 28 units/week recommended by the UK
Department of Health (in 1995) for all students.
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Figure 8 Results from Webb 1997: Mean weekly alcohol consumption
Mean weekly alcohol consumption
in drinking (units)
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Figure 9 shows hazardous, medium and low-risk alcohol use in students from different faculties. Generally, students
from the medical faculty drank less than students from other faculties. Binge drinking (>50 units/week in males; >35
units/week in females) was reported least often in students from the medical faculty (~10% of subjects).
Figure 9 Results from Webb 1997: Alcohol use in students from different faculties
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Table 75 shows the use of cannabis among university students. Students from the medical faculty reported the
second lowest rate of regular cannabis use (11.1%). Approximately half the students from the medical faculty (52.9%)
had never used cannabis.
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Table 75 Results from Webb 1997: Regular use of cannabis in university students
Never used
N (%)

Tried once
or twice
N (%)

Tried more than
once or twice
N (%)

Regular use a
N (%)

333 (52.9)

96 (15.2)

131 (20.8)

70 (11.1)

Arts

188 (29.5)

74 (11.6)

198 (31.1)

177 (27.8)

Biological science

91 (37.5)

35 (14.4)

64 (26.3)

53 (21.8)

Engineering

241 (51.9)

62 (13.4)

86 (18.5)

75 (16.2)

Law/accountancy/economics

222 (50.7)

60 (13.7)

90 (20.5)

66 (15.1)

Mathematics/statistics

150 (53.4)

36 (12.8)

61 (21.7)

34 (12.1)

Physical science

179 (39.9)

50 (11.1)

125 (27.8)

95 (21.2)

Social science

145 (33.6)

60 (13.9)

115 (26.6)

112 (25.9)

Veterinary science

73 (58.4)

20 (16.0)

211 (6.8)

11 (8.8)

Students from the medical faculty
Medicine/dentistry/allied disciplines
Students from the other faculties

a

regular use was defined as greater than once per week

The use of other illicit drugs is summarised in Table 76. Students from the medical faculty were most likely to have
used LSD (53%), amyl/butyl (11%), amphetamines (10%) and ecstasy (7%). However, the rate of illicit drug use was
low compared to students from other faculties.
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68

50 (21)

62 (13)

54 (13)

32 (11)

901 (13)

113 (26)

16 (13)

Biological science, N (%)

Engineering, N (%)

Law/accountancy/economics, N (%)

Mathematics/statistics, N (%)

Physical science, N (%)

Social science, N (%)

Veterinary science, N (%)

a

regular use was defined as greater than once per week

Abbreviations: LSD=Lysergic acid diethylamide

174 (27)

62 (10)

Arts, N (%)

Students from other faculties a

Medicine/dentistry/allied disciplines, N (%)

Students from the medical faculty a

Amphetamines
N (%)

73 (85)

145 (34)

179 (40)

150 (53)

222 (51)

241 (52)

91 (38)

188 (30)

333 (53)

LSD
N (%)

Table 76 Results from Webb 1997: Regular Illicit drug use

10 (8)

73 (17)

58 (13)

18 (6)

51 (12)

44 (9)

35 (14)

120 (19)

42 (7)

Ecstasy
N (%)

1 (1)

11 (9)

17 (4)

10 (4)

12 (3)

26 (6)

14 (6)

56 (9)

13 (2)

Cocaine
N (%)

12 (10)

84 (19)

73 (16)

30 (11)

43 (10)

67 (14)

42 (17)

141 (22)

44 (7)

Magic
mushrooms
N (%)

0

86 (20)

80 (18)

27 (10)

52 (12)

50 (11)

38 (16)

113 (18)

68 (11)

Amly/butyl
N (%)

0

13 (3)

9 (2)

3 (1)

3 (1)

13 (3)

8 (3)

26 (4)

8 (1)

Barbiturates
N (%)

6 (5)

18 (4)

13 (3)

8 (3)

6 (1)

11 (2)

12 (5)

32 (5)

7 (1)

Heroin
N (%)

5 (4)

3 (1)

6 (1)

3 (1)

7 (2)

6 (1)

4 (2)

3 (1)

5 (1)

Steroids
N (%)

2 (2)

12 (3)

9 (2)

2 (1)

0

9 (2)

6 (2)

16 (3)

5 (1)

Other
N (%)

The authors concluded that many university students have high levels of alcohol consumption and the use of drugs,
such as cannabis, is widespread. However, use of alcohol and substances was generally lower in students from the
medical faculty compared with students from other faculties. It should be noted that students from the medical faculty
included medical students as well as dentistry and allied health students.

Discussion
Alcohol use
Eight studies assessed alcohol use in medical students or doctors. Angres 2003 compared alcohol use in doctors
with an addiction in 1985-87 and 1995-97. Addicted doctors were significantly more likely to use alcohol in 1985-87
(41.6%) compared with 1995-97 (28.7%). Brogan 2003 did not find any difference in alcohol use between lesbian and
heterosexual female doctors. Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993 reported there was no difference in
alcohol use for GPs and teachers in 1989, however significantly more teachers consumed 22 units of alcohol/week
in 1991 (15.1% vs 8.9%). A higher proportion of GPs reported they did not consume alcohol when compared with
teachers (19.3% vs 14.5%). Hughes 1991 and Hughes 1992a reported that male doctors had higher rates of alcohol
use in the past year (87.6%) and past month (93.5%) when compared to college graduates (84.0% and 90.3%) and
high school graduates (79.0% and 89.2%). Female doctors also had higher rates of alcohol use in the past year
(83.4%) and past month (93.0%) when compared to college graduates (66.4% and 85.2%) and high school graduates
(67.7% and 84.5%). Hughes 1992b concluded doctors were more likely to use alcohol when compared with the
general population. Lutsky 1994 reported that there was no difference in the proportion of anaesthetic, surgical or
medical specialists who used alcohol. Newbury-Birch 2001 evaluated alcohol consumption in medical students
as they progressed from second year students, to final year students, and to first year house officers. There was a
significant increase in mean alcohol consumption (22.9 to 27.1 units per week in males and 11.2 to 15.3 units per
week in females). Webb 1997 found that students from a medical faculty reported the second highest rate of nondrinkers when compared to students from other faculties.
Of these eight studies, two studies (Hughes 1991, Hughes 1992a and Hughes 1992b) concluded doctors consumed
more alcohol than the general population. This comparison was made with age-matched high school and college
graduates, as well as data from a national household survey. In contrast, Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher
1993 reported doctors consumed less alcohol than teachers and were more likely to report they did not consume
any alcohol each week. The reasons for these conflicting results are unclear. The comparison between doctors and
college graduates in Hughes 1991 and Hughes 1992a, and Hughes 1992b should be broadly comparable to the
comparison between doctors and teachers in Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993. There were some
differences in the setting for each survey (USA for Hughes 1991 and Hughes 1992a, and Hughes 1992b and the UK
for 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993), although the sample size was larger for Hughes 1991 and Hughes 1992a
(N=1,785) and Hughes 1992b (N=5,246) compared with 1,112 for Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993.
One study reported doctors increased their alcohol consumption as they progressed from medical students to first
year house officers (Newbury-Birch 2001). In contrast, Webb 1997 found students from the medical faculty (which
included medical students as well as dentistry and other allied health students) had low levels of alcohol consumption
compared to students from other faculties. However, these results may be not be reflective of alcohol use in medical
students alone due to the pooling of medical, dentistry and allied health students. There was no difference in the
proportion of lesbian and heterosexual doctors (Brogan 2003) or surgical or medical specialists (Lutsky 1994)
who consumed alcohol. One study found a reduction in the proportion of doctors being treated for an addiction
who consumed any alcohol (Angres 2003), although this may have reflected differences in the doctors receiving
treatment at this single treatment centre at different time points. Therefore, the evidence suggests medical students
drink less alcohol than other students, however alcohol use may increase as students progress from study to fulltime employment. There was no evidence that rates of alcohol consumption were different in doctors from various
specialties.
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Alcohol abuse
Six studies assessed alcohol abuse in medical students or doctors. A’Brook 1967 evaluated alcoholism in subjects
seeking treatment for psychiatric illnesses. There was no significant difference in the alcoholism rates in doctors
compared with matched controls. Of doctors seeking treatment, 12.2% were alcoholic. Brogan 2003 reported lesbian
doctors were significantly more likely to have a history of alcohol use or dependence compared with heterosexual
doctors (8.6% vs 1.4%). Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993 reported significantly fewer GPs had a
“need for daily alcohol” compared with teachers (14.3% vs 21.6%). There was no difference in the proportion of GPs
and teachers who reported “increased alcohol consumption” as a coping mechanism (15.5% vs 13.9%). NewburyBirch 2001 evaluated alcohol consumption in medical students as they progressed from second year students to
final year students and to first year house officers. The proportion drinking less than the UK recommended safe limits
of alcohol consumption (<21 units/week for men and <14 units/week for women) decreased significantly from 1995
to 1999 (57.9% to 38.7% in males and 65.7% to 44.4% in females). Approximately 18% of subjects reported binge
drinking at each time point. Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007 found a similar rate of alcohol use to relieve symptoms
of anxiety and depression in doctors compared with teachers (15% vs 16%). Webb 1997 reported approximately 20%
of students from a medical faculty admitted binge drinking, which was lower than students from all other faculties.
Alcohol abuse in doctors was compared with teachers in two studies. Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher
1993 reported doctors were less likely to need daily alcohol, however there was no difference in the proportion of
doctors who used alcohol as a coping mechanism (Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993) or used
alcohol to relieve symptoms of anxiety or depression (Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007). These results suggest
doctors do not drink more than teachers.
Binge drinking was assessed in medical students in two studies, with both studies reporting similar levels (18% in
Newbury-Birch 2001 and 20% in Webb 1997). Doctors increased their unsafe alcohol consumption as they progressed
from medical students to first year house officers. However, Webb 1997 found that the levels of binge drinking, although
high, were lower in students from the medical faculty when compared with students from other faculties. There was no
evidence doctors at an addiction treatment faculty had higher rates of alcoholism when compared with matched controls
(A’Brook 1967). Alcohol abuse was higher in lesbian doctors compared with heterosexual doctors (Brogan 2003),
however there were no studies which compared alcohol abuse in doctors from different specialties.

Substance use
Ten studies assessed substance use in medical students or doctors. A’Brook 1967 evaluated drug addiction in
subjects seeking treatment for psychiatric illnesses. Doctors were significantly more likely to report drug addiction
compared with matched controls (17.2% vs 2.6%). Angres 2003 compared substance use in doctors with an
addiction in two time periods: 1985-87 and 1995-97. Addicted doctors were significantly more likely to use opiates
(35.6%) and significantly less likely to use multiple substances (0%) in 1985-87 compared with 1995-97 (21.9% for
opiates and 45.2% for multiple substances). Brogan 2003 reported that lesbian doctors were more likely to have a
history of substance use or dependence compared with heterosexual doctors (2.5% vs 0.8%), although this was
not significant. Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993 found no difference in the rate of tranquiliser and
antidepressant use in GPs and teachers. GPs were significantly more likely to use hypnotics compared with teachers
(11.9% vs 4.9%). Hughes 1991 and Hughes 1992a reported both male and female doctors had significantly lower
rates of substance use when compared with college graduates and high school graduates. The only substance
used more often by doctors was benzodiazepines. Doctors were most likely to report marijuana use in the past year,
followed by cigarettes, cocaine and psychedelics. The highest rate of substance use was reported in emergency
medicine and psychiatry residents.
Hughes 1992b concluded doctors were less likely to use illicit street substances such as cocaine, marijuana, and
heroin compared with the general population. However, they were more likely to use prescription drugs such as
benzodiazepines and opiate analgesics and tranquilisers. There was no difference in the frequency of lifetime drug
use, although doctors were less likely to be a current user of an illicit substance when compared with the general
population. Lutsky 1994 reported there was no difference in the proportion of anaesthetic, surgical or medical
specialists who used alcohol or drugs. However, of those specialists who did report drug use, anaesthetists used
marijuana (55.2%) and psychedelic drugs (16.5%) significantly more often than medical specialists (33.3% and
2.8% respectively) and surgical specialists (25.0% and 2.5% respectively). Newbury-Birch 2001 evaluated alcohol
consumption in medical students as they progressed from second year students, to final year students, and versus
first year house officers. Male students were less likely to use cannabis later when they started full-time work (36.8%
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as students and 27.3% as first year officers), however female students were more likely to use cannabis (14.5% as
students and 22.1% as first year officers). Verger 2004 reported that GPs were significantly more likely to use hypnotic
and tranquiliser use when compared with the general population (SMR 151, 95% CI 127, 178). Webb 1997 found
students from a medical faculty had the second lowest rate of regular cannabis use (11.1%) compared to students
from other faculties. Overall, the most common drugs used by students from the medical faculty were LSD (53%),
amly/butyl (11%), amphetamines (10%) and ecstasy (7%). However, the rate of illicit drug use was low compared to
students from other faculties.
Two publications (Hughes 1991 and Hughes 1992a, and Hughes 1992b) reported doctors were less likely to use
substances when compared to the general population. The only exception were benzodiazepines (reported in both
studies) and opiate analgesics and tranquilisers (reported in one study). Verger 2004 reported hypnotic and tranquiliser
use was higher in GPs when compared to the general population, and Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher
1993 reported higher hypnotic use when compared with teachers (however there was no difference in tranquiliser
and antidepressant use). Doctors were more likely to use prescription-only substances while the general population
was more likely to use street drugs (such as cocaine). This was related to the relative ease of obtaining prescriptiononly substances. One study reported drug use was highest in emergency medicine and psychiatry residents (Hughes
1992b), although another study reported no difference in the proportion of anaesthetic, surgical or medical specialists
who used drugs (Lutsky 1994). Prescription drug use, as compared to illicit drug use, is believed to be higher in
doctors due to the relative ease of access.
Two studies assessed substance use in medical students. Newbury-Birch 2001 reported male students were more
likely to use cannabis as they progressed from study to full-time work, while female students were less likely to use
cannabis. The rate of substance use in students from a medical faculty was low compared to students from other
faculties. Data from treatment centres indicates doctors were more likely to report a drug addiction compared with
non-medical controls, and doctors were more likely to be seeking treatment for poly-drug use in 1995-97 compared
with 1985-87.

Self-prescription of medications
Four studies assessed self-medication in doctors. It should be noted self-medication could refer to both selfprescription of medically appropriate drugs (e.g. paracetamol) as well as inappropriate drugs (e.g. narcotics).
Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993 reported that 83.1% of medications taken by GPs were selfprescribed (this included antibiotics, hypnotics and tranquilisers). Hughes 1991 and Hughes 1992a reported
benzodiazepines were the most frequently self-prescribed medication (9.4% of all residents). Specialties that reported
higher rates of inappropriate self-medication were anaesthesiology, pathology, psychiatry and emergency medicine
residents. Schwenk 2008 reported doctors with moderate to severe depression were more likely to have reported
prescribing their own antidepressant medication when compared with doctors with minimal to mild depression (30.0%
vs 9.9%). Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007 found 10% of doctors self-prescribed antidepressants and 10% selfprescribed benzodiazepines.
Three studies reported that approximately 10% of doctors self-prescribed medication (Hughes 1991 and Hughes
1992a, Schwenk 2008 and Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007), although this rate was higher in doctors with higher
depression scores. Chambers 1992 and Chambers and Belcher 1993 found 83.1% of medications taken by GPs
were self-prescribed. Overall, these studies suggest that a moderate proportion of doctors self-prescribe medications,
although the results varied significantly between studies.

Summary
Medical practitioners and medical students consume similar levels of alcohol as the general population and other
professions. There was no evidence alcohol abuse was more common in medical practitioners or students. In fact,
the limited evidence base suggests alcohol abuse is actually less common in this group.
Medical practitioners and medical students use drugs at similar levels to the general population and other professions,
although there are distinctly different patterns of drug use between the medical and non-medical populations. Prescription
drugs such as benzodiazepines were used more frequently by doctors, presumably related to the relative ease of access
compared with illicit street drugs. Drug use was most common in emergency medicine and psychiatry residents, which
was also related to easy access to prescription drugs. Self-medication was common in medical practitioners.
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3.3 Suicide rates
This section of the report describes the systematic reviews identified in the literature search, followed by the primary
studies (see page 80). Based on the estimates reported in the primary studies, a meta-analysis was performed to
summarise the overall suicide risk in doctors.
Several measures of suicide rates were reported, these include:
• Standardised mortality ratio (SMR) defined as the ratio of observed deaths to the expected deaths in the target
population
• Crude annual rate (CAR) defined as the number of suicide deaths per 100,000 doctors per year
• Comparative mortality figure (CMF) where the suicide mortality rates in doctors are used as the standard and taken
as 100
• Proportionate mortality ratio (PMR) defined as the proportion of deaths due to suicide among doctors divided by
the proportion of deaths due to suicide in a standard population.

Characteristics of included systematic reviews
The literature search identified three systematic reviews, as listed in Table 77. Schernhammer and Colditz 2004 was
considered good quality, Lindeman 1996 was fair quality and Swanson 2003 was poor quality.
All of the systematic reviews included studies which evaluated suicide rates in doctors. Lindeman 1996 included
studies which reported absolute or relative suicide rates compared with any reference population. Schernhammer and
Colditz 2004 included studies which compared age-standardised suicide rates with the general population. Swanson
2003 included studies which reported suicide rates compared with the general population. There was a large degree
of overlap between the studies included in each of the three systematic reviews, although there was some variation as
a result of the slightly different inclusion criteria.
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Table 77 Characteristics of included studies: Systematic reviews of suicide rates
Study ID

Study
quality

Types of
included studies

Lindeman 1996

Fair

Absolute and relative
suicide mortality
rates in a physician
population compared
to a reference
population

Schernhammer
and Colditz 2004

Swanson 2003

Good

Poor

Age-standardised
suicide rates and
compared rates
in doctors with
rates in the general
population.

Suicide rates in
doctors compared to
the general population

Included studies
N=14
Arnetz et al 1987

Bamayr and Feuerlein 1986

Borgan and Kristofersen 1986

Dean 1969

Lindhardt et al 1963

Nordentoft 1988

Office of Population Censuses 1986

Revicki and May 1985

Rimpela et al 1987

Rose and Rosow 1973

Schlicht et al 1990

Stefansson and Wicks 1991

Steppacher and Mausner 1974

Ullmann et al 1991

N=22
Arnetz et al 1987

Baemayr and Feuerlein 1986

Carpenter et al 1997

Dean 1969

Frank et al 2000

General Register Office 1986/1996

Hawton et al 2001

Herner 1993

Innos et al 2002

Juel et al 1999

Lindeman et al 1997

Linhardt et al 1963

Nordentoft 1988/Andersen 1985

Pitts et al 1979

Rafnsson and Gunnarsdottir 1998

Revicki and May 1985

Rich and Pitts 1979

Rimpela et al 1987

Rose and Rosow 1973

Schlicht et al 1990

Stefansson and Wicks 1991

Ullmann et al 1991

N=18
Aasland et al 2001

Alexander et al 2000

Carpenter et al 1997

Craig and Pitts 1968

DeSole et al 1967

Frank et al 2000

Hawton et al 2001

Juel et al 1999

Kelly et al 1995

Lindeman et al 1997

Neil et al 1987

Pitts et al 1979

Rich and Pitts 1979

Richings et al 1986

Rimpelã et al 1987

Rose and Rosow 1973

Schlicht et al 1990

Steppacher and Mausner 1974

Results: Systematic reviews
Lindeman 1996
The aim of this systematic review was to evaluate suicide rates in medical doctors. A literature search was conducted
using a non-computerised bibliography document and Medline. The literature was restricted to studies published
between 1970 and 1993. Publications were eligible for inclusion if they a) reported absolute and/or relative suicide
mortality rates for a well defined physician population in comparison to a well defined reference population, b) published
in English, c) evaluated in a broadly similar cultural group (e.g. European or North American), d) the study area and
period did not overlap substantially with another publication, and e) the study was not restricted to a particular
specialist group. When comparing studies in physicians to other populations, only studies applying age-adjustment
were included. All of the studies identified in Lindeman 1996 have been included in this systematic literature review (see
included studies on page 80), with the exception of four studies. Borgan and Kristogersen 1985 was not included as it
was a study in doctors and dentists combined. The studies by Bamayr and Feuerlein 1986, and Nordentoft 1988 were
not available in English. Data from the General Register Office and Office of Population Censuses and Surveys 1986
and 1996, UK, was not publicly available.
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A total of 14 studies were eligible for inclusion. The results are summarised in Table 78. The relative risk (RR) of
doctors compared with the general population ranged from 1.1 to 3.4 for male doctors and 2.5 to 5.7 for female
doctors. When compared with other professionals, the relative suicide mortality of male doctors ranged from 1.5 to
3.8, with the two studies evaluating female doctors reporting RRs of 3.7 and 4.5. The crude suicide mortality rate was
higher for female doctors in five of the studies comparing both genders, but lower in two studies.
The authors concluded the age-adjusted RR of suicide among doctors was elevated when compared to the general
population and other academic occupational groups. This difference was stronger among female doctors. The results
did not support the claim that female doctors have significantly higher suicide rates than male doctors.
Table 78 Results from Lindeman 1996: Included publications

Study

Country

Gender

Observed
mortality/100,000
person years
(95% CI)

Relative mortality
vs general
population
SMR (95% CI)

Relative mortality
vs other
professionals
SMR (95% CI)

Lindhardt et al 1963

Denmark

Male

NR

1.5 (1.2, 1.9)

NR

Dean 1969

South Africa

Male

48 (31, 73)

1.2 (0.8, 1.8)

NR

Female

18 (2.4, 133)

NR

NR

Rose and Rosow 1973

USA

Male

77 (58, 103)

2.0 (1.5, 2.7)

1.5 (1.1, 2.0)

Steppacher and Mausner 1974

USA

Male

31 (28, 34)

1.2 (1.1, 1.3)

NR

Female

34 (25, 46)

3.2 (2.3, 4.4)

Revicki and May 1985

USA

Male

36 (21, 63)

1.2 (0.7, 2.0)

NR

Office of Population Censuses
and Surveys 1986

UK

Male

NR

2.3 (1.8, 3.0)

NR

Male

NR

1.8 (1.4, 2.3)

NR

Male

NR

3.4 (2.6, 4.4)

NR

Male

28 (22, 36)

1.7 (1.3, 2.2)

2.2 (1.7, 2.8)

Female

21 (12, 36)

3.1 (1.8, 5.2)

3.7 (2.2, 6.3)

Male

62 (48, 79)

1.6 (1.2, 2.0)

NR

Female

68 (46, 100)

3.0 (2.4, 3.0)

NR

Bamayr and Feuerlein 1986

Germany

Borgan and Kristofersen 1986 a

Norway

Male

46 (32, 67)

2.5 (1.7, 3.6)

3.8 (2.5, 5.7)

Arnetz et al 1987

Sweden

Male

60 (42, 85)

1.2 (0.8, 1.7)

1.9 (1.3, 2.7)

Female

124 (66, 232)

5.7 (3.1, 9.7)

4.5 (2.4, 8.5)

Rimpela et al 1987

Finland

Male

58 (35, 94)

1.3 (0.3, 2.1)

2.0 (1.2, 3.2)

Nordentoft 1988

Denmark

Male

33 (25, 43)

2.4 (1.8. 3.1)

2.8 (2.1, 3.7)

Female

82 (44, 154)

3.0 (1.6, 5.6)

NR

Male

26 (14, 49)

1.1 (0.5, 2.1)

NR

Female

58 (18, 184)

5.0 (1.0. 15.0)

NR

Male b

39 (29, 52)

1.5 (1.1, 2.0)

NR

Male

55 (40, 76)

2.2 (1.6, 3.0)

NR

Male

79 (65, 95)

1.9 (1.6, 2.3)

NR

Female

53 (36, 79)

2.5 (1.7, 3.8)

NR

Schlicht et al 1990
Ullmann et al 1991
Stefansson and Wicks 1991

Australia
USA
Sweden

c

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, NR=Not reported, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio, UK=United Kingdom, USA=United States of America
a

Also included dentists

b

Loma Linda University graduates

c

University of Southern California graduates
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Schernhammer and Colditz 2004
The aim of this systematic review was to evaluate suicide rates in doctors. A literature search was conducted using
Medline, PsycInfo, AARP Ageline and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews. The literature was restricted to
studies published prior to 2003. Literature was eligible for inclusion if it reported age-standardised suicide rates and
compared rates in doctors with rates in the general population. Publications which assessed overlapping time periods
and geographic regions were considered together in order to avoid duplicate counting of events. All of the studies
identified in Schernhammer and Colditz 2004 have been included in this systematic literature review (see included
studies on page 80), with the exception of five studies. The studies by Bamayr and Feuerlein 1986, Herner 1993,
Nordentoft 1988/Andersen 1985, and Rafnsson and Gunnarsdottir 1998 were not available in English. Data from the
General Register Office and Office of Population Censuses and Surveys 1986 and 1996, UK, were not publicly available.
A total of 22 publications were included in the review (shown in Table 79). The SMR ranged from 0.58 to 3.40 for male
doctors and 0.62 to 5.70 for female doctors.
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Table 79 Results from Schernhammer and Colditz 2004
Mortality rate relative to
the general population
SMR (95% CI)

Study

Country

Gender

Death rate/
100,000 (SE)

Linhardt et al 1963

Denmark

Male

44 (0.187)

1.53 (1.06, 2.20)

Dean 1969

South Africa

Male

18 (0.268)

1.26 (0.74, 2.13)

Rose and Rosow 1973

USA

Male

38 (0.231)

2.03 (1.29, 3.19)

Female

16 (NR)

NR (NR)

Pitts et al 1979

USA

Female

11 (0.545)

3.57 (1.23, 10.40)

Rich and Pitts 1979

USA

Male

35 (0.173)

1.03 (0.74, 1.45)

Revicki and May 1985

USA

Male

31 (0.194)

1.16 (0.80, 1.70)

General Register Office and Office
of Population Censuses and Surveys
1986 and 1996

UK

Male

NR

2.30 (1.80, 3.00)

Male

NR

1.80 (1.40, 2.30)

Male

NR

3.40 (2.60, 4.40)

Male

NR

1.70 (1.30, 2.20)

Male

39 (0.201)

1.58 (1.07, 2.34)

Female

22 (0.368)

2.96 (1.44, 6.09)

Male

27 (0.175 )

1.20 (0.85, 1.69)

Female

2 (0.322)

5.70 (1.68, 10.72)

Baemayr and Feuerlein 1986
Arnetz et al 1987

Germany
Sweden

Rimpela et al 1987

Finland

Male

78 (0.128)

1.28 (1.00, 1.65)

Nordentoft 1988 and Andersen 1985

Denmark

Male

24 (0.320 )

2.46 (1.31, 4.60)

Female

3 (1.054)

3.33 (0.42, 26.29)

Male

9 (0.309)

1.13 (0.54, 2.07)

Female

1 (0.548)

5.01 (1.03, 14.65)

Male

31 (0.218)

1.48 (0.97, 2.27)

Male

18 (0.349)

2.18 (1.10, 4.32)

Male

38 (0.219)

1.82 (1.19, 2.80)

Female

16 (0.560)

5.02 (1.67, 15.03)

Male

41 (0.164)

1.10 (0.80, 1.52)

Female

17 (0.372)

2.32 (1.12, 4.81)

Male

62 (0.118)

0.87 (0.69, 1.10)

Female

15 (0.394)

2.33 (1.08, 5.05)

Male

58 (0.135)

0.96 (0.72, 1.25)

Female

4 (0.345)

2.15 (0.93, 4.23)

Schlicht et al 1990
Ullmann et al 1991
Stefansson and Wicks 1991
Herner 1993
Lindeman et al 1997
Carpenter et al 1997

Australia
USA
Sweden
Sweden
Finland
UK

Rafnsson and Gunnarsdottir 1998

Iceland

Male

7 (0.369)

1.01 (0.40, 2.04)

Innos et al 2002

Estonia

Male

10 (0.400)

0.58 (0.21, 1.27)

Female

8 (0.434)

0.62 (0.20, 1.45)

Frank et al 2000

USA

Male

NR

1.70 (1.53, 1.88)

Female

NR

2.38 (1.68, 3.28)

Male

21 (0.133)

0.67 (0.47, 0.87)

Female

6 (0.209)

2.02 (1.00, 3.04)

Male

102 (0.078)

1.64 (1.40, 1.91)

Female

16 (0.195)

1.68 (1.10, 2.46)

Hawton et al 2001
Juel et al 1999

UK
Denmark

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, NR=Not reported, SE=Standard error, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio, UK=United Kingdom,
USA=United States of America

The results of the meta-analysis showed a moderate, but significantly higher risk of suicide among male doctors when
compared to the general population (shown in Figure 10). The overall suicide rate ratio was 1.41 (95% CI 1.21, 1.65).
The results were similar when studies were evaluated by quality score, length of follow-up and year of publication.
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Figure 10 Meta-analysis of male doctors’ suicide rate ratio
Linhardt et al. (14)
Dean (15)
Rose and Rosow (1)
Rich Pitts (16)
Revicki and Mary (17)
England and Wales (4)
England and Wales (18)
England and Wales (19)
Baemayr and Feuerlein (20)
Arnetz et al. (21)
Rimpela et al. (22)
Nordentoft (23) and Andersen (24)
Schlicht et al. (25)
Ullmann et al., Loma Linda (26)b
Ullmann et al., USC (26)b
Stefansson and Wicks (27)
Herner (28)
Carpenter et al. (30)
Lindeman et al. (29)
Rafnsson and Gunnardottir (31)
Juel et al. (34)
Frank et al. (2)
Innos et al. (32)
Hawton et al. (33)
Combined

0.23

1.41

26.40

A meta-analysis of the suicide rate ratios for female doctors found a significantly higher rate of suicide compared to
the general population, with a suicide rate ratio of 2.27 (95% CI 1.90, 2.73). This is shown in Figure 11. The results
were similar when studies were evaluated by quality score, length of follow-up and year of publication.
Figure 11 Meta-analysis of female doctors’ suicide rate ratio
Herner (28)
Hawton et al. (33)
Pitts et al. (3)
Lindeman et al. (29)
Arnetz et al. (21)
Nordentoft (23) and Anderson (24)
Frank et al. (2)
Stefansson and Wicks (27)
Stefansson and Innos et al. (32)
Baemayr and Feuerlein (20)
Carpenter et al. (30)
Juel et al. (34)
Schlicht et al. (25)
Combined

0.23

2.27

26.40

The authors concluded that male doctors had a modestly higher suicide rate ratio, and female doctors had a
substantially higher suicide rate ratio when compared to the general population.
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Swanson 2003
The aim of this systematic review was to evaluate suicide rates in anaesthetists. A literature search was conducted
using Medline, with literature published between 1966 and 2002 eligible for inclusion. The literature search found very
little information regarding the suicide rate in anaesthetists specifically and therefore included literature reporting the
suicide rate in doctors. It was unclear how the literature search was modified to include studies assessing the suicide
rate in doctors rather than anaesthetists. All of the studies identified in Swanson 2003 have been included in this
systematic literature review (see included studies on page 80).
The studies which evaluated suicide rates in doctors compared to the general population are shown in Table 80. Most
studies found a higher suicide rate in doctors.
Table 80 Results from Swanson 2003: Suicide rates in doctors compared to the general population
Study

Country

Analysis

Suicide male doctors
Rate (95% CI)

Suicide female doctors
Rate (95% CI)

Aasland et al 2001

Norway

CAR

D 47.7 (37.7-60.4)

D 32.3 (15.8-63.7)

G 22.7 (22.7.23.2)*

G 7.7 (7.5-8.0)*

Hawton et al 2001

England & Wales

SMR

66.8 (46.6-87.0)

201.8 (99.7-303.9)

Juel et al 1999

Denmark

SMR

1.64 (1.40-1.91)

1.68 (1.10-2.46)

Lindeman et al 1997

Finland

SMR

0.9 (0.6-1.2)

2.4 (1.5-4.0)

Carpenter et al 1997

UK

SMR

96 (72-125)

215 (93-423)

Kelly et al 1995

England & Wales

PMR

180 (NA)

347 (NA)

144 (NA)

322 (NA)

Schlicht et al 1990

Australia

SMR

113 (54-207)

501 (103-1500)

Rimpela et al 1987

Finland

CMF

D 100 (53-149)

NA

E 78 (75-80)
Richings et al 1986

UK

SMR

165 (NA)*

310 (NA)*

Pitts et al 1979

USA

CAR

D 38.1 (NA)

D 40.7 (NA)
G 11.4 (NA) **

Rich and Pitts 1979

USA

CAR

D 35.7 (NA)

NA

G 34.6 (NA) NS
Steppacher and Mausner 1974

USA

O/E

1.15 (NA)

3.2

Rose and Rosow 1973

USA

AAAR

D 77 (NA)

D 18

G 38 (NA)**

G 16

D 38.3 (NA)

D 40.3

G 34.1 (NA)NS

G 11.4 **

Craig and Pitts 1968

USA

CAR

Abbreviations: AAAR=Age-adjusted annual rates (number/100,000/year), CAR=Crude annual rate (number/100,000/year), CMF=Comparative
mortality figure (mortality of doctors is taken as 100), D=Doctors, E=Economically active population, G=General population, NA=Not available,
NS=Not significant, O/E=Observed/expected, PMR=Proportionate mortality ratio, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio, UK=United Kingdom,
USA=United States of America
*p<0.05, **p<0.01 , ***p<0.001

The studies which evaluated suicide rates in doctors compared to other professionals are shown in Table 81. The
suicide rate was found to be higher in doctors in most studies. The authors noted it was possible the higher rates
were not specific to medical professionals but represented a more general issue in health care occupations.
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Table 81 Results from Swanson 2003: Suicide rates in doctors compared to other professionals
Study

Country

Analysis

Comparison group

Male doctors

Female doctors

Aasland et al 2001

Norway

CAR

University graduates

D 47.7 (37.7-60.4)

D 32.3 (15.8-63.7)

UG 20.1 (17.7-22.9)*

UG 13.0 (8.4-19.8) NS

Frank et al 2000

USA

PMR

All professionals

170 (153-188)*

238 (168-328)*

Carpenter et al 1997

UK

SMR

Social class 1

88 (67-114)

NA

Lindeman et al 1997

Finland

SMR

Lawyers, dentists, business,
engineers, teachers

2.4 (1.7-3.3)

3.7 (2.2-6.0)

Rimpelã et al 1987

Finland

CMF

High SES and degree

D 100 (53-149)

NA

P 50 (41-59)*
Rose and Rosow 1973

USA

AAAR

Professional & technical

D 77

NA

P 36 **
Abbreviations: AAAR=Age-adjusted annual rates (number/100,000/year), CAR=Crude annual rates (number/100,000/year), CMF=Comparative
mortality figure (mortality of doctors is taken as 100), D=Doctors, NA=Not available, NS=Not significant, P=Other professionals, PMR=Proportionate
mortality ratio, SES=Socio-economic status, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio, UG=University graduates, UK=United Kingdom, USA=United States
of America
*p<0.05, **p<0.01

The studies which evaluated suicide rates in anaesthetists compared to other medical practitioners are shown in Table
82. Although there were limited numbers of publications, there was some evidence to suggest that the suicide rate is
higher in anaesthetists compared with other medical practitioners.
Table 82 Results from Swanson 2003: Suicide rates in anaesthetists compared to other medical practitioners
Study

Country

Analysis

Comparison group

Anaesthetists

Male doctors

Female doctors

Hawton et al 2001

England and
Wales

RR

General hospital

6.8 (2.2-20.8)

NA

NA

Alexander et al 2000

USA

RR

Internists

1.45
(1.07-1.97)*

1.44
(1.05-1.98)*

1.50 (0.58-3.88)

Carpenter et al 1997

UK

SMR

All specialists

NA

NA

405 (110-1037)

Neil et al 1987

UK

SMR

Male doctors

NA

114 (65-186) NS

NA

Richings et al 1986

England and
Wales

CAR

All doctors aged
<40 years

A 67

NA

NA

USA

CAR

All doctors

NA

A 44

NA

DeSole et al 1967

D 23 S
D 33

Abbreviations: A=Anaesthetists, CAR=Crude annual rates (number/100,000/year), D=Doctors, NA=Not available, RR=Relative risk, S=Significant,
SMR=Standardised mortality ratio, UK=United Kingdom, USA=United States of America
*p<0.05

The authors concluded there was evidence that suicide rates were higher in both anaesthetists and doctors in general.
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Characteristics of included primary studies
The literature search conducted for this report identified 33 publications, which described 30 studies, as listed in Table
83. As the study by Harrington 1984 was a follow-up to the study by Harrington 1975, these two publications are
discussed together. Similarly, the studies by Pitts 1979, Rich 1979 and Rich 1980 report different aspects of the same
study and are also discussed together.
With the exception of the study by Torre 2005, which was a prospective study, the remaining 29 studies were
retrospective surveys.
These studies utilised national or institutional databases to obtain information on the past rates and causes of
mortality. These databases included: Statistics Norway (Aasland 2001, Hem 2005), Physicians Master File Database
(Alexander 2000), National Census of Sweden (Arnetz 1987, Stefansson 1999), American Society of Anaesthetists
(Bruce 1974), National Health Services Register (Carpenter 1997, Hall 1991, Harrington 1975, Harrington 1984),
South African Medical and Dental Council (Dean 1969), American Medical Association (Craig and Pitts 1968,
DeSole 1967, Pitts 1979, Rich 1979 and Rich 1980, Samkoff 1995, Steppacher and Mausner 1974, Ullman 1991),
USA National Occupational Mortality Surveillance Database (Frank 2000), Royal College of Pathologists (Hall
1991, Harrington 1975 and Harrington 1984), UK Office for Population Censuses and Surveys (Harrington 1975,
Harrington 1984, Hawton 2001, Richings 1986), Physicians’ Registry by the Ministry of Social Affairs of Estonia, and
Mortality Database and Archive of Death Certificates of the Statistical Office of Estonia (Innos 2002), Danish Medical
Association and Central Population Register (Juel 1999), National Health Service of Denmark (Lindhardt 1963), Finnish
Medical Association and National Register of Medico-legal Autopsies (Lindeman 1997), Faculty of Anaesthetists of the
Royal College of Surgeons (Neil 1987), National Occupational Mortality Surveillance Program (Petersen and Burnett
2008), Central Statistical Office of Finland (Rimpela 1987) and the Medical Board of Victoria (Schlicht 1990).
Twenty-one studies were considered good quality (Aasland 2001, Alexander 2000, Arnetz 1987, Carpenter 1997,
Craig and Pitts 1968, Frank 2000, Hall 1991, Harrington 1975 and Harrington 1984, Hawton 2001, Hem 2005, Juel
1999, Lindeman 1997, Neil 1987, Petersen and Burnett 2008, Pitts 1979, Rich 1979 and Rich 1980, Richings 1986,
Rimpela 1987, Rose and Roscow 1973, Schlicht 1990, Steppacher and Mausner 1974, Ullman 1991), while nine
studies were of fair quality (Bruce 1974, Dean 1969, DeSole 1967, Innos 2002, Lindhardt 1963, Revicki and May
1985, Samkoff 1995, Stefansson and Wicks 1991, Torre 2005).
Sixteen studies computed standardised mortality ratio in doctors, using age and gender specific rates in the general
population as the reference (Alexander 2000, Arnetz 1987, Carpenter 1991, Hall 1991, Harrington 1975 and
Harrington 1984, Hawton 2001, Innos 2002, Juel 1999, Lindeman 1997, Neil 1987, Richings 1986, Samkoff 1995,
Schlicht 1990, Steppacher and Mausner 1974, Torre 2005, Ullman 1991).
Nine studies compared the suicide rates in doctors to the rates in the comparator group. Two studies (Aasland 2001,
Hem 2005) compared the rates in Norwegian physicians to that of other educational groups in Norway. Seven studies
(Craig and Pitts 1968, DeSole 1967, Petersen and Burnett 2008, Pitts 1979, Rich 1979 and Rich 1980, Revicki and
May 1985, Rose and Roscow 1973, Stefansson and Wicks 1991) compared the rates in USA physicians with the
general population.
Four studies reported the observed and expected values for suicide mortality (Bruce 1974, Dean 1969, Harrington
1975 and Harrington 1984, Lindhardt 1963).
The study by Frank 2000 computed the proportionate mortality ratio for suicide deaths among USA doctors, using
the rates among USA professionals as the reference, while the study by Rimpela 1987 reported comparative mortality
rates using the rate in doctors as the standard.
Five studies were focused on doctors of a specific specialty. Hall 1991, Harrington 1975 and Harrington 1984
examined pathologists. Alexander 2000, Bruce 1974 and Neil 1987 examined anaesthetists. While another five
studies compared the suicide rate of doctors in different medical specialties (DeSole 1967, Hawton 2001, Lindeman
1997, Pitts 1979, Rich 1979 and Rich 1980, Rose and Roscow 1973).
The studies were conducted in USA (N=13), UK (N=6), Norway (N=2), Sweden (N=2), Denmark (N=2), Finland (N=2),
Canada, South Africa, Estonia and Australia (N=1 for each).
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Frank 2000

DeSole 1967

Dean 1969

Craig and Pitts 1968

Carpenter 1997

Bruce 1974

Arnetz 1987

Alexander 2000

Norway

Good

USA Vital Statistics
South African Medical and Dental
Council

N=NR
General population

USA
N=NR

Physicians
USA
N=NR

Retrospective survey

Good

1984–1995

USA National Occupational
Mortality Surveillance database

N=NR
General population

1965–1968
USA

Fair
N=NR

Physicians

Retrospective survey
USA

N=8,723

American Medical Association

N=NR

South Africa

Fair

General population

South Africa

Doctors

Retrospective survey

1960–1966

1965–1967

USA

N=296,816

Good

USA

Physicians

Retrospective survey

American Medical Association

N=NR

N=20,526

1962–1992

National Health Services Register

General population

UK

UK

General population

Doctors

Good

N=NR

1967–1971

USA

Retrospective survey

N=NR

USA and Canada

Fair

N=253,000

N=6,862

1961–1970

National Census of Sweden

American Society of
Anaesthetists

Sweden

Sweden

Good

1979–1995

National Death Index

Physicians Master File database

1960–1989

Census data from Statistics
Norway

Time period

Source of population
information

Policyholders of the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company

General population

Physicians

Retrospective survey

Anaesthetists

N=40,211

N=40,242

Retrospective survey

USA

USA

General population and Internists

Anaesthetists

Good

Norway

Non-university graduates
(N=125,400)

University graduates (N=13,479)

Comparator

Retrospective survey

N=1,899

Physicians

Retrospective survey

Aasland 2001

Country

Study quality

Population

Study ID

Study design

Table 83 Characteristics of included studies: Prevalence of suicide

Proportionate mortality
ratio

Suicide rate

Observed versus
expected deaths

Suicide rate

SMR

Observed versus
expected deaths

SMR

SMR

Suicide rate

Outcomes

82
N=NR

N=4,512

Lindeman 1997

Juel 1999

Innos 2002

Hem 2005

Hawton 2001

Harrington 1975 and Harrington
1984

UK

UK

Good

Finland

Good
N=NR

Physicians

Retrospective survey

N=NR

Finland

General population and other
professionals

N=NR

1986–1993

Finland National Register of
Medico-legal Autopsies

Finnish Medical Association

1973–1992

Cause of Death Register of the
National Board of Health

Danish Central Population
Register
Denmark

Good
N=21,943

Doctors

Retrospective survey
Denmark

1983–1998

Mortality Database and Archive
of Death Certificates of the
Statistical Office of Estonia

Physicians’ Registry by the
Ministry of Social Affairs of
Estonia

Danish Medical Association

N=NR

N=3,673

Population Registry of Estonia

1960–2000

Census data from Statistics
Norway

1979–1995

Office for Population Censuses
and Surveys

1955–1973 and 1974–1980

Royal College of Pathologists

1974–1987

Royal College of Pathologists

Time period

Source of population
information

General population

Estonia

Estonia

Fair

General population

Physicians

N=2,345,145 (1960) to
3,118,404 (1990)

N=4,037 (1960) to 11,354 (1990)

Retrospective survey

Norway

Norway

Good

Other professionals

N=NR
Physicians

N=NR

UK

Good

Retrospective survey

UK

Doctors

Retrospective survey

General population

N=NR

N=2,079 (Harrington 1975)
N=2,720 (Harrington 1984)

UK

UK

Good

General population

Pathologists

Retrospective survey

General population

Pathologists

Retrospective survey

Comparator

Hall 1991

Country

Study quality

Population

Study ID

Study design

SMR

SMR

SMR

Suicide rate

SMR

SMR (Harrington 1984)

Observed versus
expected deaths
(Harrington 1975)

SMR

Outcomes

83

N=NR

N=NR

Rose and Roscow 1973

Rimpela 1987

Richings 1986

Revicki and May 1985

Pitts 1979, Rich 1979 and Rich
1980

Petersen and Burnett 2008

Neil 1987

Denmark, USA, UK

Denmark

Fair

USA

Fair

N=NR

N=NR

N=63,220

Finland
N=4,501

Good

USA
NR=4,008,763

Physicians
USA
N=22,290

Retrospective survey

Good

General population in California

Finland

Doctors

Retrospective survey

Other professionals

UK

UK

General population

Doctors

Good

USA Census of Population 1960

1959–1961

California Department of Public
Health

1971–1980

Central Statistical Office of
Finland

1972–1982

Office of Population Censuses
and Surveys

1978–1982

USA
N=1,270,478

Death records from North
Carolina

1967–1972

American Specialty Boards

American Medical Association

1984–1992

Census Bureau

National Occupational Mortality
Surveillance Program

1957–1983

National Health Service Central
Register

General Medical Council

Faculty of Anaesthetists of the
Royal College of Surgeons

1935–1959

Statistical Section of the National
Health Service of Denmark

Time period

Source of population
information

General population in North
Carolina

Retrospective survey

N=7,224

Physicians

N=NR

N=329,012

Retrospective survey

USA

USA

Good

General population

Physicians

N=NR

N=NR

Retrospective survey

USA

USA

Good

General population and dentists

Physicians

N=NR

N=3,769

Retrospective survey

UK

UK

Good

General population

Male anaesthetists

Retrospective survey

General population

Male doctors

Retrospective survey

Comparator

Lindhardt 1963

Country

Study quality

Population

Study ID

Study design

Suicide rate

Comparative mortality
rates

SMR

Suicide rates

Suicide rate

Standardised rate ratio

SMR

Observed versus
expected number of
deaths

Outcomes

84
University records
1910–1980

USA
N=NR

Good
N=4,323 (Loma Linda University)
N=2,832 (University of Southern
California)

Male Physicians

Retrospective survey
USA

N=NR

N=1,153

American Medical Association

1948–1998

USA

USA

General population

John Hopkins Precursors Study

General population

Physicians

Fair

N=NR

N=NR

1965–1970

American Medical Association

1960–1985

Sweden Causes of Death
Register

National Census of Sweden

1950–1986

The British Medical Register

The Royal Australasian College
of Physicians

Australian Medical Association

Health Insurance Commission

Medical Board of Victoria

1980–1988

American Medical Association

Time period

Source of population
information

Prospective cohort

USA

USA

General population

Physicians

Good

N=77,582 (1960) to 240,625
(1980)

Sweden

Retrospective survey

N=6,431 (1960) to 18,900 (1980)

Other health care occupations
and the general working
population

Abbreviations: NR=Not reported, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio, USA=United States of America, UK=United Kingdom

Ullman 1991

Torre 2005

Steppacher and Mausner 1974

Stefansson and Wicks 1991
Sweden

N=NR

N=1,453

Physicians

Australia

Australia

Good

Fair

General population

Doctors

Retrospective survey

Retrospective survey

N=NR

N=NR

Schlicht 1990

USA

USA

Fair

General population

Doctors

Retrospective survey

Comparator

Samkoff 1995

Country

Study quality

Population

Study ID

Study design

SMR

SMR

SMR

Age-specific suicide
rate

Suicide rate

SMR

SMR

Outcomes

Results: Primary studies
Aasland 2001
Data were obtained using census data from Statistics Norway on physicians (N=1,899), other university graduates
(N=13,479) and individuals without university degrees (N=125,400). Cause of death was coded according to ICD8
and ICD9 definitions. Only individuals who were at least 20 years of age at the time of death were included. The cause
of death was based on information provided by the physician issuing the death certificate. Data were collected over
six five-year periods, the first from 1 November 1960 to 31 October 1964 and the last from 1 November 1985 to 31
October 1989.
The number of suicides and crude suicide rates (per 100,000 person years) are shown in Table 84. The crude suicide
rate was 47.7 (95% CI 37.7, 60.4) in male physicians and 32.3 (95% CI 15.8, 63.7) in female physicians. Male
physicians had significantly higher rates of suicide than other university graduates (20.1, 95% CI 17.7, 22.9) and nonuniversity graduates (22.7, 95% CI 22.2, 23.2). There was no significant difference between female physicians and
other university graduates (13.0, 95% CI 8.4, 19.8), however both female physicians and university graduates had
significantly higher rates of suicide when compared to non-university graduates (7.7, 95% CI 7.5, 8.0). This is shown
graphically in Figure 12.
This author concluded that Norwegian physicians have an increased risk of suicide compared with other population
groups in Norway.
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9

82

Females

All

180,815

27,869

152,946

Exposure (years)

NR

32.3 (15.8, 63.7)

47.7 (37.7, 60.4)

Crude suicide
rate (95% CI)

Physicians

Other university
graduates

No university
education

265

23

242

Males

Females

Suicides

1,382 477

177,225

1,202,253

Exposure (years)

Other university graduates

Crude suicide rates per 100,000 man-years with 95% confidence intervals by gender and education, 1960±1989

1

10

100

Figure 12 Results from Aasland 2001: Crude suicide rates

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, NR=Not reported

73

Males

Suicides

Physicians

Table 84 Results from Aasland 2001: Number of suicides, exposure years and crude suicide rate

NR

13.0 (8.4, 19.8)

20.1 (17.7, 22.9)

Crude suicide
rate (95% CI)

11,165

3,014

8,151

Suicides

76,480,374

39,027,338

35,889,745

Exposure (years)

Non-university graduates

NR

7.7 (7.5, 8.0)

22.7 (22.2, 23.2)

Crude suicide
rate (95% CI)

Alexander 2000
The specific causes of death in physicians between 1979 and 1995 were obtained from the American Medical
Association Physician Masterfile Database and the National Death Index. A cohort of anaesthetists (N=40,242 who
had listed anaesthesiology as their primary specialty between 1979 to 1995) were identified. In addition, a cohort
of internists (N=40,211) frequency-matched by gender, decade of birth and USA citizenship were identified from
the database. Internists were chosen as the comparison group as they had fairly similar training requirements as
anaesthetists. The overall and cause-specific SMRs in anaesthetists were computed using the age, gender and racespecific rates from the USA general population as a reference.
The SMR for all causes of death in male and female anaesthetists were less than 1 (p<0.05), indicating that
anaesthetists experienced lower mortality compared to the USA general population. Male anaesthetists had a lower
risk of death from suicide (SMR 0.80, 95% CI 0.64, 0.98) compared to the general population. In contrast, the SMR
suggests that the rate of suicide in female anaesthetists was higher, however this was not statistically significant (SMR
1.68, 95% CI 0.82, 3.00). This is shown in Table 85.
Table 85 Results from Alexander 2000: SMR in anaesthetist
Males
SMR (95% CI) a

Females
SMR (95% CI) a

All cause mortality

0.48 (0.46, 0.50)*

0.48 (0.41, 0.55)*

Suicide

0.80 (0.64, 0.98)*

1.68 (0.82, 3.00)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SMR=Standardised mortality rate
a

Based on age, gender and race-specific rates in the USA general population

*p<0.05

When compared to internists, the mortality rates for all causes of deaths were not significantly different in anaesthetists
(RR 1.03, 95% CI 0.97, 1.09). However, the risk of suicide was significantly higher in anaesthetists compared to internists
(RR 1.45, 95% CI 1.07, 1.97), with similar risk observed when analysed in either male and female anaesthetists. This is
shown in Table 86.
Table 86 Results from Alexander 2000: RR for suicide in anaesthetists versus interns
Combined a
RR (95% CI)

Males b
RR (95% CI)

Females b
RR (95% CI)

All cause mortality

1.03 (0.97, 1.09)

1.03 (0.97, 1.10)

0.99 (0.82, 1.20)

Suicide

1.45 (1.07, 1.97)*

1.44 (1.05, 1.98)*

1.50 (0.58, 3.88)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, RR=Risk ratio
a
b

Adjusted for age, gender and race
Adjusted for age and race

*p<0.05

The authors concluded that overall, anaesthetists had a lower mortality rate compared to the general population. Male
anaesthetists had a lower suicide rate, while female anaesthetists had a higher suicide rate, when compared with the
general population. Anaesthetists had a higher suicide rate when compared with internists.

Arnetz 1987
The suicide rate of physicians was compared with the general population and other professionals (defined as individuals
with three or more years of post high school education) using data from the National Census of Sweden. Based on the
1960 National Census, there were 5,962 male physicians and 900 female physicians. The size of the general population
was 3.7 million males and 3.8 million females. There were 210,000 males and 43,000 female professionals.
SMRs (sex and age-specific) for suicide were calculated by dividing the observed number of suicides in physicians
with the expected number based on the rate (over each five-year period) in the general population or other
professionals where appropriate.
Male physicians had a significantly higher suicide rate when compared to the other professionals (SMR 1.9, 95% CI
1.4, 2.6), but not when compared to the general population (SMR 1.2, 95% CI 0.9, 1.6). Female physicians had a
higher suicide rate when compared to both the general population (SMR 5.7, 95% CI 3.1, 9.7) and other professionals
(SMR 4.5, 95% CI 2.4, 7.6). See Table 87.
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Table 87 Results from Arnetz 1987: SMR for suicide in physicians

SMR (95% CI)

a

Number of deaths

SMR compared with other professionals

SMR compared with general population

Males

Females

Males

Females

1.9 (1.4, 2.6)

4.5 (2.4, 7.6)

1.2 (0.9, 1.6)

5.7 (3.1, 9.7)

32

10

32

10

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SMR=Standardised mortality rate
a

Compared against age and gender standardised mortality rate in the respective reference populations

The authors conclude that female physicians had a higher suicide rate when compared to females in the general
population and in other professions. Male physicians had an increased risk of suicide when compared to male
professionals, but not to the general population.

Bruce 1974
This study was conducted to examine the cause of death among members of the American Society of Anaesthetists
from 1967 to 1971. All subjects lived in the USA or Canada. Deaths were coded according to the ICD8 criteria.
The death rates among anaesthetists were compared with the death rate of policyholders of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company.
The death rate in anaesthetists was compared to the expected number of deaths among the policyholders. Overall,
the all cause death rate in anaesthetists was 0.72 that of the insurance policyholders. However, the death rate from
suicide was 2.97 times higher compared to the policyholders. This is shown in Table 88.
Table 88 Results from Bruce 1974: Death and suicide rates
Observed/Expected deaths
All cause mortality

0.72

Suicide

2.97

The authors conclude the overall death rate in anaesthetists was low, however the suicide rates were higher, when
compared with the general population.

Carpenter 1997
To examine the mortality among UK doctors, a historical cohort was recruited and followed up between 1962 and
1992. The list of doctors (N=20,526) employed between 1962 and 1979 was obtained from the Department of
Health and followed up through the National Health Services Central Register. Mortality rates were compared using
the national age, sex and calendar year specific rates to compute standardised mortality ratios (SMRs). Calculation
of SMR was confined to deaths of individuals between the ages of 25 and 74 years old as the cause of death at
older ages tended to be difficult to determine and unreliable. A total of 427,770 person-years of observation were
accumulated over the period of the study. Of the 20,526 doctors included, 2,168 (11%) were women, 4,335 died
during the follow-up period and 740 emigrated.
The overall mortality among male (SMR 0.47, 95% CI 0.46, 0.49) and female doctors (SMR 0.55, 95% CI 0.47, 0.63)
was significantly lower (p<0.001) than the general population. There were no significant differences in suicide mortality
between doctors and the general population (SMR 1.03, 95% CI 0.79, 1.32). This is shown in Table 89.
Table 89 Results from Carpenter 1997: SMR in doctors
Male
SMR (95% CI)

Female
SMR (95% CI)

Combined
SMR (95% CI)

All cause mortality

0.47 (0.46, 0.49)*

0.55 (0.47, 0.63)*

0.48 (0.46, 0.49)*

Suicide

0.96 (0.72, 1.25)

2.15 (0.93, 4.23)

1.03 (0.79, 1.32)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SMR=Standardised mortality rate
*p<0.001

The authors concluded there was no difference in the suicide rate between doctors and the general population.
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Craig and Pitts 1968
The aim of this study was to examine the suicide rate in USA physicians from 1965 to 1967. The American Medical
Association physicians’ records and the JAMA death notices were used to determine the number of physician deaths.
Deaths were considered suicide where: a) the death certificate stated suicide as the cause, b) a letter from the
deceased’s colleague or physician stated that the death was a suicide, c) a written statement from next-of-kin that the
physician had killed himself was available, or d) newspaper articles stated that a suicide note was found. The death
rates in the general population, obtained from the 1964 USA Vital Statistics, were used as the reference.
Over the two-year period of the study, 8,372 deaths were reported to the American Medical Association. Of these,
2.72% (228) were considered definite suicides, giving an overall crude annual suicide rate of 38.4 per 100,000 USA
physicians. The suicide rate among male physicians (38.3 per 100,000) was not significantly different to the suicide
rate in Caucasian males aged 25 and over (34.1 per 100,000). In contrast, the suicide rate among female physicians
(40.5 per 100,000) was significantly higher (p<0.00001) than that observed in the general population of USA
Caucasian females over age 25 (11.4 per 100,000). This is shown in Table 90.
Table 90 Results from Craig and Pitts 1968: Suicide rate in physicians
Male
Suicide rate/100,000

Female
Suicide rate/100,000

Combined
Suicide rate/100,000

Physicians

38.3

40.5*

38.4

General population

34.1

11.4*

NR

Abbreviations: NR=Not reported
*p<0.00001, for comparison between female physicians and general population

The authors concluded the suicide rate in male physicians did not differ from the general population, but female
physician suicides were almost four times as frequent as suicides in the general female population.

Dean 1969
The objective of this study was to examine the causes of death in South African doctors. A list of doctors was
obtained from the South African Medical and Dental Council (SAMDC). Records of deaths among doctors from 1960
to 1966 were also provided by the registrar of SAMDC. These records were compared against data from the Bureau
of Statistics and with obituaries in medical journals. The death certificates of all the deceased doctors were studied
to determine the cause of death according to the ICD8 classification. During the seven-year period from 1960 to
1966, there were 489 deaths among doctors resident in South Africa. The ethnicity was Caucasian in 462, with the
remaining doctors from a number of ethnic groups (Asian, Bantu and Coloured). The number of expected deaths in
doctors was computed using the rates obtained from the Bureau of Statistics for the Caucasian male populations
(in five-year age-groups) due to the small number present in the non-Caucasian groups.
Over the seven-year period, there were significantly more suicides in Caucasian doctors than expected (22 vs 17.5,
p<0.05). The number of suicides in doctors under the age of 50 years was similar to the expected number (13 vs 13.4,
p>0.05), while the number of suicides in doctors over 50 years was higher than expected (9 vs 4.1, p<0.05,
see Table 91).
Table 91 Results from Dean 1969: Number of suicides
Observed number
of suicides a

Expected number
of suicides b

P value

Total

22

17.5

<0.05

Aged 25–49 years

13

13.4

NS

Over 50 years

9

4.1

<0.05

Abbreviations: NS=Not significant
a

Number of deaths observed in doctors

b

Expected number of deaths based on rate (in five-year age groups) in the reference Caucasian male population

The authors noted that Caucasian South African doctors had higher suicide rates than those of the general population.
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DeSole 1967
This study involved the analysis of the obituaries in the Journal of American Medical Association over a three-year
period from 17 May 1965 to 6 May 1968. Together with information from the American Medical Directory, the authors
were able to derive a reliable incidence of suicide among physicians, and also to identify the specialty of those who
had committed suicide. The reference suicide rates were computed from the Vital Statistics of USA 1964 by the USA
Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Over the three-year study period, 291 deaths were classified as suicides. Table 92 compares the percentage of
physicians who committed suicide in each five-year age group with the percentage in the general population. Below
the age of 65, the percentages of suicides in physicians was higher than in the general population. The smaller
numbers present above the age of 65 made comparisons less meaningful. No confidence intervals or p values were
provided for the comparisons between the populations.
Table 92 Results from DeSole 1967: Suicide rate
Number of
physician suicides

Physicians
suicides, %

Caucasian males
suicides, %

25–29

17

30

9.8

30–34

27

24.2

10.4

35–39

33

25

7.8

40–44

48

14.6

6.0

45–49

36

8.3

4.4

50–54

36

5.3

3.0

55–59

36

3.5

2.2

60–64

25

2.3

1.4

65–69

14

1.1

0.9

70–74

11

0.9

0.6

75–79

1

0.1

0.6

80–84

2

0.1

0.4

85–89

5

0.2

0.3

90–94

0

0

0.2

95–99

0

0

0.1

100

0

0

0

Table 93 shows the rate of physician suicide in different specialties. Psychiatry had the highest rate of physician
suicide (58/100,000 per year), while the rates were lowest in paediatrics and radiology (both 17/100,000 per year).
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Table 93 Results from DeSole 1967: Physician suicide rate in each medical specialty

a

Number of
physician suicides

Rate/
100,000/year

All

291

33

General practice

74

34

Internal medicine

37

31

Psychiatry

31

58

Surgery

24

22

Obstetrics and gynaecology

13

25

Anaesthesiology

12

44

Ophthalmology

10

39

Pathology

8

30

Paediatrics

8

17

E.N.T.

7

46

Radiology

5

17

Urology

5

34

Interns

6

20

All others a

51

---

Unidentified physicians, undefined specialty, research, aviation medicine, neurology, neurosurgery, dermatology, public health or retired.

The authors concluded physicians had higher suicide rates compared to the general Caucasian population.
The suicide rate varied among different medical specialties, with psychiatrics having the highest rate.

Frank 2000
The authors conducted a national study examining the cause of death in USA physicians. Data from 1984 to 1995
were obtained from the USA National Occupational Mortality Surveillance Database. The cause of death was
evaluated using the ICD9 criteria. The proportionate mortality ratio (PMR) was computed to compare the proportion
of deaths due to a specific cause in a specific occupation with the proportion corresponding in a reference group.
PMRs computed were race and sex-specific, and age adjusted. The reference group in this study was restricted to
Caucasian and Black professionals, as defined in the USA census classification system. This comparison population
was chosen for their similar education and socioeconomic status, which should relate to similar overall mortality rates.
As shown in Table 94, the proportion of deaths attributed to suicide in Caucasian male physicians was 1.7 times
the rate in other professional Caucasian men (PMR 1.7, 95% CI 1.53, 1.88). Similarly, Caucasian female physicians
were more likely to die from suicide compared with female professionals (PMR 2.38, 95% CI 1.68, 3.28). In contrast,
among Black male and female physicians, no significant difference was observed in the proportion of deaths related
to suicide. The authors recognise the lack of significant findings among Black physicians may be related to the smaller
sample sizes available in these groups.
Table 94 Results from Frank 2000: PMR for suicide deaths
Physicians
Number of deaths

Other professionals
Number of deaths

PMR for suicide (95% CI)

Caucasian males

13,034

204,365

1.7 (1.53, 1.88)

Caucasian females

1017

211,533

2.38 (1.68, 3.28)

Black males

347

13,558

NS (NR)

Black females

56

22,667

NS (NR)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, PMR=Proportionate mortality ratio, NR= Not reported, NS=not significant

The authors concluded the rate of suicide among doctors was higher than in the general population.
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Hall 1991
In this study, the investigators examined the mortality rates of British pathologists from 1974 to 1987. The cohort of
pathologists was identified through the membership list of the Royal College of Pathologists (RCPath). The inclusion
criteria were a) alive on 31 December 1973, b) a member of the RCPath between 1974 to 1987, and c) living in the
UK. Deaths occurring in people over the age of 85 were censored from the study due to the unreliability of death
certifications. A total of 4,512 individuals were eligible for inclusion. Information on the vital status of participants was
obtained from the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys and the National Health Services Central Registries.
To compute expected deaths and the corresponding SMRs, national rates for the general population (obtained from
the Registrar General) were used as a reference.
The overall mortality in pathologists was lower than the general population (SMR 0.44, 95% CI 0.38, 0.51). This is
shown in Table 95. In contrast, the SMR for suicide was higher among pathologists (SMR 2.65, 95% CI 1.41, 4.54).
A similar pattern was observed when the analysis was stratified by gender, with a decrease in overall mortality rate,
and an increase in the suicide mortality rate, in both male and female pathologists. These rates were statistically
significant (p<0.05) in males. The small number of females in the cohort is likely to have reduced the study power for
this subgroup and hence the ability to detect a significant difference.
Table 95 Results from Hall 1991: Standardised mortality rates in pathologists
Combined
SMR (95% CI)

Males
SMR (95% CI)

Females
SMR (95% CI)

All cause mortality

0.44 (0.38, 0.51)*

0.43 (0.37, 0.50)*

0.65 (0.38, 1.03)

Suicide

2.65 (1.41, 4.54)*

2.47 (1.23, 4.42)*

4.47 (0.54, 16.1)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio
*p<0.05

The authors concluded the overall mortality was lower among pathologists compared to the general population,
although there were significantly more deaths due to suicide.

Harrington 1975 and Harrington 1984
The mortality rate in British pathologists was examined, over two time periods, by Harrington 1975 (1955 to 1973) and
Harrington 1984 (1974 to 1980). Membership lists from the Royal College of Pathologists were used to establish the
study population. The vital status of the study subjects was obtained from the General Medical Council, the National
Health Service Registries and the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys. The study by Harrington 1975 included
2,079 pathologists, of these 156 (7.5%) had died and 13 (0.6%) were untraceable at the end of the study period. The
study by Harrington 1984 included 2,720 pathologists, of these 126 (4.6%) had died and five (0.2%) were untraceable
at the end of the study period. Expected mortality rates were calculated using age, sex and calendar-period-specific
death rates in the UK general population as reported by the Registrar General.
The overall mortality rate among pathologists was low compared to the expected number of deaths, however this
difference did not achieve statistical significance. The number of suicides among male pathologists in the Harrington
1975 study (nine suicides) was higher than expected (3.4 suicides). Similarly, the study by Harrington 1984 found
significantly higher rates (p<0.05) of suicide in both male (SMR 3.53, 90% CI 1.66, 6.62) and female pathologists
(SMR 10.15, 90% CI 1.8, 31.9). This is shown in Table 96.
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Table 96 Results from Harrington 1975 and Harrington 1984: Mortality rates
Harrington 1975

Harrington 1984

Observed

Expected

Observed

Expected

SMR (90% CI)

Males

131

214.2

110

195.2

0.56 (0.48, 0.66)

Females

8

12.1

16

16.22

0.99 (0.62, 1.5)

Males

9

3.4*

7

2

3.53 (1.66, 6.62)*

Females

1

0.2

2

0.2

10.15 (1.8, 31.9)**

All cause mortality

Suicide

Abbreviations: SMR=Standardised mortality rate
*p<0.001, **p<0.05

The authors concluded that while overall mortality was no different for pathologists compared to the general
population, pathologists did experience a higher rate of suicide.

Hawton 2001
Data was obtained from the Office for Population Censuses and Surveys. All death entries in England and Wales
between 1979 and 1995 that had an occupation of medical practitioner were included in the analyses if an inquest
verdict of suicide (based on ICD9 codes) or undetermined cause (open verdicts) had been registered. The open
verdicts were included because there was ample evidence that the majority of these are suicides. The death entries
included information on gender, age, date of death and method of suicide. Medical directories were searched for
information about seniority and specialty where this was not available on the death certificate. Each doctor was
classified as a senior or junior grade (consultant or equivalent versus all other grades for hospital doctors, and partners
versus trainees for general practitioners). For the cases where level of seniority was not known, an assumption was
made that doctors under 36 years of age were juniors and those aged 36 years or over were seniors. Comparison
data was obtained from the Twentieth Century Mortality Files, which contained suicide rates in the general population
(based on ICD9 coding).
The annual suicide rate was significantly lower in male doctors compared to the general population (14.3 vs 21.0, per
100,000 person years), as shown in Table 97. In contrast, the annual suicide rate was significantly higher in female
doctors compared to the general population (12.6 vs 6.3, per 100,000 person years, p<0.05). The SMR was 0.67
(95% CI 0.47, 0.87) for male doctors and 2.02 (95% CI 1.00, 3.04) for female doctors.

93

94

2,263

1,997

3,860

2,529

939

13,979

30–34

35–39

40–49

50–59

60–64

Total

551

496

1,175

993

3,733

30–34

35–39

40–49

50–59

Total

59,697,100

13,586,100

17,319,900

8,667,200

9,839,800

10,284,100

66,597,900

6,092,700

13,504,100

17,369,600

8,768,700

10,163,000

10,699,800

Person years
at risk

6.3

7.3

6.8

5.7

5.6

5.0

21.0

15.4

18.7

22.2

22.8

22.3

22.4

Annual suicide
rate (per 100,000)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio

518

25–29

Female

2,391

25–29

Male

Number of
suicides

Population in England and Wales 1991–1995

Table 97 Results from Hawton 2001: Suicide rates

15

1

3

3

2

6

42

3

8

12

6

4

9

Number of
suicides

118,865

12,880

25,907

19,959

25,526

34,593

294,141

13,254

54,474

86,298

47,400

50,693

42,022

Person years
at risk

12.6

7.8

11.6

15.0

7.8

17.3

14.3

22.6

14.7

13.9

12.7

7.9

21.4

Annual suicide
rate (per 100,000)

Doctors in England and Wales 1991–1995

7.4

0.9

1.8

1.1

1.4

1.7

21.0

2.0

10.2

19.2

10.8

11.3

9.4

Expected doctor
suicides (based on
population rates)

2.02
(95% CI 1.0, 3.04)

1.062

1.707

2.627

1.399

3.443

0.67
(95% CI 0.47, 0.87)

1.469

0.784

0.626

0.556

0.354

0.958

SMR

The relative risk (RR) of suicide in doctors from different specialties was also examined. Using general medicine as the
reference group, doctors in community health had the highest risk of suicide (RR 8.0, 95% CI 2.3, 28.0), as shown in
Table 98. The lowest RR was found in pathology (RR 0.7, 95% CI 0.1, 6.1)
Table 98 Results from Hawton 2001: RR of suicide by medical specialty
Number of
suicides

Years at risk

Adjusted RRs (95% CI) a

General medicine

4

77,916

Baseline

General practice

84

451,664

3.6 (1.3, 9.9)*

Anaesthetics

13

38,225

6.8 (2.2, 20.8)*

Psychiatry

9

37,411

4.8 (1.5, 15.5)*

Community health

7

18,872

8.0 (2.3, 28.0)*

Surgery

6

55,951

2.1 (0.6, 7.3)

Radiology

3

18,757

3.2 (0.7, 14.2)

Obstetrics and gynaecology

2

15,071

2.6 (0.5, 14.2)

Public health

2

8,802

4.5 (0.8, 24.4)

Pathology

1

28,598

0.7 (0.1, 6.1)

Radiotherapy

1

3,895

5.0 (0.6, 45.1)

Accident and emergency

0

5,483

0

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, RR=Relative risk
a Adjusted for time period and sex
*p<0.05

The authors conclude that suicide rates in doctors in the NHS workforce are higher than found in the general
population for female doctors, but not male doctors. Significant differences in the suicide rate were observed among
certain medical specialties, however the authors recognised the small number in each category limited statistical
power. This is reflected by the wide confidence intervals present for the estimates.

Hem 2005
Hem 2005 evaluated the suicide rate in Norway for each 10-year period from 1960 to 2000. The suicide rate among
physicians was compared against the rate in other educational groups namely: dentists, nurses, theologians, police
and other graduates as well as against others (all other inhabitants in Norway >20 years of age). Certain human
service educations such as auxiliary nurses, psychologists and social workers were not included due to unreliable
or unavailable data for the whole study period. The total number of person-years among men was 46,744,079 and
among women 49,965,874. Suicide was defined using ICD classifications. The total number of recorded suicides was
15,705. The suicide rate was calculated per 100,000 person years.
The highest suicide rate was found among physicians, with a rate of 43.0 (95% CI 35.3, 52.2) in males and 26.1
(95% CI 15.2, 44.9) in females. This was higher than dentists (32.9 for males and 5.8 for females), nurses (24.4 for
males and 10.4) and other graduates (18.5 for males and 11.6 for females). This is shown in Table 99.
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Table 99 Results from Hem 2005: Suicide rates per 100,000 person years
Male
Suicide rate/100,000 person years
(95% CI)

Female
Suicide rate/100,000 person years
(95% CI)

43.0 (35.3, 52.5)

26.1 (15.2, 44.9)

Dentists

32.9 (23.3, 46.5)

5.8 (1.5, 23.2)

Nurses

24.4 (14.4, 41.1)

10.4 (8.9, 12.1)

Theologians

7.0 (2.9, 16.9)

---

Police

19.5 (13.4, 28.2)

---

Other graduates

18.5 (16.5, 20.7)

11.6 (8.5, 16.0)

Others

23.5 (23.1, 24.0)

8.0 (7.8, 8.3)

Total

23.4 (23.0, 23.9)

8.1 (7.9, 8.4)

Doctors
Physicians
Comparator groups

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval

This study found the rate of suicide among physicians was higher than in other highly trained occupations. The
authors noted that no information was available on current occupational status. Therefore, some subjects who may
have had specific educational training may not have been working in the corresponding occupation, at the time of
data collection. Problems relating to the validity and reliability of suicide statistics were also discussed, with some
evidence suggesting an under-reporting of suicide among physicians.

Innos 2002
A retrospective cohort of physicians were recruited to investigate if mortality rates among physicians differed from
the general population in Estonia. The study population included 3,791 physicians who had previously participated in
a smoking survey. Of these, 118 subjects (3.1%) could not be contacted. The remaining subjects were followed up
from 1 January 1983 to 31 December 1998. By the end of the study, 3,194 subjects were still living in Estonia, 355
had died, 123 had emigrated and one was lost to follow-up. A total of 43,186 person-years at risk were accumulated
in women and 12,492 person-years in men. The vital status of subjects was obtained from the population registry
of Estonia and the Physicians’ Registry maintained by the Ministry of Social Affairs of Estonia. Causes of death were
obtained from the mortality database and the archive of death certificates of the Statistical Office of Estonia. Personyears at risk for each subject were accumulated from 1 January 1983 until death, emigration or the end of the study.
The expected mortality rates were calculated using age, calendar period and gender-specific rates for the general
population of Estonia.
The all cause mortality rate was significantly lower in male (SMR 0.53, 95% CI 0.45, 0.62) and female (SMR 0.57, 95%
CI 0.49, 0.65) physicians relative to the general population. Similarly the rate of suicide was lower in both male (SMR
0.58, 95% CI 0.21, 1.27) and female (SMR 0.62, 95% CI 0.20, 1.45) physicians, however this difference was not
statistically significant (p>0.05, see Table 100).
Table 100 Results from Innos 2002: SMR in Estonian physicians
Males
SMR (95% CI)

Females
SMR (95% CI)

All cause mortality

0.53 (0.45, 0.62)*

0.57 (0.49, 0.65)*

Suicide

0.58 (0.21, 1.27)

0.62 (0.20, 1.45)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio
*p<0.05

The authors concluded the observed low overall mortality was in accordance with previous studies, where the
higher socioeconomic status of physicians contributed to lower mortality rates. The suicide rate was lower among
physicians, although the authors suggested this may be due to diagnosis bias, where physicians may be reluctant to
record suicide as the cause of death for a colleague.
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Juel 1999
Mortality in a cohort of Danish doctors was assessed for the period 1973 to 1992. Study subjects were identified
through the Danish Medical Association, which included 94% of actively employed doctors. The study population
consisted of 21,943 doctors (76% male, 24% female), covering 277,000 person-years. A total of 2,387 deaths
occurred from 1973 to 1992. Information on each participant was obtained from the Danish Central Population
Register on 31 December 1992. Information on the cause of death was subsequently obtained from the Cause
of Death Register of the National Board of Health. Based on the individual entry and exit date, this study covered
277,000 person-years. The exit date was the date of death, emigration or the end of the study, whichever came first.
The Danish general population was used as reference group to compute gender and age-specific mortality rates.
The cause of death was classified according to the ICD9 classification.
The overall mortality was lower among male (SMR 0.79, 95% CI 0.75, 0.82) and female (SMR 0.85, 95% CI 0.75,
0.97) doctors compared to the general population. Male doctors who graduated earlier had a higher SMR although
this pattern was less clear in females. Mortality from suicide was significantly increased among both male (SMR 1.64,
95% CI 1.40, 1.91) and female doctors (SMR 1.68, 95% CI 1.10, 2.46). See Table 101.
Table 101 Results from Juel 1999: SMR in Danish doctors
Graduation year

Males
SMR (95% CI)

Females
SMR (95% CI)

Overall mortality

0.79 (0.75, 0.82)*

0.85 (0.75, 0.97)*

1904–1939

0.85 (0.80, 0.90)*

0.93 (0.77, 1.12)

1940–1959

0.74 (0.69, 0.80)*

0.74 (0.59, 0.90)*

After 1960

0.66 (0.57, 0.77)*

0.96 (0.69, 1.29)

Suicide

1.64 (1.40, 1.91)*

1.68 (1.10, 2.46)*

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio
*p<0.05

Suicide by poisoning accounted for a large proportion in both male (61%, 103 of 168) and female doctors (65%, 17 of 26).
The authors further analysed the incidence of suicide from poisoning among different medical specialties. The frequency of
suicide in all subgroups was increased, particularly among male medical specialists and GPs. This is shown in Table 102.
Table 102 Results from Juel 1999: SMR for suicide from poisoning
Junior doctors
SMR (95% CI)

Medical specialists
SMR (95% CI)

GPs
SMR (95% CI)

Male doctors

2.99 (2.00, 4.29)*

5.89 (4.26, 7.93)*

4.65 (3.16, 6.60)*

Female doctors

2.61 (1.25, 4.80)*

1.52 (0.31, 4.43)

2.58 (0.53, 7.55)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio
*p<0.05

The authors concluded Danish doctors overall experienced lower mortality compared with the general population but
had a higher rate of suicide.

Lindeman 1997
The objective of this study was to estimate the suicide risk of Finnish physicians, as compared to the general population
and other professionals. Information on suicide cases was ascertained from three sources. Suicide cases in physicians
were obtained from the National Register of Medico-legal Autopsies (NRMA) for the period from 1986 to 1993. Previous
studies have shown that the NRMA captures 97% of all suicide cases. Suicides were defined according to the ICD9
classification; a total of 10,972 suicides cases were recorded. The comparison groups comprised professionals of the
same socioeconomic status based on educational level (e.g. dentist, lawyers, engineers). The number of suicides in the
general population from 1986 to 1993 was obtained from the Statistical Office of Finland.
In addition, the registry of the Finnish Medical Association was checked to verify that all suicide cases identified
through NRMA were physicians. Age-specific mortality rates and SMRs were calculated for physicians using other
professionals and the general population as reference populations.
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Male physicians had a significantly higher risk of suicide compared to other male professionals (SMR 2.4, 95% CI 1.7,
3.3), but not compared to the general population (SMR 0.9, 95% CI 0.6, 1.2). Female physicians had a significantly
higher risk of suicide as compared to the female general population (SMR 2.4, 95% CI 1.5, 4.0) as well as compared
to other female professionals (SMR 3.7, 95% CI 2.2, 6.0). This is shown in Table 103. Suicide mortality among Finnish
physicians was not significantly different between males and females (p>0.05).
Table 103 Results from Lindeman 1997: SMR for suicide
Physicians vs General population
SMR (95% CI)

Physicians vs Other professionals
SMR (95% CI)

Male

0.9 (0.6, 1.2)

2.4 (1.7, 3.3)*

Female

2.4 (1.5, 4.0)*

3.7 (2.2, 6.0)*

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio
*p<0.05

The mortality rates were also analysed by medical specialty. The average suicide mortality rate among all physicians
was 46 per 100,000/year. The suicide rate in psychiatrists was the highest (115 per 100,000/year, see Table 104).
Table 104 Results from Lindeman 1997: SMR by specialty
Number
of suicides

Crude mortality rate
/100,000/year (95% CI)

Psychiatry

5

115 (47, 282)

Obstetrics and gynaecology

4

96 (36, 262)

Surgery

6

87 (38, 196)

Radiology

3

83 (26, 262)

Ophthalmology

2

77 (19, 141)

Internal medicine

4

52 (19, 141)

General practice

3

34 (11, 106)

Others

7

51 (24, 109)

No specialty/not known

17

30 (18, 509)

Total

51

46 (44, 48)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio

The authors concluded Finnish physicians had a higher suicide rate when compared to other professionals. When
compared to the general population, the suicide rate was higher in female physicians but not male physicians.

Lindhardt 1963
This publication described a retrospective survey to examine the cause of death among male physicians in Denmark
from 1935 to 1959. The cause of death among physicians was registered by the Statistical Section of the National
Health Service of Denmark. The actual mortality rates in physicians were compared against the expected rate, defined
as the number of deaths expected in the male general population of the same age group (25 years and over). In
addition, mortality rates of doctors in the USA (obtained from studies published in the Journal of American Medical
Association) and UK (from the Statistical Bulletin) were also used for comparison.
The overall mortality rate among doctors was higher than expected, except for between 1955-59 when the overall
mortality rate in doctors appeared to be marginally lower. The actual number of suicides in doctors was also higher
than expected. This is shown in Table 105.
Table 105 Results from Lindhardt 1963: Actual and expected mortality in male doctors
Actual deaths (expected deaths)
1935–39

1940–44

1945–49

1950–54

1955–59

All cause mortality

253 (214.7)

251 (223.2)

246 (241.3)

280 (254.5)

280 (283.2)

Suicide

10 (6.4)

11 (6.1)

10 (9)

18 (10.8)

18 (11.6)
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The authors also examined the male mortality by age group over two time periods, 1935–49 and 1950–59. The number
of suicides appeared higher among doctors below age 45 during 1935–49, however this pattern was not observed
during 1950–59. The total number of deaths in male doctors was generally higher than expected, as shown in Table 106.
Table 106 Results from Lindhardt 1963: Mortality by age group between 1935–1949 and 1950–59
Number of actual deaths (expected)
25–34 years

35–44 years

45–54 years

55–64 years

65–74 years

>75 years

Suicide

7 (4.6)

6 (5)

12 (4.8)

2 (3.4)

2 (2.4)

2 (1.1)

All cause mortality

44 (34.9)

54 (46.5)

85 (70.2)

128 (107)

219 (200.7)

220 (219.7)

Suicide

1 (3.7)

17 (6.3)

5 (5.6)

8 (4.0)

4 (1.8)

1 (1.1)

All cause mortality

9 (15.9)

44 (34.1)

51 (57)

108 (96.1)

130 (128.7)

218 (205.9)

1935–1949

1950–1959

Table 107 shows the proportion of deaths due to suicides among doctors in Denmark, compared with doctors in the
USA and UK. In Denmark and the UK the suicide rate in doctors was higher than the suicide rate in the male general
population. In the USA, the suicide rate in doctors and the general population was similar.
Table 107 Results from Lindhardt 1963: Proportion of deaths due to suicide
Denmark

United States

UK

1935–44

1945–49

1950–54

1955–59

1938–42

1949–51

1949–53

Doctors, %

4.1

4.1

6.4

6.4

1.9

1.8

2.1

Male general population, %

2.7

3.3

3.5

3.1

1.8

1.6

1.1

The authors concluded suicide mortality and all causes mortality was higher in male doctors in Denmark compared to
the male general population in Denmark.

Neil 1987
A cohort of 3,769 male anaesthetists in the UK was followed up for a total of 51,431 person-years between 1957 and
1983. All subjects were fellows of the Faculty of Anaesthetists of the Royal College of Surgeons (FFARCS) and held full
registration with the General Medical Council (GMC). Individuals were censored above the age of 75 because of the
lack of mortality rates for men in social class I over that age. In addition, the National Health Service Central Register
was used to identify any additional deaths unaccounted for by the records of FFARCS and GMC. Three reference
populations were used: 1) all men in England and Wales; 2) social class I men; and 3) male British doctors from a
previous study. SMR was calculated by dividing the number of observed deaths with the number expected (from the
respective reference populations).
Overall mortality was significantly lower among anaesthetists compared to the general population (SMR 0.53, 95%
CI 0.46, 0.60), or among men in social class I (SMR 0.68, 95% CI 0.59, 0.77), and also compared to male doctors
(SMR 0.59, 95% CI 0.52, 0.68). This is shown in Table 108. In contrast, there was a significantly higher rate of suicide
among anaesthetists compared to the general population (SMR 2.05, 95%Ci 1.17, 3.33) and men in social class I
(SMR 2.02, 95% CI 1.15, 3.28). However, there was no significant difference in suicide relative to male doctors (SMR
1.14, 95% CI 0.65, 1.86).
Table 108 Results from Neil 1987: SMR of UK male anaesthetists
Male general population
in England and Wales
SMR (95% CI)

Social class I males
SMR (95% CI)

UK Male doctors
SMR (95% CI)

All cause mortality

0.53 (0.46, 0.60)*

0.68 (0.59, 0.77)*

0.59 (0.52, 0.68)*

Suicide

2.05 (1.17, 3.33)**

2.02 (1.15, 3.28)**

1.14 (0.65, 1.86)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio, UK=United Kingdom
*p<0.001, **p<0.05

The authors concluded male anaesthetists in the UK had lower overall mortality rates compared to the general
population. Anaesthetists and males from social class I had an increased risk of suicide compared to the general population.
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Petersen and Burnett 2008
Data on cause-specific deaths was obtained from the USA National Occupational Mortality Surveillance program in 26
states between 1984 and 1992. Occupation was coded using the 1980 Bureau of the Census classification and the
underlying cause of death was coded using ICD9 codes. Data was restricted to Caucasian males and females aged
20–64, and adjustments were made for nine five-year age groups. Mortality rates due to suicide in Caucasian male
physicians, Caucasian male dentists and Caucasian female physicians were evaluated. There were insufficient numbers
of non-Caucasian physicians, non-Caucasian dentists and Caucasian female dentists to be included in the analysis. The
age-standardised suicide rate for each occupation was compared to the normal population data. This age-standardised
rate ratio (SRR) is similar to the standardised mortality ratio, however it uses direct instead of indirect standardisation.
Table 109 shows the results for male physicians and doctors, and female doctors. Male physicians had a similar
suicide rate compared with male dentists (21.3 vs 21.6). However, the SRR was 0.80 (95% CI 0.53, 1.20) for doctors
and 0.68 (95% CI 0.52, 0.89) for dentists, indicating that the suicide rate in these occupations was lower than in the
general population. In contrast, female doctors had a significantly higher suicide rate when compared to the general
population (SRR 2.39, 95% CI 1.52, 3.77).
Table 109 Results from Petersen and Burnett 2008: Suicide rates

Deaths

Person-years

Occupation suicide
rate /100,000
person years

Suicide rate in the
general population
/100,000 person years

Rate ratio a

SRR (95% CI)

Physicians

181

851, 058

21.3

27.2

0.78

0.80 (0.53, 1.20)

Dentists

61

282, 399

21.6

27.2

0.79

0.68 (0.52, 0.89)

22

186, 185

11.8

5.7

2.06

2.39 (1.52, 3.77)

Male

Female
Physicians

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SRR=Directly standardised death rate ratio
a

Group rate divided by population rate

The suicide rate for male physicians, dentists and the general population is shown by age in Table 110. The suicide
rate was comparable for physicians and dentists across all age groups. There was a trend for physicians and dentists
to have a lower suicide rate compared to the general population in the younger years, but an elevated suicide rate
compared to the general population in the older age groups. Female physicians had a higher suicide rate when
compared to the general population in most age groups (data not reported in the publication).
Table 110 Results from Petersen and Burnett 2008: Male suicide rates by age group
Physician rate/100,000
person years (95% CI)

Dentist rate/100,000
person years (95% CI)

General population
rate/100,000 person years

20–24

35.0 a (0.9, 194.9)

0.0 a (0.0, 1276.4)

27.4

25–29

5.5 (1.5, 14.0)

15.8 (3.3, 46.3)

26.8

30–34

5.7 (2.5, 11.3)

13.2 (4.9, 28.8)

26.2

35–39

13.0 (8.1, 19.6)

15.8 (7.2, 29.9)

25.7

40–44

19.9 (13.3, 28.6)

21.0 (10.5, 37.5)

23.8

45–49

25.0 (16.3, 36.6)

21.6 (9.3, 2.7)

24.5

50–54

29.0 (18.7, 42.7)

24.7 (9.9, 50.8)

26.1

55–59

43.3 (29.4, 61.5)

33.4 (14.4, 65.8)

32.0

60–64

59.8 (41.7, 83.2)

47.5 (21.7, 90.1)

42.6

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval
a

Estimates are unreliable due to small sample size

The results of this study indicate there was no difference in suicide rates between male physicians and dentists.
However, both occupations had lower suicide rates when compared to the general population, although this was not
statistically significant for doctors. In contrast, female physicians had significantly higher suicide rates when compared
to the general population.
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Pitts 1979, Rich 1979 and Rich 1980
Data on the death of physicians was obtained from the American Medical Association for the period from 1967
to 1972. In total, there were 18,730 deaths during this five-year period (17,979 male and 751 female). Pitts 1979
reported data for physicians, Rich 1979 reported data for male physicians and Rich 1980 reported data in different
medical specialties.
Of the 751 deaths in female physicians, 49 (6.52%) were due to suicide. This equates to a crude annual death rate
by suicide of 40.7 per 100,000 over the five-year period. In comparison, the death rate of Caucasian women over the
age of 25 for the same period was 11.4 per 100,000 (p<0.0001). This is shown in Table 111. Among male physicians,
the crude annual suicide death rate was 35.7 per 100,000. This was not significantly different to the suicide rate in
Caucasian males over the age of 25 during the same period (34.6 per 100,000).
Table 111 Results from Pitts 1979, Rich 1979 and Rich 1980: Suicide rate in physicians
Female
Suicide rate/100,000

Male
Suicide rate/100,000

Suicide in physicians

40.7

35.7

Caucasian USA general population, age 25 and over

11.4

34.6

P value

<0.0001

NS

Abbreviations: NS=Not statistically significant

Rich 1980 evaluated the distribution of suicides, from 1967 to 1972, among physicians from different specialties, as
shown in Table 112. Psychiatrists accounted for 11.8% of suicides among doctors despite only representing 7% of all
doctors. This was statistically significant (p<0.0001).
Table 112 Results from Rich 1980: Suicide rates in physicians by type of practice

a

USA physicians a,
%

Physician suicides,
%

General practice

28.3

33.6

Internal medicine

15.7

13.5

General surgery

8.9

6.8

Psychiatry

7.0

11.8*

Obstetrics-gynaecology

5.7

3.4

Paediatrics

5.6

3.5

Radiology

4.0

2.9

Anaesthesiology

3.3

2.7

Pathology

3.1

1.9

Ophthalmology

3.0

2.7

Orthopaedics

2.9

2.9

Others

12.8

14.5

Based on records from the American Medical Association

*p<0.0001

Table 113 shows the distribution of suicides according to certification by the American Specialty Board. Psychiatrists
accounted for 16.5% of suicides among doctors despite only representing 8.1% of all doctors. This was statistically
significant p<0.00001.
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Table 113 Results from Rich 1980: Suicide rates in physicians by specialty certification

a

USA specialists a,
%

Physician suicides,
%

Internal medicine

16.4

16.5

General surgery

13.7

13.2

Paediatrics

10.3

6.6

Obstetrics-gynaecology

8.9

3.9

Psychiatry

8.1

16.5*

Radiology

7.5

6.6

Pathology

5.7

4.4

Ophthalmology

5.2

4.4

Orthopaedic surgery

5.0

5.5

Anaesthesiology

4.0

5.0

Otolaryngology

3.6

3.9

Urology

2.9

5.0

Dermatology

2.2

3.3

Thoracic surgery

1.9

0

Preventative medicine

1.8

2.2

Neurosurgery

1.2

1.1

Others

2.6

2.2

Based on records from the American Specialty Board

*p<0.00001

Pitts 1979 concluded the suicide rate among female physicians was higher than the suicide rate in the general
population. Rich 1979 concluded that male physicians do not commit suicide more frequently than other men in the
general population. Rich 1980 concluded the specialty at the highest risk of committing suicide was psychiatrists.
The publication noted there was no evidence that psychiatry is a more stressful specialty when compared to other
specialties.

Revicki and May 1985
A review of all death certificates filed in North Carolina from 1 January 1978 to 31 December 1982 was conducted.
The death records contained information on age, sex, race, occupation and cause of death. Using this information,
suicides rates in physicians were compared to suicide rates in the general population. Age-adjusted suicide rates
were computed using the population figures from the 1980 census. Over the study period, 3,582 death certificates
indicated suicide as the cause of death. The occupations of the deceased were determined in 3,212 cases (90%), of
which 13 were physicians. As all 13 suicides occurred in male physicians (N=7,224), the comparisons were limited to
Caucasian males aged 25 years and older from the general population.
The suicide rate among physicians did not differ significantly compared to the general population (36 vs 31 per
100,000 persons). The suicide rate in physicians was significantly higher than the suicide rate in dentists (36 vs 10 per
100,000 persons, p<0.05), but not compared to pharmacists (36 vs 49 per 100,000 person years). This is shown in
Table 114.
Table 114 Results from Revicki and May 1985: Suicide rate of male physicians in North Carolina

a

Population in 1980

Suicide rate/100,000/year a

Physicians

7,224

36

General population

1,270,478

31

Pharmacist

2,437

49

Dentist

1,986

10*

Age adjusted suicide rates using figures based on 1980 census

*Post-hoc analysis showed a significant difference in the suicide rate between physicians and dentists (p<0.05)
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Table 115 shows age-specific suicide rates. Suicide rates in physicians were lower or similar to the general population
in doctors aged 25-54. However, the suicide rate increased in older physicians when compared to the general
population (85 vs 36 per 100,000 person years for cases aged 55-64 and 147 vs 44 per 100,000 person years for
cases aged 65 and over).
Table 115 Results from Revicki and May 1985: Age-specific suicide rates

a

Physicians
Suicide rate/100,000/year a

General population
Suicide rate/100,000/year a

25–34

10

23

35–44

0

27

45–54

40

34

55–64

85

36

65 and over

147

44

Age adjusted suicide rates using figures based on 1980 census

The study concluded that in general, the suicide rate in physicians was similar to the suicide rate in the general
population. However, the suicide rate in older physicians was higher than the suicide rate in the age-matched general
population.

Richings 1986
This study evaluated the cause of death among doctors under the age of 40. Death registration records were obtained
from the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys for England and Wales for the years 1972, 1975, 1979, 1980
and 1982. These years were chosen as they recorded the occupation at death. Mortality ratios were calculated by
comparing observed deaths of doctors under 40 with the expected deaths, derived from England and Wales mortality
rate (age 25–39). In this study, two definitions of suicide were used. The narrow definition was where death was
recorded as suicide according to ICD9 classification. The wider view of suicide includes deaths recorded as suicide,
undetermined and accidental poisoning by drugs. This study was based on 36 suicides, eight undetermined and
11 cases of accidental poisoning.
The SMR for suicide (narrow definition) over the five years was significantly higher in both male (SMR 1.65, p<0.05)
and female doctors (SMR 3.1, p<0.05) compared with the general population. Similarly, the SMRs for suicide (wide
definitions) were significantly higher in male (SMR 1.7, p<0.05) and female doctors (SMR 2.74, p<0.05) compared
with the general population. When SMRs were calculated separately for each of the five study years, similar results
were obtained. However, most of these results failed to reach statistical significance, which is likely to be a result of the
small number of cases in each group. This is shown in Table 116.
Table 116 Results Richings 1986: Mortality ratios for suicide in doctors under the age of 40
SMR for suicide (narrow definition) a

SMR for suicide (wide definition) b

Male

Female

Male

Female

Overall

1.65*

3.1*

1.7*

2.74*

1972

2.04

5.92

3.45*

4.21

1975

2.21

2.64

2.74*

4.76

1979

1.52

1.94

1.16

1.20

1980

0.73

1.98

0.81

1.25

1982

1.96

3.75

1.43

3.31

Abbreviations: SMR= Standardised mortality ratio
a

Narrow definition of suicide includes only deaths classified as suicide under the ICD9

b

Wide definition of suicide includes deaths classified as suicide, ‘undetermined’ and ‘accidental poisoning’

*p<0.05

The authors concluded that, in doctors aged 40 or younger, suicide was more common than in the general population.
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Rimpela 1987
Mortality data from male, Finnish doctors was extracted from the Central Statistical Office of Finland. This included
cause-of-death statistics and population census information. Individuals aged 30 to 64 were included in the study.
Two comparison groups were used: a) professionals (e.g. architects, dentists, pharmacists, lawyers), and b) an
economically active control population. Age-standardised death rates were reported as a comparative mortality
figure (CMF), with the mortality of the standard population taken as 100. Mortality rates in doctors were used as the
standard. Due to the limited data available for females, suicide mortality was only reported in males.
The overall mortality rate in doctors was similar when compared to other professionals (CMF 89, 95% CI 86, 93). The
overall mortality rate in doctors was significantly lower than the rate in the male economically active population (CMF
122, 95% CI 121, 123, p<0.01). This is shown in Table 117.
The suicide rates in male doctors were higher compared to both other professionals and the economically active
population. However, this difference was only statistically significant for other professionals (CMF 50, 85% CI 41, 59,
p=0.02).
Table 117 Results from Rimpela 1987: CMF in male doctors
Doctors
CMF (95% CI)

Other professionals
CMF (95% CI)

Economically active population
CMF (95% CI)

All cause mortality

100 (85, 116)

89 (86, 93)

122 (121, 123)*

Suicide

100 (53, 149)

50 (41, 59)**

78 (75, 80)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, CMF=Comparative mortality figure
*p<0.01, **p=0.02

The authors concluded the mortality rate in doctors was similar when compared to other professionals. However, the
mortality rate in doctors was lower than the mortality rate in the economically active population, which may be related
to the higher socioeconomic status of doctors. In contrast, the suicide rate in doctors was higher than the suicide rate
in both other professionals and the economically active population.

Rose and Roscow 1973
In this study, the authors reviewed 406,498 death certificates from the California Department of Public Health from
January 1959 to December 1961. The suicide rates for physicians were computed and compared to population
figures from the 1960 census. Analysis was restricted to physicians above the age of 25 years. The Caucasian
population in California aged 25 and over was used as the reference group.
Over the three-year study period, the annual suicide rate in male physicians was significantly higher than the suicide
rate in the general population and professional-technical workers (77 versus 36 and 38 per 100,000 respectively,
p<0.0005). This is shown in Table 118. No significant difference was observed between male and female physicians,
or between female physicians and the female general population. This may reflect the small number of reported
suicides in female physicians.
Table 118 Results from Rose and Roscow 1973: Age-adjusted suicide rates
Number of suicides
1959 to 1961

Annual rate
(per 100,000)

Male physicians

48

77*

Male general population

4,606

38

Male Prof-Tech

553

36

Female physicians

1

18

Female general population

2,056

16

*p<0.0005, significant difference compared to male general and professional-technical population

Table 119 compares the suicide rate among all male physicians to the rates in different professional and technical
occupations. The rate of suicide in physicians (79 per 100,000) was higher compared to most other occupations, with
the exception of chemists (120 per 100,000), dentists (83 per 100,000), pharmacists (104 per 100,000) and nonmedical technicians (88 per 100,000).
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Table 119 Results from Rose and Roscow 1973: Age-adjusted suicide rates in males
Number of suicides
1959 to 1961

Annual rate
(per 100,000)

49

79

Chemists

18

120

Dentists

20

83

Account, audit

73

68

Social sciences

7

65

Author, editor, reporter

18

61

Architects

5

50

Lawyers

26

54

Engineers

127

45

Natural science

5

33

College faculty

5

15

Total for Professional

353

55

Pharmacists

21

104

Non-medical technicians

26

88

Musicians

16

70

Artists

8

37

Other technicals

90

37

Teachers

18

18

Clergy

3

9

Social Workers

1

6

Total for Technical

208

36

Physicians
Professional occupations

Technical occupations

Age-specific suicide rates for Caucasian male physicians and the general population are shown in Table 120.
Physicians aged 35 and over had a higher suicide rate compared to the general population, with physicians aged 65
and over showing the highest suicide rate (247 per 100,000). The increase in suicide rate with increasing age was
observed in both groups; however it was more pronounced in physicians. Half of all suicides in physicians occurred
between the ages 35 and 54.
Table 120 Results from Rose and Roscow 1973: Suicide rate by age
Age group

Caucasian male physicians
Annual suicide rate/per 100,000

General Caucasian male population
Annual suicide rate/per 100,000

25 to 34

20

20

35 to 44

34

29

45 to 54

119

44

55 to 64

129

54

65 and over

247

61

Total

72

38

The effect of marital status is shown in Table 121. The suicide rate was lowest in married physicians (52 per 100,000)
and highest in divorcees (662 per 100,000). This was statistically significant (p<0.0005). A similar pattern was seen in
the general population and other professionals.
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Table 121 Results from Rose and Roscow 1973: Suicide rates by marital status
Physicians
Annual suicide rate/
per 100,000

General population
Annual suicide rate/
per 100,000

Professionals
Annual suicide rate/
per 100,000

Divorced

662

82

347

Widowed

188

61

184

Single

97

40

60

Married

52

25

29

Table 122 shows the suicide rate in different medical specialties. There were no significant differences (p<0.30),
although this could reflect the low number of cases from each specialty.
Table 122 Results from Rose and Roscow 1973: Suicide rates by medical specialty
Number
of suicides

Annual suicide rate/
per 100,000

Surgical subspecialties

16

95

Internal medicine

6

68

General surgery

4

61

General practice

14

50

Medical subspecialties

4

38

Psychiatry

0

0

Retired, unknown

7

NA

The authors concluded the suicide rate in physicians was higher than the suicide rate in the general population. Older
and divorced physicians had the highest rate of suicide.

Samkoff 1995
Obituary notices listed in the Journal of the American Medical Association were searched from 1980 to 1988. All
deaths occurring in individuals aged 25-39 were recorded. Comparison data was obtained by requesting copies of
the death certificates of all residents aged 25-39 in Pennsylvania, Illinois and California. The analysis of suicide rate
only included data from doctors residing in Pennsylvania, Illinois and California aged 25-35 as no appropriate matched
data was available for those aged 35-39. Doctors were age matched with data from Caucasian residents as the
majority of physicians (81.1%) were Caucasian.
The study results are shown in Table 123. For each of the five years, the overall mortality rate in doctors was lower
than the rate in the general population (SMR 0.21 to 0.48, average 0.26). In contrast, the SMR was 1.08 for female
doctors, indicating that there was no difference compared to the general population. No confidence intervals or
p values were reported in the publication.
Table 123 Results from Samkoff 1995: SMR in physicians
Suicide rate/
100,000 person years

SMR

Males

6.8

0.26

Females

7.1

1.08

Abbreviations: SMR=Standardised mortality rate

The authors concluded the rate of suicide in male doctors was lower than the rate in the general population, however
the rate of suicide in female doctors was similar to the rate in the general population.
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Schlicht 1990
A cohort of medical students who graduated from the University of Melbourne between 1950 and 1959 were
followed until 31 December 1986. Subjects were traced using information from the Medical Board of Victoria, the
Health Insurance Commission and interstate medical registers in Australia. The cohort consisted of 1,453 subjects.
At the end of the study period, 126 subjects had died and 68 (4.7%) were lost to follow-up. The total number of
person-years observed was 43,612.9. Standardised mortality ratios (age and sex specific) were calculated using the
Australian national data obtained from the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Male doctors had a significantly lower mortality rate compared to the general population (SMR 0.59, 95% CI 0.49,
0.71). A similar pattern was observed in female doctors, however the difference was not statistically significant (SMR
0.84, 95% CI 0.42, 1.51). In contrast, the suicide rate was significantly higher in female doctors (SMR 5.01, 95% CI
1.03, 14.65), but not in male doctors (SMR 1.13, 95% CI 0.54, 2.07) when compared with the general population.
This is shown in Table 124.
Table 124 Results from Schlicht 1990: Standardised mortality ratio in Victorian doctors
Male
SMR (95% CI)

Female
SMR (95% CI)

All cause mortality

0.59 (0.49, 0.71)

0.84 (0.42, 1.51)

Suicide

1.13 (0.54, 2.07)

5.01 (1.03, 14.65)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SMR=Standardised mortality rate

The rate of suicide in male doctors was not significantly different to that of the general population, although the suicide
rate was significantly higher in females when compared with the general population. The authors noted that the figures
for suicide may be biased due to under-reporting.

Stefansson and Wicks 1991
To examine the suicide risk in various health care occupations in Sweden, five-year follow-ups were carried out for each
of the census years 1960, 1970, 1975 and 1980. All suicide data was derived from the Causes of Death Register.
As shown in Figure 13 the age-standardised suicide rates were higher among physicians when compared with the
reference population in Sweden (p<0.05). Suicide rates among female physicians were highest between 1961 and
1965, followed by a decline until 1985. Among all health care occupations, there was a decline in suicide rates from
1971 onwards, however the suicide rate remained higher than the suicide rate in the general population.
Figure 13 Results from Stefansson and Wicks 1991: Suicide rates in physicians and health occupations
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(I) Physicians, (II) dentists, (III) registered nurses, (IV) attendants in psychiatric care, (V) auxiliary nurses and (---) reference working population.
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Steppacher and Mausner 1974
The authors evaluated the suicide rate in physicians between March 1965 and August 1970. Information was derived
from the obituary section of the Journal of the American Medical Association, in addition to records from the American
Medical Association. Age-specific death rates were calculated for each gender separately. The USA age-specific
suicide rates for Caucasian males and females in the 1967 Vital Statistics of the USA were used as comparator group.
The annual age-specific suicide rates (per 100,000) are shown in Table 125. There was a significant difference in the
age distribution of suicide rates when male physicians were compared to the Caucasian male population (p<0.001).
The highest suicide rate in male physicians was in the 35 to 65 age group. Female physicians showed an increased
suicide rate across all age groups. The standardised mortality ratio revealed a significantly higher suicide rate in both
male and female physicians (1.15 and 3.20 per 100,000, p<0.005)
Table 125 Results from Steppacher and Mausner 1974: Annual age-specific suicide rates
Male
Suicide rate/100,000

Female
Suicide rate/100,000

USA
Caucasians a

Physicians

USA
Caucasians a

Physicians

25–34

17.2

12.2

7.9

23.7

35–44

23.8

26.4

11.5

49.3

45–54

29.2

45.3

13.0

25.2

55–64

36.5

48.2

12.3

48.3

65–74

34.6

34.2

9.9

31.2

≥75

48.0

26.7

6.5

17.6

SMR

1.15*

3.20*

Abbreviations: SMR=Standardised mortality ratio
a Rates for Caucasian reference population were from 1967 Vital Statistics of the USA
*p<0.005

The authors concluded there was a higher rate of suicide among physicians, particularly among female physicians.

Torre 2005
All cause and cause-specific mortality was evaluated in a sample of physicians and compared with data from an agegender matched general USA population from 1948 to 1998. Data was obtained from the John Hopkins Precursors
Study, a longitudinal cohort of physicians who graduated from the John Hopkins University School of Medicine from 1948
to 1964. In total 1,153 male and 108 female physicians were included. The cohort was followed from graduation with
yearly mailed questionnaires, with a response rate ranging from 87% to 94%. The questionnaire gathered data on
health behaviours, medical specialty, morbidity and mortality. Causes of death were assigned using the ICD9 criteria.
All cause mortality was lower in male and female physicians compared to the general USA population, as shown in Table
126. However this was only significant in males (SMR 0.44, 95% CI 0.38, 0.51). In contrast, the risk of suicide as a cause
of death was greater in physicians compared to the general population. This difference was only significant among male
physicians (SMR 1.82, 95% CI 1.11, 2.82). Similar trends in both all cause mortality and suicide rates were observed in
female physicians. However the smaller sample size was likely to have reduced the power to detect a significant difference.
Table 126 Results from Torre 2005: SMR
Male

Female

Number of deaths

SMR (95% CI) a

Number of deaths

SMR (95% CI) a

All cause mortality

183

0.44 (0.38, 0.51)*

18

0.74 (0.44, 1.16)

Suicide

20

1.82 (1.11, 2.82)*

2

4.95 (0.56, 17.85)

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, SMR=Standardised mortality ratio
a Standardised mortality ratio, compared against (age and gender standardised) mortality rate in the USA general population
*p<0.05

This study reported physicians had lower all cause mortality, but higher suicide rates, when compared to the general
population.
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Ullman 1991
Mortality data from medical graduates from the Loma Linda University (LLU) and the University of Southern California
(USC) was compared with data from the general Caucasian male population in the USA. A list of male physician
graduates was compiled from the American Medical Association (AMA) and from the alumni records from the
two universities between 1910 and 1975. The study population included 4,342 graduates from LLU and 2,832
graduates from USC. Data was obtained in 1986 from the AMA and the obituaries in the Journal of American
Medical Association. However, to minimise missing deaths due to delayed reporting to the AMA, vital status was
assessed up to 1981. Expected deaths were based on rates in Caucasian men from the general population. Agespecific standardised mortality ratios were calculated for each five-year period from 1925 to 1980. The mortality rates
from 1925 were applied for the years 1910 to 1924. Definite and suspected suicides were included in the analysis.
Suspected suicides included deaths due to accidental drug overdose or deaths where the coroner was unable to
determine if it was an accident or suicide.
The overall mortality rate was significantly lower (p<0.05) among male physicians from LLU (SMR 0.56) and USC
(SMR 0.76). The rate for definite suicide was significantly lower among USC physicians (SMR 1.9, p<0.05), but not
among LLU physicians (SMR 0.98, p>0.05). Similarly, the rates for definite and suspected suicides were significantly
higher in USC physicians (SMR 2.18,p<0.05), but not among LLU physicians (SMR 1.48, p>0.05, see Table 127).
Table 127 Results from Ullman 1991: SMRs of LLU and USC male physician graduates
Loma Linda University

University of Southern California

Number of deaths

SMR

All cause mortality

807

Suicide (definite)
Suicide (definite and suspected)

Number of deaths

SMR a

0.56*

502

0.76*

32

0.98

34

1.9*

46

1.48

39

2.18*

a

Abbreviations: SMR=Standardised mortality ratio
a

Standardised mortality ratio, compared against (age standardised) mortality rate in the USA Caucasian male population

*p<0.05

The authors concluded the mortality rates in graduates from LLU and USC were lower than the general population.
Suicide rates in USC graduates were higher than the general population, however, this was not observed among LLU
graduates. The authors suggested this difference may be attributed to the lifestyle and strong social support of the
close-knit Adventist church organisation provided to the predominantly Adventist LLU graduates.

Meta-analysis of suicide rates
A meta-analysis was performed to evaluate the suicide rate in male and female doctors compared with the general
population. Studies were included if they reported an SMR. If the publication did not report an SMR, this was
calculated if the study reported observed (O) and expected deaths (E). SMR was calculated as O/E. Due to the
skewed distribution, log-transformed SMR and standard errors were used and subsequently back-transformed.
Standard errors for log-transformed SMR were computed using the formula SE=1/√O (Julious et al. 2001). A random
effects model used as the test for heterogeneity was significant in both males and females (I2>70%, p<0.0001).
Of the 30 studies identified in the literature search, 22 were included (Alexander 2000, Arnetz 1987, Carpenter 1997,
Craig and Pitts 1968, Dean 1969, Hall 1991, Harrington 1975 and Harrington 1984, Hawton 2001, Innos 2002, Juel
1999, Lindeman 1997, Neil 1987, Petersen and Burnett 2008, Pitts 1979, Rich 1979 and Rich 1980, Revicki and
May 1985, Richings 1986, Rimpela 1987, Rose and Roscow 1973, Schlicht 1990, Steppacher and Mausner 1974,
Torre 2005, Ullman 1991). Three studies were excluded as they did not compare the suicide rate in doctors with the
general population (Aasland 2001, Bruce 1974, Hem 2005), four were excluded as they did not report or provide the
appropriate data needed to compute SMRs (Desole 1969, Frank 2000, Samkoff 1995, Stefansson and Wicks 1991)
and one study did not report the estimates separately by gender (Lindhardt 1963).
The meta-analysis showed that male doctors had a higher risk of suicide compared with the general population (SMR
1.26 95%CI 1.09, 1.45, p=0.001). This result is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14 Meta-analysis of suicide rates in male doctors
Study
Alexander 2000
Arnetz 1987
Carpenter 1997
Craig and Pitts 1968
Dean 1969
Hall 1991
Harrington 1975 and 1984
Hawton 2001
Innos 2002
Juel 1999
Lindeman 1997
Neil 1987
Petersen and Burnett 2008
Pitts 1979, Rich 1979 and Rich 1980
Revicki and May 1985
Richings 1986
Rimpela 1987
Rose and Roscow 1973
Schlicht 1990
Steppacher and Mausner 1974
Torre 2005
Ullman 1991 (Loma Linda University)
Ullman 1991 (University of Southern California)
Combined

0.2

Overall SMR: 1.26,
(p<0.001)

10

Abbreviations: SMR=Standardised mortality ratio

The meta-analysis showed that female doctors had a significantly higher risk of suicide compared with the general
population (SMR 2.46 95%CI 1.93, 3.13, p<0.0001). This result is shown in Figure 15.
Figure 15 Meta-analysis of suicide rates in female doctors
Study
Alexander 2000
Arnetz 1987
Carpenter 1997
Craig and Pitts 1968
Hall 1991
Harrington 1975 and 1984
Hawton 2001
Innos 2002
Juel 1999
Lindeman 1997
Petersen and Burnett 2008
Pitts 1979, Rich 1979 and Rich 1980
Richings 1986
Rose and Roscow 1973
Schlicht 1990
Steppacher and Mausner 1974
Torre 2005
Combined

0.2
Abbreviations: SMR=Standardised mortality ratio
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Overall SMR: 2.46,
(p<0.0001)

15

Discussion
Thirty studies were identified in the literature search. Six studies evaluated suicide rates in specific medical specialties,
such as pathologists (Hall 1991, Harrington 1975 and Harrington 1984), anaesthetists (Alexander 2000, Bruce 1974,
Neil 1987) and psychiatrists (Rich 1980). Suicide rates were defined as per the time period specified in the publication.
All of the 15 studies which reported all cause mortality reported that doctors experienced a lower risk of mortality
compared with the general population (Alexander 2000, Bruce 1974, Carpenter 1997, Dean 1969, Hall 1991,
Harrington 1975 and Harrington 1984, Innos 2002, Juel 1999, Lindhardt 1963, Neil 1987, Rimpela 1987, Samkoff
1995, Schlicht 1990, Torre 2005, Ullman 1991). This was generally attributed to the higher socioeconomic status
experienced by doctors.
Of the 30 studies identified in the literature search, 23 concluded suicide rates were higher in doctors when compared
with the general population (Aasland 2001, Arnetz 1987, Bruce 1974, Craig and Pitts 1968, Dean 1969, DeSole 1967,
Frank 2000, Hall 1991, Harrington 1975 and Harrington 1984, Hem 2005, Juel 1999, Lindeman 1997, Lindhardt
1963, Neil 1987, Petersen and Burnett 2008, Pitts 1979 and Rich 1979 and 1980, Richings 1986, Rose and Roscow
1973, Schlicht 1990, Stefansson and Wicks 1991, Steppacher and Mausner 1974, Torre 2005, Ullman 1991). Five
studies (Carpenter 1997, Hawton 2001, Innos 2002, Revicki and May 1985, Rimpela 1987) did not find any significant
differences in the suicide rates in doctors compared with the general population. Two studies (Alexander 2000 and
Samkoff 1995) found significantly lower suicide rates in male doctors, but not female doctors, when compared to the
general population. The reasons for the difference in results between studies is not clear, however it is likely to be a
result of different study design, inclusion criteria and study country. For example, Alexander 2000 evaluated the suicide
rates in anaesthetists, while Samkoff 1995 evaluated suicide rates in doctors aged 25 to 40 only.
Sixteen studies reported standardised mortality ratios. Of these 11 reported an increased suicide risk in doctors
(ranging from 1.15 to 10.15). The majority of studies (nine out of 11) reported that the SMR was between 1.15 and
3.0 (Arnetz 1987, Hall 1991, Harrington 1975 and Harrington 1984, Juel 1999, Lindeman 1997, Neil 1987, Richings
1986, Schlicht 1990, Steppacher and Mausner 1974, Torre 2005, Ullman 1991). Three studies reported no significant
increase in the risk of suicide among doctors (Carpenter 1997, Hawton 2001, Innos 2002). Two studies reported a
lower risk of suicide among male doctors, Alexander 2000 (SMR 0.80, p<0.05) and Samkoff 1995 (SMR 0.28). The
reasons for this are not clear, although the lack of statistical testing in the study by Samkoff 1995 makes it difficult to
draw conclusions about the strength of this finding.
Nine studies reported contrasting results between male and female doctors, with five studies finding an increased
suicide rate among female but not male doctors (Craig and Pitts 1968, Lindeman 1997, Petersen and Burnett 2008,
Pitts 1979, Rich 1979 and Rich 1980, Schlicht 1990).Three studies found a lower suicide rate in male doctors but
not in female doctors (Arnetz 1987, Torre 2005, Rose and Roscow 1973). Conversely, the suicide rate in males and
females was similar in nine studies (Aasland 2001, Carpenter 1997, Frank 2000, Harrington 1975 and Harrington
1985, Hem 2005, Innos 2002, Juel 1999, Riching 1986, Steppacher and Mausner 1974). The reason for the
discrepancy between genders was not clear. Some studies have suggested that the conflicts between family and
career, and discrimination in the workplace could be contributory stressors in females. It could also relate to the fewer
number of reported suicides in female doctors, which may have reduced study power or increased the chances of
type-I error.
Three studies (DeSole 1967, Rich 1980, Lindeman 1997) compared suicide mortality rate among medical specialties
and found that psychiatrists had the highest rate of suicide. The authors suggested this may be a consequence of
self-selection, whereby doctors with psychiatric illness (primary affective disorders, depression) choose psychiatry as a
specialty. Similarly, the study by Hawton 2001, found that psychiatry was associated with an increased risk of suicide
compared to doctors in general medicine (RR 4.8, 95% CI 1.5, 15.5). Hawton 2001 reported the RR was highest for
doctors in community health (RR 8.0, 95% CI 2.3, 28.0) and anaesthetics (RR 6.8, 95% CI 2.2, 20.8).
Six studies compared the suicide rate in doctors to other professional occupations. Four studies (Aasland 2001, Hem
2005, Revicki and May 1985, Neil 1987) found a higher suicide rate among doctors compared to other professionals,
while two studies (Stefansson and Wicks 1991, Rose and Roscow 1973) reported suicide rates in doctors were lower
compared to certain other professional occupations. The variation in professional occupations used as a comparator
made it difficult to draw an overall conclusion.
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Of the studies identified in this literature search, the methods of suicide were discussed in 14 studies. Three studies
(Craig and Pitts 1968, Dean 1969, and Revicki and May 1985) reported that firearms were the most common method
of suicide, accounting for 37%, 55% and 77% of suicides respectively. The remaining studies reported that drugs
or poisons were the most common method of suicide, accounting for between 34% and 71% of reported suicides
(Aasland 2001, Carpenter 1997, DeSole 1967, Juel 1999, Neil 1987, Pitts 1979, Rich 1979, Richings 1986, Rose
and Roscow 1973, Samkoff 1995, Steppacher and Mausner 1974). Seven studies compared the method of suicide
in doctors with the method of suicide in the general population. They reported suicide using drugs or poisons was
significantly more common among doctors when compared to the general population (Aasland 2001, DeSole 1967,
Juel 1999, Revicki and May 1985, Rich 1979, Richings 1986, Rose and Roscow 1973). This was generally attributed
to the ease of access by doctors.
A meta-analysis of 22 included studies found that both male (SMR 1.26, p=0.001) and female doctors (SMR 2.46,
p<0.0001) had a significantly higher risk of suicide when compared to the general population.

Summary
Overall, the evidence suggested that doctors have a higher suicide rate when compared to the general population.
Meta-analysis showed that male doctors had a 26% higher risk of suicide, while female doctors had a 146% higher
risk of suicide (i.e. more than twice the risk) compared to the general population. This finding was particularly
important given there was strong evidence that doctors have lower all cause mortality rates. There were differences
among medical specialties, with psychiatrists having the highest risk of suicide. There was also evidence that suicide
rates vary between genders, however the differences were not consistent between publications. There was also some
evidence that the suicide rates in doctors are different to those found in other professionals, although there was also
variations between publications.

3.4 Risk factors for anxiety and depression
Characteristics of included studies
The literature search identified six publications, as shown in Table 128. Five of the studies were cross-sectional
surveys (Erdur 2006, Magnavita 2008, Sutherland and Cooper 1993, Vaglum and Falkum 1999 and Whitley
1991). Firth-Cozens 1998 was a longitudinal study which used data from cross-sectional surveys conducted at
two-timepoints.
Two studies evaluated risk factors for anxiety and depression among doctors (Vaglum and Falkum 1999 and Whitley
1991). The remaining studies evaluated risk factors for anxiety and depression in specific medical specialties: GPs in
two studies (Firth-Cozens 1998, Sutherland and Cooper 1993), emergency unit doctors in one study (Erdur 2006) and
radiologists in one study (Magnavita 2008).
One study was considered good quality (Erdur 2006), four were considered fair quality (Firth-Cozens 1998, Magnavita
2008, Sutherland and Cooper 1993, Whitley 1991) and one was considered poor quality (Vaglum and Falkum 1999).
All studies evaluated the risk factors associated with depression. Three studies also evaluated the risk factors
associated with anxiety (Erdur 2006, Magnavita 2008, and Sutherland and Cooper 1993). Depression and anxiety
were assessed by different tools in the studies. Tools used to assess depression were the Beck Depression Inventory
(BDI) in Erdur 2006, Symptom Check List 90 (SCL-D) in Firth-Cozens 1998, Goldberg’s Anxiety and Depression
Scales (ADS) in Magnavita 2008, Crown Crisp Experiential Index (CCEI) in Sutherland and Cooper 1993, General
Health Questionnaire (GHQ) in Vaglum and Falkum 1999 and Centre for Epidemiologic Studies – Depression Scale
(CES-D) in Whitley 1991. Erdur 2006 assessed anxiety using the BAI, Magnavita 2008 used the ADS and Sutherland
and Cooper 1993 used the CCEI.
There was significant variation in the covariates assessed in each study. These included self-criticism, job
contentment, stress, dependency, sibling rivalry, discomfort, home-work interface, coping strategy, age, gender,
monthly income, hours of sleep, hours or work, type A behaviour, medical specialty, alcohol use and marital status.
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Table 128 Characteristics of included studies: Risk factors for depression and anxiety
Study ID
Erdur 2006

Study design

Population

Study quality

Country

Cross-sectional survey

Emergency unit
doctors

Good

Turkey

Mental health condition
and assessment tool

Covariates examined

Depression: BDI

Gender, marital status,
hobbies, anxiety, monthly
income, years in emergency
room, depression.

Anxiety: BAI

N=192
Firth-Cozens
1998

Longitudinal study using
cross-sectional surveys
at two time-points
Fair

Magnavita
2008

GPs

Depression: SCL-D

Depression, self-criticism,
sibling rivalry, alcohol use,
hours of work, hours of
sleep.
Workplace discomfort,
job strain, Effort-Reward
Imbalance, and job
satisfaction.

UK
N=131

Cross-sectional survey

Radiologists

Depression: ADS

Fair

Italy

Anxiety: ADS

N=314
Sutherland
and Cooper
1993

Cross-sectional survey

GPs

Depression: CCEI

Fair

UK

Free floating anxiety: CCEI

N=917

Somatic anxiety: CCEI

Vaglum and
Falkum 1999

Cross-sectional survey

Physicians

Depression: GHQ

Poor

Norway

Age, gender, medical
specialty, self-criticism,
dependency.

Depression: CES-D

Survey site, gender, marital
status.

N=836
Whitley 1991

Cross-sectional survey
Fair

Physicians undergoing
postgraduate training
USA, UK, Australasia

Gender, job demands,
home-work interface, coping
strategy, role stress, practice
administration, number of
surgeries practiced from,
Type A personality.

N=933
Abbreviations: ADS=Goldberg’s Anxiety and Depression scales, BAI=Beck Anxiety Inventory, BDI=Beck Depression Inventory, CCEI=Crown Crisp
Experiential Index, CES-D=Centre for Epidemiologic Studies – Depression Scale, GHQ=General Health Questionnaire, GPs=General practitioners,
SCL-D=Symptom Check List 90, UK=United Kingdom, USA=United States of America

Results
Erdur 2006
The risk factors for depression and anxiety were examined in a cohort of doctors working in emergency units in
Turkey. A total of 213 doctors were asked to participate, with a response rate of 90% (N=192). Subjects completed
a self-administered questionnaire, which included questions on socio-demographics, depressive symptoms and
anxiety symptoms. Depression was assessed using the Turkish version of the BDI, with a score of ≥17 used to identify
depression. Anxiety symptoms were evaluated using the Turkish version of the BAI, with a score of ≥16 used to
identify anxiety.
The results of the multivariate logistic analysis are shown in Table 129. Not having a hobby and having an increased
anxiety score were positive contributors to a high depression score (p=0.07 and p<0.001 respectively). The factors
which were not associated with a high depression score were gender, monthly income, marital status, years in
medicine and work hours.
The factors that were significantly associated with a high anxiety score were low monthly income (p=0.007), years
spent in emergency units (p=0.03) and high depression scores (p<0.001). Factors which were not associated with a
high anxiety score were gender, hobbies, marital status and work hours.
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Table 129 Results from Erdur 2006: Factors associated with depression and anxiety
Beta (SE)

P value

Hobby

–0.81 (0.46)

0.07

Lack of anxiety

–2.439 (0.47)

<0.001

<1,000 YTL vs 1,000-2,000 YTL

2.205 (0.81)

0.007

1,000-2,000 YTL vs >2,000 YTL

0.023 (0.64)

0.97

Years in emergency room

0.165 (0.055)

0.03

Depression

-2.73 (0.54)

<0.001

Depression

a

Anxiety b
Monthly Income:

Abbreviations: SE=Standard error, YTL=Yeni Türk Lirasi
 Multivariate model based on a backward logistic regression analysis starting with gender, hobbies, monthly income, marital status, years in
medicine, work hours and anxiety

a

 Multivariate model based on a backward logistic regression analysis starting with gender, hobbies, monthly income, marital status, years in ER,
work hours and depression

b

The study reported that not having a hobby and high anxiety scores were predictors of depression, while low monthly
income, years spent in emergency units and high depression scores were predictors of anxiety.

Firth-Cozens 1998
This study described a longitudinal study examining factors which predict depression in GPs from the UK. An initial
survey assessing stress, depression and personality in fourth-year medical students was conducted in 1983–1984. A
follow-up survey was conducted ten years later (1993–1994). Of the 318 subjects who participated in the initial study,
302 were traced via the UK medical register and sent a questionnaire. The response rate was 72%, with 224 subjects
responding. The majority of doctors were GPs (58.5%). Depression was measured using the depression scale of the
SCL-D. Alcohol use as a means of coping was assessed using a single question rated from 0 (never) to 2 (frequently).
Stressors at work were assessed with questions about practice size, number of hours worked per week and number
of hours slept in the past 48 hours. The Sources of Stress questionnaire and the Stress Incidents Record were used
to quantitatively and qualitatively measure the levels of stress. Data from the 1983–1984 survey regarding personality,
self-criticism, number of siblings and family relationships were also included. A regression analysis was performed,
entering the 1983–1984 depression, self-criticism, and sibling rivalry variables before the 1993–1994 variables of work
hours, sleep, and alcohol use.
For all subjects, depression in 1983–1984 was not a significant predictor of depression in 1993–1994 (p=0.052),
however self-criticism (p=0.001) and sibling rivalry (p=0.003) were significant. The 1993–1994 variables of hours
worked and alcohol use were not significant predictors of depression in 1993–1994, but hours of sleep were
(p=0.009). Overall, these variables accounted for 24% of the variance.
In males, depression (p<0.001) and self-criticism (p=0.006) in 1983–1984 were significant predictors of depression in
1993–1994, while sibling rivalry was not. Of the factors recorded in the follow-up study of 1993–1994, hours of sleep
was a significant predictor of depression in 1993–1994 (p=0.03), but work hours and alcohol use were not. Overall,
these variables accounted for 36% of the variance.
In females, sibling envy was the only 1983–1984 variable that was a significant predictor of depression in 1993–1994
(p=0.03). Of the factors examined in 1993–1994, alcohol use was a significant predictor of depression in 1993–1994
(p=0.03), but not hours worked or hours of sleep. Overall, these variables accounted for 28% of the variance.
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Table 130 Results from Firth-Cozens 1998: Predictors of current depression
All subjects
P value

Males
P value

Females
P value

Depression

NS

<0.001

NS

Self-criticism

0.001

0.006

NS

Sibling rivalry

0.003

NS

0.03

Alcohol use

NS

NS

0.03

Hours of work

NS

NS

NS

Hours of sleep

0.009

0.023

NS

Total variance accounted

24%

36%

28%

1983-4 variables

1993-4 variables

Abbreviations: NS=Not significant

The study reported that significant predictors of current depression in all subjects were self-criticism and sibling rivalry
10 years prior, and current reduced hours of sleep. In males, having a history of depression and self-criticism, and
current reduced hours of sleep were significant predictors of current depression. In females, a history of sibling rivalry
10 years prior and current alcohol use were significant predictors of current depression.

Magnavita 2008
The effects of work stress were evaluated in radiologists and radiotherapists attending two medical conferences
in Italy. Subjects completed a questionnaire which included the ADS, which was comprised of an anxiety and a
depression scale. A score of ≥15 was defined as being at risk of anxiety or depression. The questionnaire also
included items from the general health questionnaire, as well as questions regarding demographics, occupation,
stress, job satisfaction, and health and lifestyle. In total, 89.7% (314/350) of the radiologists responded. The
relationship between variables related to work stress and depression or anxiety was assessed using a linear regression
model with depression and anxiety scores as the dependent variable. Independent predictors such as workplace
discomfort, job strain, effort-reward imbalance and job satisfaction were assessed through stepwise selection.
The results of the analysis are shown in Table 131. The variables which were found to be significantly (p<0.05) and
independently associated with depression were workplace discomfort, effort-reward imbalance and job satisfaction.
These three variables accounted for 33.5% of the variance. Job strain was not found to be associated with
depression.
The variables which were found to be significantly (p<0.05) and independently associated with anxiety were workplace
discomfort and effort-reward imbalance, accounting for 27% of the variance. Job strain and job satisfaction were not
found to be associated with anxiety.
Table 131 Results from Magnavita 2008: Association between depression and anxiety
Standardised regression coefficients
Depression

Anxiety

Workplace discomfort

0.129

0.152

Job strain

Excluded

Excluded

Effort-reward imbalance

0.419

0.478

Job satisfaction

-0.172

Excluded

Determination coefficient (R2)

0.335

0.270

Independent variables

a

a

Independent variables were selected using the stepwise method in a linear regression model (cut-off p=0.05)

The study reported depression was associated with occupational discomfort, an effort-reward imbalance and a lack of
job satisfaction. Anxiety was associated with occupational discomfort and an effort-reward imbalance.
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Sutherland and Cooper 1993
A random sample of 1,500 GPs in the UK were sent a confidential questionnaire covering mental health, job
satisfaction, demographic factors, loss of control, job stress, personality and coping styles. A total of 917
questionnaires were returned (61% response rate). Mental health was assessed using three sub-scales of the CCEI,
measuring depression, free-floating anxiety (unease, worry without specific cause) and somatic anxiety (general
fatigue/aches). Stress was assessed using the Occupational Stress Indicator, which measured stress in six areas
(intrinsic job stress, stress from one’s role at work, career goals, relationships with others, organisation structure and
climate, and home-work interface). Type A behaviour (highly competitive, unrelenting, impatient and restless) was
measured with a 14 item questionnaire.
A multivariate analysis was used to evaluate the following risk factors for depression and anxiety: personal and job
demographics, Type A behaviour, coping style, job stressors. The results are shown in Table 132. The three risk
factors significantly associated with depression were the demands of jobs and patients’ expectations (p<0.001),
home-work interface stress (p<0.001) and less use of social support as a coping strategy (p<0.001). These risk
factors explained 21% of the variance. Factors which were not associated with depression were not reported.
Seven risk factors were found to be significant predictors of free floating anxiety. These were role stress (p<0.001),
demands of the job and patients’ expectations (p<0.001), stress of practice administration and routine medical work
(p<0.001), female gender (p<0.001), the numbers of surgeries that each GP practised from (p<0.002), less use of
social support as a coping strategy (p<0.001) and Type A behaviour (p<0.001). These seven variables explained 24%
of the variance. Three risk factors were associated with somatic anxiety. These were the demands of the job and
patients’ expectations (p<0.001), home-work interface stress (p<0.001) and practice administration/routine medical
work (p<0.001). These risk factors explained 16% of the variance. Factors which were not associated with anxiety
were not reported.
Table 132 Results from Sutherland and Cooper 1993: Multivariate regression analysis of predictive factors
Beta

P value

R2

Demands of job and patients’ expectations

0.28

<0.001

0.13

Home-work interface stress

0.24

<0.001

0.05

Coping strategy

-0.18

<0.001

0.03

Role stress

0.22

<0.001

0.14

Demands of job and patients’ expectations

0.17

<0.001

0.04

Female gender

0.14

<0.001

0.02

Practice administration/routine medical work

0.16

<0.001

0.02

Number of surgeries practiced from

0.10

<0.002

0.01

Coping strategy

-0.13

<0.001

0.01

0.11

<0.001

0.01

Demands of job and patients’ expectations

0.23

<0.001

0.12

Home-work interface stress

0.15

<0.001

0.03

Practice administration/routine medical work

0.12

<0.001

0.01

Depression (R2=0.208)

Free floating anxiety (R2=0.24)

Type A behaviour
Somatic anxiety (R =0.156)
2

Demands of the job and patients’ expectations were significant predictors of depression, free floating anxiety and somatic
anxiety. In addition, home-work interface stress and lack of coping strategies were also associated with depression.
Role stress, gender, the demands of practice administration/routine medical work, the number of surgery practices, lack of
coping strategies and Type A behaviour were significant predictors for free-floating anxiety. The risk factors associated with
somatic anxiety were home-work interface stress and practice administration/routine medical work.
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Vaglum and Falkum 1999
A nationwide postal survey examining physician health and welfare was conducted in Norway. Each physician
received four questionnaires: one basic form containing demographics and the GHQ, and three other questionnaires
randomly selected from a set of 15 questionnaires. This publication describes the results of the set of physicians
(N=1,230) who received the Dysfunctional Attitudes Scale (DAS) as one of the three randomly selected questionnaires.
The response rate was 73%, for a total sample size of 836. The multivariable analysis was performed in order to
examine the association between dysfunctional beliefs (self-criticism and dependency, measured with the DAS), and
severe depression (defined as a score of ≥4 using the depression subscale of the GHQ).
Multivariable analysis was performed using a logistic regression model using self-criticism, dependency, gender, age
and medical specialty as independent variables, and severe depression as the dependent variable. The results are
shown in Table 133. Self-criticism was significantly associated with depression (OR 2.7, p<0.001). Psychiatrists were
twice as likely as residents and interns to be depressed (OR 2, p<0.05), while GPs and somatic hospital specialties
had about half the risk of a resident or intern (OR 0.5, p<0.05). Dependency, gender and age were not significantly
associated with depression.
Table 133 Results from Vaglum and Falkum 1999: Logistic regression
Risk-ratio P value
Self-criticism (lowest vs highest third)

2.7

<0.001

Psychiatrists vs residents/interns

2

<0.05

GPs/hospital doctors vs residents/interns

~0.5

<0.05

Medical specialty

Dependency

NS a

Gender

NS a

Age

NS a

Abbreviations: NS=Not significant
a

Risk estimates and P values for these factors were not specified in the publication

The authors concluded that self-criticism was most strongly related to depressive symptoms. Compared to a resident
or intern, working as a psychiatrist was associated with increased risk of depression. Working as a GP/hospital doctor
was associated with a decreased risk of depression.

Whitley 1991
Three cross sectional surveys were undertaken in physicians undergoing postgraduate training in emergency medicine
in the USA (survey conducted in 1987), UK (survey conducted in 1989), and Australasia (survey conducted in 1990).
The response rate was 50-55% for the USA cohort (N=488), 54% for the UK cohort (N=365) and 80% for the
Australasia cohort (N=82). The questionnaires contained items related to demographic details, depression and workrelated stress. Depression was measured using the CES-D.
The results of the multivariate analysis are shown in Table 134. Working in the USA was found to be a significant risk
factor when compared to the UK and Australasia (p<0.05). Being female (p<0.0001) and unmarried (p<0.001) were
also significant risk factors.
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Table 134 Results from Whitley 1991: Multivariate analysis of depression scores
Adjusted mean
depression score
Survey site

<0.0001

USA

14.2

UK

12.0

Australasia

11.7

a

Gender

<0.0001

Male

11.1

Female

14.2

Marital status

a

P value

<0.001

Married

11.5

Not married

13.8

Results for the USA were significantly greater compared to the UK (p<0.1) and Australasia (p<0.05) using pair wise analysis

The study identified working in the USA, being female and being unmarried as risk factors for depression.

Discussion
All publications evaluated risk factors for depression. Erdur 2006 reported not having a hobby and a high anxiety score
were significant predictors of depression in emergency unit doctors in Turkey. Gender, monthly income, marital status,
years in medicine and number of work hours were not significant predictors. Firth-Cozens 1998 examined factors
predicting depression among GPs in the UK. Significant predictors of current depression in all subjects were self‑criticism
and sibling rivalry 10 years prior, and current reduced hours of sleep. In males, having a history of depression and
self‑criticism, and current reduced hours of sleep were significant predictors of current depression. In females, a history
of sibling rivalry 10 years prior and current alcohol use were significant predictors of current depression. The authors
did not provide an explanation for the observed gender differences. Magnavita 2008 reported occupational discomfort,
an effort-reward imbalance and a lack of job satisfaction (but not job strain) were associated with depression in Italian
radiologists. Sutherland and Cooper 1993 found that demands of the job, patients’ expectations, home-work interface
stress and lack of coping strategies were significant risk factors for depression in UK GPs. Vaglum and Falkum 1999
concluded self-criticism was strongly related to depressive symptoms in Norwegian doctors. Practicing as a psychiatrist
was a risk factor for depression. GPs had a lower risk of depression compared with residents and interns. Whitley 1991
examined depression among doctors during postgraduate training in the USA, UK and Australasia. Depression scores
were associated with working in the USA, being female and being unmarried.
Three publications evaluated risk factors for anxiety. Erdur 2006 reported low monthly income, years in emergency
units and a high depression score were significant predictors of depression in emergency unit doctors in Turkey.
Gender, hobbies, marital status and number of work hours were not significant predictors. Magnavita 2008 reported
occupational discomfort and an effort-reward imbalance (but not job strain or satisfaction) were associated with
anxiety in Italian radiologists. Sutherland and Cooper 1993 found demands of the job, patients’ expectations, role
stress, gender, demands of practice administration/routine medical work, the number of surgery practices, lack of
coping strategies and Type A behaviour were significant risk factors for free-floating anxiety in UK GPs. Somatic
anxiety (general fatigue/aches) was associated with home-work interface stress, practice administration/routine
medical work, demands of the job and patients’ expectations.
It was difficult to draw strong conclusions from the publications identified in the literature search due to the significant
variation in the risk factors evaluated in each study. Generally, the risk factors could be considered as an aspect of
well-being (e.g. happiness, hours of sleep, job contentment, stress). Factors associated with improved well-being
(e.g. more hours of sleep, greater job satisfaction, higher income, lower stress at work) were negatively correlated
with depression. Factors associated with poorer well-being (e.g. work-effort imbalance, demands of job, home-work
stress) were positively correlated with depression. There was insufficient evidence to identify specific risk factors which
are correlated with either anxiety or depression.
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It is worth noting that one important limitation of these studies was the generally small sample size, ranging from 192
in Erdur 2006 to 935 in Whitley 1991. It is likely that most studies did not have sufficient power to detect risk factors
with modest effects. Another limitation was the varied cohorts of doctors included in the studies. Erdur 2006 included
Turkish doctors working in emergency units, Firth-Cozens 1998 and Sutherland and Cooper 1993 included UK GPs,
Magnavita 2008 included Italian radiologists, Vaglum and Falkum 1999 included Norwegian doctors and Whitley 1991
included USA, UK and Australian doctors undergoing postgraduate training. The impact of different backgrounds,
training and working environments between different medical specialties and countries is likely to influence the factors
associated with depression and anxiety. This is shown in Vaglum and Falkum 1999, which found that psychiatrists
were at the highest risk of depression, while GPs had a lower risk, when compared with residents or interns.
The use of a number of different tools used to measure anxiety and depression means the studies are not easily
comparable. Therefore any direct comparisons between studies using different tools must be done with caution.
Four of the six studies included gender in their analysis. Three studies did not detect a significant effect of gender on
depression (Erdur 2006, Sutherland and Cooper 1993 and Vaglum and Falkum 1999), although Whitley 1991 found
that being female was associated with higher depression scores. Whitley 1991 suggested female doctors may be
subjected to more pressure due to competing demands of work and family responsibilities. As the medical profession
has been traditionally dominated by males, it may be that women are more subject to prejudice and isolation at work.
Two studies included marital status in their analysis. While Erdur 2006 did not find a significant association, Whitley
1991 found significantly lower depression scores in married subjects. The small sample size of Erdur 2006 (N=192)
may have reduced their study power of detection. Whitley 1991 suggested that being married may compensate for
the stress and depression associated with medical training. The reason for the difference is not clear, although the
study by Erdur 2006 was limited to doctors in the emergency unit, while the doctors surveyed in Whitley 1991 were
undergoing postgraduate training. This difference in work environments may contribute to differences in subjects’
perception and response to the survey. The study also used different tools to measure depression.

3.5 Help-seeking rates for anxiety and depression
Characteristics of included studies
The literature search identified three publications, as shown in Table 135. All studies used a cross-sectional survey
design to assess help-seeking rates. Rong 2009 evaluated help-seeking rates in Australian medical students
compared with Chinese medical students, Schwenk 2008 evaluated rates in physicians with minimal to mild
depression scores compared with physicians with moderate to severe depression scores, and Van der Bijl and
Oosthuizen 2007 compared rates in doctors with teachers.
Rong 2009 was considered poor quality, while Schwenk 2008 and Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007 were considered
fair quality.
Table 135 Characteristics of included studies: Help-seeking
Study design

Population

Study ID

Study quality

Country

Comparator

Outcomes

Rong 2009

Cross-sectional survey

Australian medical students

Chinese medical students

Help-seeking

Poor

Australia

N=220

N=177
Schwenk 2008

Cross-sectional survey
Fair

Physicians with minimal to
mild depression

Physicians with moderate
to severe depression

USA

N=130

Help-seeking

N=1,018
Van der Bijl and
Oosthuizen 2007

Cross-sectional survey

Doctors

Teachers

Fair

South Africa

N=177

Help-seeking

N=135
Abbreviations: USA=United States of America
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Results
Rong 2009
A survey was administered to 194 Australian second year medical students attending the University of Sydney and 220
Chinese second and third year medical students attending the University of Peking. The survey included items regarding
general and mental health issues, attitudes and personal mental health experiences. It also assessed the perception of
health and mental health problems in their country, knowledge regarding the typical symptoms and common experiences
of depression and opinions regarding the likelihood of personally seeking help. The response rate was 91.2% (N=177) for
Australian medical students and 100% (N=220) for Chinese medical students. The students were generally well matched
at baseline, although the Australian students were significantly older (25.5 vs 21.6 years, p<0.001).
The results of the survey are shown in Table 136. Approximately a third of all students indicated they would not seek
professional help if they were experiencing depression (Chinese 41.2% and Australian 34.0%).
Chinese medical students were significantly more likely to report they would seek professional help for depression
compared with Australian medical students. These mental health professionals included counsellors (86.7% vs 54.1%,
p<0.001), psychologists (89.0% vs 53.9%, p<0.001) and psychiatrists (76.2% vs 48.1%, p<0.001). However, Australian
students were more likely to seek help from a general or family doctor (82.3% vs 65.9%, p<0.005). Chinese medical
students were also significantly more likely than Australian medical students to suggest they would see a social worker
(27.0% vs 13.1%, p<0.005) or a welfare officer (12.3% vs 2.6%, p<0.005) if they were experiencing depression.
When considering non–professional help, the majority of medical students in both groups indicated a preference to
seek help from their family (Chinese 88.4% and Australian 83.8%) and friends (Chinese 93.1% and Australian 88.1%).
Chinese medical students were significantly more likely than the Australian medical students to prefer seeking help
from a naturopath or herbalist (38.6% vs 9.5%, p<0.001) or a personal trainer or exercise manager (57.7% vs 32.7%,
p<0.001). A small number of medical students in both groups nominated seeking help from an acupuncturist (Chinese
8.0% vs Australian 5.1%) or traditional healer (Chinese 7.8% vs Australian 5.1%). Approximately a quarter of each
group claimed they would be likely to contact a religious person (Chinese 25.4% vs Australian 21.0%).
The publication did not clearly explain how 41.2% of Chinese students and 34.0% of Australian students reported
they would not seek help if they were experiencing depression, yet 93.1% of Chinese students and 88.1% of
Australian students reported they would seek help from friends (i.e. the total proportion was greater than 100%).
Table 136 Results from Rong 2009: Help-seeking for depression
Australian medical
students
n/N (%)

Chinese medical
students
n/N (%)

P value

52/153 (34.0%)

84/204 (41.2%)

NS

Counsellors

85/157 (54.1%)

189/ 218 (86.7%)

<0.001

Psychologists

82/152 (53.9%)

194/218 (89.0%)

<0.001

Psychiatrists

74/154 (48.1%)

163/214 (76.2%)

<0.001

General or family doctor

130/158 (82.3%)

141/214 (65.9%)

<0.005

Social worker

20/153 (13.1%)

57/211 (27.0%)

<0.005

Welfare officer

4/154 (2.6%)

26/211 (12.3%)

<0.005

Family

134/160 (83.8%)

191/216 (88.4%)

NS

Friends

141/160 (88.1%)

202/217 (93.1%)

NS

Naturopath or herbalist

15/158 (9.5%)

83/215 (38.6%)

<0.001

Personal trainer or exercise manager

51/156 (32.7%)

124/ 215 (57.7%)

<0.001

Acupuncturist

8/157 (5.1%)

18/215 (8.0%)

NS

Traditional healer

8/158 (5.1%)

17/217 (7.8%)

NS

Religious person

33/157 (21.0%)

54/213 (25.4%)

NS

Would not seek any help
Mental health professionals

Non-professional help

Abbreviations: NS=Non significant
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The authors concluded that the preferences of students in each country for help-seeking appear to reflect knowledge
and experience of their own health systems. Most people in China are managed by a specialist through a hospital
setting, while in Australia most people with depression are managed in a primary care setting. However, seeking help
from family or friends for depression was common among both groups of students. The authors noted the proportion
of students who reported they would not seek any help was high in both groups.

Schwenk 2008
A random sample of 5,000 practicing physicians registered with the Michigan State Medical Society in the USA were
mailed a questionnaire. This included the PHQ-9 and items regarding personal experiences with depression, health
care-seeking behaviour, professional role, work and personal satisfaction, drug and alcohol use and demographic
information. All responses were anonymous. The response rate was 23% (N=1,154). Depression was defined as
minimal (PHQ-9 score of 0-4), mild (5-9), moderate (10-14), moderately severe (15-19) and severe (20-27).
Doctors with a moderate to severe depression score were more likely to report they would not seek depression care due
to concerns about losing their medical staff privileges (24.6% vs 7.1%, p<0.001) or losing their medical licence (18.4% vs
5.4%, p<0.001). Compared to doctors with minimal to mild depression scores, doctors with a moderate to severe score
were significantly more likely to seek care outside their medical community (23.1% vs 10.1%, p<0.001). See Table 137.
Table 137 Results from Schwenk 2008: Help-seeking
Minimal to mild
depression scores
N (%) a

Moderate to severe
depression scores
N (%) b

P value

Would not seek depression care due to concerns
about losing medical staff privileges

71 (7.1)

32 (24.6)

<0.001

Would not seek depression care due to concerns
about losing medical licence

54 (5.4)

24 (18.4)

<0.001

Sought depression care outside my medical
community

102 (10.1)

30 (23.1)

<0.001

a

N varied from 1,003-1,018 due to missing responses. Minimal to mild was defined as a PHQ-9 score of 0-9. Doctors who agree or strongly agree

b

N varied from 127-130 due to missing responses. Moderate to severe was defined as a PHQ-9 score of 10-27. Doctors who agree or strongly agree

Doctors with moderate to severe depression were significantly more likely to report they would not seek depression
care compared to doctors with minimal to mild depression.

Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007
Questionnaires were distributed to 260 doctors and 200 teachers in Cape Town, South Africa. The self-rating
questionnaire included items on demographics, the HADS, substance use and health behaviours. The response rate
was 51.9% (N=135) for doctors, and 88.5% (N=177) for teachers.
Teachers were significantly more likely to “wait and see” in the case of possible depression when compared to doctors
(32% vs 17%, p=0.003). A large proportion of doctors reported they would either treat themselves (13%), see a
colleague but also treat themselves (6%) or see a psychiatrist but also treat themselves (10%). Only 4% reported they
would see a GP, with 27% reporting that they would see a psychiatrist. See Table 138.
Table 138 Results from Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007: Help-seeking rates
Doctors
N=135

Teachers
N=177

P value

17%

32%

0.003

Treat themselves

13%

NA

NA

Visit a GP as first line of action

4%

NA

NA

Speak to a colleague but treat themself

6%

NA

NA

See a psychiatrist

27%

NA

NA

See a psychiatrist but treat themself

10%

NA

NA

Wait and see
Self-treatment

Abbreviations: NA=Not applicable

The authors concluded that a significant proportion of both doctors and teachers displayed a passive attitude towards
help-seeking. A large proportion of doctors would treat themselves rather than seek help from a medical professional.
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Discussion
Rong 2009 reported that 34.0% of Australian medical students would not seek help for depression. This was
compared with 41.2% of Chinese medical students. The mental health professionals that Australian medical students
were most likely to see were GPs (82.3%), counsellors (54.1%), psychologists (53.9%) and psychiatrists (48.1%).
Chinese medical students were significantly less likely to seek help from a GP, but significantly more likely to seek
help from all other mental health professionals. Australian medical students were most likely to seek help from a
friend (88.1%) and family (83.8%), while Chinese medical students were significantly more likely to see help from
naturopaths/herbalists and personal trainers when compared to Australian students.
Schwenk 2008 reported that 24.6% of doctors with moderate to severe depression would not seek depression care
due to concerns about losing medical staff privileges and 18.4% would not seek care due to concerns about losing
their medical licence. These rates were significantly higher than reported in doctors with minimal to mild depression
(7.1% and 5.4% respectively). Almost a quarter (23.1%) of doctors with moderate to severe depression reported
seeking care outside of their medical community, although it is unclear if the remaining doctors sought care within their
medical community or did not seek any care at all. This was significantly higher than the rates reported in doctors with
minimal to mild depression (10.1%).
Van der Bijl and Oosthuizen 2007 reported doctors were significantly less likely to take a “wait and see” approach to
help-seeking for their depression when compared with teachers (17% vs 32%). However, 13% of doctors reported
they would treat themselves, while 16% would see either a GP or a psychiatrist but treat themselves.
These studies reported that 34-41% of medical students, 24.6% of doctors with moderate to severe depression,
18.4% of doctors with mild to moderate depression and 17% of doctors in general would not seek help for
depression. The only study with a non-medical control group found help-seeking rates were higher in doctors
compared with teachers, although it was difficult to draw conclusions based on a single study. However, the results
of these studies indicate a significant proportion of doctors are unwilling to seek help for depression despite their
increased awareness and understanding of the effects of this mental health condition.

3.6 Barriers to help-seeking for mental health care
Characteristics of included studies
The literature search identified four studies which assessed barriers to help-seeking for mental health care, as shown
in Table 139. White 2006 described the initial results of a cross-sectional survey. A follow-up survey was conducted
in Hassan 2009. Therefore these publications have been discussed together. The remaining three studies by Adams
2009, Schwenk 2008 and Thompson 2001 also discuss the results of a cross-sectional survey.
Schwenk 2008 and Hassan 2009 and White 2006 assessed barriers in all doctors. Adams 2009 and Thompson 2001
assessed barriers in GPs. All studies were conducted in the UK and were considered to be of good quality.
Table 139 Characteristics of included studies: Barriers to help-seeking
Study type

Population

Study ID

Study quality

Country

Outcomes

Adams 2009

Cross-sectional survey

GPs and psychiatrists

Barriers to help-seeking

Good

N=1,256
UK

Schwenk 2008

Cross-sectional survey

Doctors

Good

N=1,154

Barriers to help-seeking

USA
Thompson 2001

Cross-sectional survey

GPs

Good

N=27

Barriers to help-seeking

UK
Hassan 2009 and White 2006

Cross-sectional survey
Good

Doctors
N=2,462
UK

Abbreviations: GPs=General practitioners, UK=United Kingdom, USA=United States of America
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Barriers to help-seeking

Results
Adams 2009
A survey was sent to GPs and psychiatrists (N=1,640) in the UK. The response rate was 76.6% (N=1,256). The survey
included items regarding any history of depression and time off work, help-seeking behaviour and perceived stigma.
Perceived barriers were identified using the item “If you felt your health might be suffering due to mental illness
or stress, would any of the following concerns be a reason for you not to seek help?”. The majority (70.6%) were
concerned about letting colleagues down, with half concerned about confidentiality (50.1%) and letting patients down
(51.9%). This is shown in Table 140.
Table 140 Results from Adams 2009: Perceived barriers
N (%)
Concern about letting colleagues down

884 (70.6)

Confidentiality

628 (50.1)

Letting patients down

605 (51.9)

Lack of locum cover

554 (44.2)

Career progression

176 (14.0)

None

63 (5.0)

The perception of stigma was also assessed, as shown in Table 141. The majority of doctors (96.4%) believed that
doctors should portray a healthy image, that depression was a sign of personal weakness (79.7%) and that being a
patient was embarrassing (78.5%). However, most doctors did not feel doctors with a history of depression should
change to a non-clinical career (92.5%) and agreed with the two statements that doctors who have suffered from
depression can achieve as much in their careers as those who have not (80.3%) and that a history of depression does
not affect a doctor’s reliability (72.7%). A total of 68.2% agreed that a previous episode of depression can be beneficial
to a doctor’s clinical working practice.
Table 141 Results from Adams 2009: Perceptions of stigmatisation
Strongly agree
N (%)

Agree
N (%)

Disagree
N (%)

Strongly
disagree
N (%)

Many doctors believe that a doctor with a history of
depressive illness is less competent

69 (5.6)

546 (43.9)

558 (44.9)

70 (5.6)

Many doctors believe that suffering with depression
themselves is a sign of personal weakness

139 (11.2)

850 (68.5)

233 (18.8)

18 (1.5)

Doctors who get depressed should change to a
non‑clinical career

8 (0.6)

85 (6.9)

877 (71.1)

264 (21.4)

Doctors are less likely to appoint doctors with a
history of depression

145 (11.8)

928 (75.3)

148 (12.0)

12 (1.0)

Many doctors think less of doctors who have suffered
from depression

46 (3.7)

677 (55.1)

484 (39.4)

22 (1.8)

Doctors who have suffered from depression can
achieve as much in their careers as those who have not

162 (13.1)

829 (67.2)

227 (18.4)

16 (1.3)

A doctor with a history of depression is as reliable as
the average doctor

91 (7.5)

789 (65.2)

317 (26.2)

14 (1.2)

Doctors feel they need to portray a healthy image

408 (32.7)

795 (63.7)

45 (3.6)

1 (0.1)

Doctors should be able to avoid becoming depressed

41 (3.3)

364 (29.2)

728 (58.3)

115 (9.2)

Being a patient causes embarrassment for a doctor

181 (14.6)

793 (63.9)

246 (19.8)

21 (1.7)

Doctors tend to advise colleagues not to divulge a
history of depression

41 (3.6)

510 (44.3)

580 (50.4)

19 (1.7)
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Table 142 shows that those in the high perceived stigma group were significantly less likely to report they would seek
help from either their GPs or colleagues, and more likely to report they would not seek any help. The associations
between perceived stigma and the sources of help that doctors would turn to were not explained by gender and
depression. Although the estimated odds ratios were modified by adjustment, they changed very little and remain
statistically significant.
Table 142 Results from Adams 2009: Sources of help by categories of perceived stigma
‘Low’
(Agree <6 stigmatising
statements)

‘Intermediate’
(Agree 6–8 stigmatising
statements)

‘High’
(Agree 9 or more
stigmatising statements)

Yes, N (%)

141 (84.9)

573 (91.2)

415 (89.8)

OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

1.85 (1.12 to 3.07)

1.57 (0.93 to 2.64)

Adj OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

1.84 (1.11 to 3.08)

1.59 (0.94 to 2.71)

Yes, N (%)

120 (72.3)

421 (67.0)

288 (62.3)

OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

0.78 (0.53 to 1.14)

0.43 (0.26 to 0.69)

Adj OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

0.78 (0.53 to 1.14)

0.63 (0.43 to 0.93)

Yes, N (%)

105 (63.3)

379 (60.4)

226 (48.9)

OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

0.88 (0.62 to 1.26)

0.56 (0.39 to 0.80)

Adj OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

0.90 (0.63 to 1.29)

0.60 (0.42 to 0.87)

Yes, N (%)

58 (34.9)

206 (32.9)

174 (37.7)

OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

0.91 (0.64 to 1.31)

1.13 (0.78 to 1.63)

Adj OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

0.89 (0.62 to 1.28)

1.06 (0.73 to 1.54)

Yes, N (%)

52 (21.3)

191 (30.4)

123 (26.6)

OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

0.96 (0.66 to 1.39)

0.80 (0.54 to 1.17)

Adj OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

0.97 (0.67 to 1.41)

0.82 (0.56 to 1.21)

Yes, N (%)

31 (18.7)

149 (23.7)

114 (24.7)

OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

1.36 (0.92 to 2.09)

1.43 (0.92 to 2.22)

Adj OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

1.36 (0.88 to 2.09)

1.43 (0.92 to 2.21)

Yes, N (%)

6 (3.6)

45 (7.2)

48 (10.4)

OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

2.06 (0.86 to 4.92)

3.09 (1.30 to 7.37)

Adj OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

2.10 (0.88 to 5.02)

3.13 (1.31 to 7.48)

Friends and family

GP

Colleagues

Counsellor

Occupational Health

Confidential helpline

Not seek any help

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, GP=General practitioners, OR=Odds ratio
Adjusted for gender and depression

Table 143 shows the association between perceived stigma and the barriers to help-seeking. Concerns about
confidentiality, letting colleagues down, career progression and anxiety about letting patients down were all strongly
associated with increasing levels of perceived stigma. Adjustment for gender and depression did not substantially alter
these associations.
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Table 143 Results from Adams 2009: Barriers to help-seeking by categories of perceived stigma
‘Low’
(Agree <6 stigmatising
statements)

‘Intermediate’
(Agree 6–8 stigmatising
statements)

‘High’
(Agree 9 or more
stigmatising statements)

Yes, N (%)

48 (28.9)

293 (46.7)

288 (62.3)

OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

2.15 (1.49 to 3.11)

4.07 (2.77 to 5.98)

Adj OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

2.12 (1.46 to 3.07)

3.88 (2.64 to 5.72)

Yes, N (%)

88 (53.0)

434 (69.1)

362 (78.4)

OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

1.98 (1.40 to 2.81)

3.21 (2.20 to 4.68)

Adj OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

1.97 (1.38 to 2.80)

3.02 (2.06 to 4.42)

Yes, N (%)

61 (36.7)

296 (47.1)

248 (53.7)

OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

1.54 (1.08 to 2.18)

2.00 (1.39 to 2.87)

Adj OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

1.51(1.05 to 2.15)

1.86 (1.28 to 2.69)

Yes, N (%)

11 (6.6)

62 (9.9)

103 (22.3)

OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

1.54 (0.79 to 3.00)

4.04 (2.11 to 7.74)

Adj OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

1.48 (0.76 to 2.90)

3.65 (1.90 to 7.03)

Yes, N (%)

40 (24.1)

279 (44.4)

236 (51.1)

OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

2.51 (1.71 to 3.372)

3.29 (2.21 to 4.91)

Adj OR (95% CI)

1 (ref)

2.50 (1.69 to 3.69)

3.18 (2.13 to 4.75)

Confidentiality

Let colleagues down

Let patients down

Career progression

Locum cover

Abbreviations: CI=Confidence interval, OR=Odds ratio
Adjusted for gender and depression

The authors concluded an increased perception of stigma was strongly associated with a reduction in help‑seeking.
The most common perceived barriers were concerns about letting colleagues down, confidentiality and letting
patients down.

Schwenk 2008
A random sample of 5,000 practicing physicians registered with the Michigan State Medical Society in the USA were
mailed a questionnaire. This included the PHQ-9 and items regarding personal experiences with depression, health
care-seeking behaviour, professional role, work and personal satisfaction, drug and alcohol use and demographic
information. All responses were anonymous. The response rate was 23% (N=1,154).
Doctors who had a moderate to severe depression score using the PHQ-9 were significantly (p<0.001) more likely
to report they would avoid seeking treatment for their depression due to concerns about confidentiality (50.7% vs
17.3%), stigma (52.3% vs 17.5%) and a negative impact on their practice (48.1% vs 15.2%). Compared to doctors
with minimal to mild depression scores, doctors with a moderate to severe score were significantly more likely to
seek care outside their medical community (23.1% vs 10.1%, p<0.001) and pay cash for depression care in order to
avoid insurance payments (20.5% vs 9.5%, p<0.001). Doctors with a moderate to severe depression score were also
more likely to report they would not seek depression scare due to concerns about losing their medical staff privileges
(24.6% vs 7.1%, p<0.001) or losing their medical licence (18.4% vs 5.4%, p<0.001). See Table 144.
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Table 144 Results from Schwenk 2008: Barriers to help-seeking
Minimal to mild
depression scores
who agree or strongly
agree, N (%) a

Moderate to severe
depression scores
who agree or strongly
agree, N (%) b

P value

Avoid seeking treatment due to concerns about confidentiality

174 (17.3%)

66 (50.7%)

<0.001

Avoid seeking treatment due to concerns about stigma

176 (17.5%)

68 (52.3%)

<0.001

Avoid seeking treatment due to negative impact on
my practice

153 (15.2%)

62 (48.1%)

<0.001

Sought depression care outside my medical community

102 (10.1%)

30 (23.1%)

<0.001

Pay cash for depression care to avoid billing insurance

95 (9.5%)

26 (20.5%)

<0.001

Would not seek depression care due to concerns about losing
medical staff privileges

71 (7.1%)

32 (24.6%)

<0.001

Would not seek depression care due to concerns about losing
medical licence

54 (5.4%)

24 (18.4%)

<0.001

a

N varies from 1,003 to 1,018 due to missing responses. Minimal to mild was defined as a PHQ-9 score of 0-9

b

N varies from 127 to 130 due to missing responses. Moderate to severe was defined as a PHQ-9 score of 10-27

The authors concluded that the well-known stigmatisation of patients with depression appears to be at least as
significant in physicians. A large proportion of doctors reported feeling forced to forgo mental health care, to seek care
in a secretive fashion, or to leave their medical community to seek treatment.

Thompson 2001
A selected group of 141 GPs representing both sexes, varying experience levels and urban and rural locations were
invited to participate in a focus group. All doctors were from Northern Ireland. The focus groups aimed to explore GPs
perceptions of the effects of their profession and training on their attitudes to illness in themselves and colleagues.
A total of 27 GPs participated (22 in one of five focus groups, and five in individual interviews).
Acknowledging psychological illness was identified as being extremely difficult for GPs. Psychiatric illness was seen
as a weakness if it occurred to themselves. Paradoxically, they reassured patients that “it’s just another illness”.
Concerns about confidentiality emerged as another factor affecting their use of psychiatric services. Doctors felt they
shouldn’t be sick, and made comments such as “you don’t want to go and see your local psychiatrist in case one of
your patients is sitting beside you”. Embarrassment was also a barrier to consulting other general practitioners and
specialists about psychiatric illness in themselves or their families.

Hassan 2009 and White 2006
A questionnaire which sought psychiatrists’ views on mental health within the profession was circulated to all 510
psychiatrists working in Birmingham, in the UK. The response rate was 72.6% (N=370). The results of this survey are
discussed in White 2006. The same survey was sent to all doctors in the same area, and the responses compared
between psychiatrists and other specialists. The comparison is reported in Hassan 2009. The response rate for the
second survey was 2,462/3,512 (70.1%). The questionnaire sought information on the respondents’ perceptions of the
prevalence of mental illness among psychiatrists compared with the general population and other medical professionals.
Respondents were asked whether they had ever experienced mental illness, what their disclosure and treatment
preferences would be should they develop mental health problems and what factors would influence these decisions.
Career implications were the most frequent reason for failure to disclose mental illness (19.9% for non-psychiatrists
and 34.7% for psychiatrists), followed by professional integrity (32.5% and 27.5%) and stigma (29.7% and
22.4%). This is shown in Table 145. Career implications were cited as a barrier to help‑seeking more frequently by
psychiatrists. The authors noted that psychiatrists who had previously had a mental illness were less likely to disclose
their illness due to fears about stigma than psychiatrists who had not previously had a mental illness.
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Table 145 Results from Hassan 2009 and White 2006: Barriers to help-seeking
Non-psychiatrists
N (%)

Psychiatrists
N (%)

Career implications

489 (19.9)

128 (34.7)

Professional integrity

800 (32.5)

102 (27.5)

Stigma

731 (29.7)

83 (22.4)

Other

442 (18.0)

55 (15.4)

Why would you not disclose mental illness?

Doctors reported they would not disclose their mental illness to family or friends due to career implications (34.2%),
professional integrity (26.7%) and stigma (21.1%). The most frequent reasons for not disclosing to colleagues were
professional integrity (47.8%) and career implications (32.1%). This was similar for professional and governmental
institutions (43.1% due to professional integrity and 30.2% for career implications). The most common reason for not
disclosing a mental illness to anyone was stigma (34.4%). This is shown in Table 146.
Table 146 Results from Hassan 2009 and White 2006: Barriers to types of disclosure

Family/friends

Stigma
N (%)

Career
implications
N (%)

Professional
integrity
N (%)

Other
N (%)

381 (21.1)

618 (34.2)

483 (26.7)

325 (18.0)

Colleagues

17 (10.7)

51 (32.1)

76 (47.8)

15 (9.4)

Professional/governmental institutions

30 (9.4)

96 (30.2)

137 (43.1)

55 (17.3)

No one

61 (34.3)

35 (19.7)

35 (19.7)

47 (26.4)

The main barriers to help-seeking were career implications, professional integrity and stigma. Career implications were
reported to be a barrier more frequently by psychiatrists compared with non-psychiatrists.

Discussion
It should be noted this section reviewed publications which identified barriers to help-seeking for mental health care.
Barriers to seeking general health care were specifically excluded. However, it is acknowledged there are likely to
be common barriers to both types of help-seeking (i.e. both for general health care as well as specifically for mental
health care). Removing barriers to seeking general health care may also improve barriers to seeking mental health care
and is therefore a relevant consideration. However a full review of general barriers to help-seeking was outside the
scope of this report. Indeed, the lack of studies which specifically evaluate barriers to help-seeking for mental health
care shows there is in fact minimal evidence around the differences and similarities between help-seeking in general
and help-seeking for mental disorders. This would be an area for further research.
Barriers to help-seeking for mental health care included concerns about stigma, career development, impact on
colleagues, impact on patients, confidentiality, embarrassment and professional integrity. GPs were concerned about
the potential impact on their practice. Psychiatrists were concerned about potential career implications. Doctors were
less likely to seek help from colleagues and professional institutions due to concerns regarding professional integrity
and career development, while they were less likely to seek help from family and friends, or not seek help at all, due to
concerns regarding stigma and embarrassment.
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3.7 Interventions for anxiety and depression
The literature search identified a single publication which evaluated the effectiveness of a program which aimed to
treat doctors with a mental health condition. After discussions with beyondblue, it was decided this section of the
report should also contain a brief summary of programs available in Australia and worldwide, as identified by the
literature search. It should be noted the evidence base was limited to published information. There are also key
differences in training programs and health systems in different countries, however a full evaluation of these differences
in the context of interventions is outside the scope of this review.

Characteristics of included studies
One publication was identified in the literature review. Manocha 2009 conducted a study with pre- and post-test
outcomes to examine the effect of meditation on depression levels in GPs from Australia. The study was considered to
be of fair quality.
Table 147 Characteristics of included studies: Interventions
Study type

Population

Study ID

Study quality

Country

Outcomes

Manocha 2009

Pre- and post-test

GPs

Depression measured using the K10

Fair

Australia
N=111

Abbreviations: GPs=General practitioners, K10=Kessler Psychological Distress Scale–10

Results
Manocha 2009
GPs attended a seminar comprising a lecture on well-being and a guided meditation session. Each participant was
given a home practise kit which included a meditation CD, instructions, a diary and the Kessler Psychological Distress
Scale (K10). Subsequently, GPs were invited to participate in the study, which would involve a structured home practice
consisting of twice daily meditation for two weeks. The K10 was completed at the beginning of the seminar and at the
end of the two-week home practise session. Of the 299 GPs who attended the seminar, 111 (37%) completed the home
based meditation task and provided pre- and post-test K10 scores.
Based on the risk categories used by the Australian Bureau of Statistics for the K10, in the initial assessment, 42.6%
of all GPs were in the low risk category, significantly lower than the level reported in the general Australia population
(64.3%, p<0.01). Among GPs who participated in the home based program, 46.3% were in the low risk category
prior to the intervention and 71.4% were in the low risk category after the intervention. The mean pre-test K10 score
was 17.2 (SD: 5.67), compared to the post-test score of 14.7 (SD:3.92). The differences pre- and post-test were
significantly different (p<0.001). See Table 148.
Table 148 Results from Manocha 2009: K10 score in GPs following a two week meditation program
Pre-test

Post-test

P value

% in low risk category

46.3

71.4

<0.001

K10 score (SD)

17.2 (5.67)

14.7 (3.92)

<0.001

Abbreviations: K10=Kessler Psychological Distress Scale–10, SD=Standard deviation

Discussion
One study reported daily meditation could reduce the level of depression among doctors. In this study, participants
were not blinded to the intervention (i.e. meditation) and this may have led to recall bias in the K10 assessment during
follow-up. In addition, the lack of a control group and the low participation rate (37%) represented limitations to this
study that could affect the generalisability of the findings.
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Programs available in Australia
Each state in Australia has a Doctors’ Health Advisory Service (DHAS). These services are predominantly voluntary
organisations which are not linked to a state medical board. The service provides access to confidential medical
assistance for doctors. Referral to the service can be made by the doctors themselves, or by concerned family or
colleagues. Advice from a senior medical practitioner is offered over the phone, and if necessary, recommendation to
consult a specialist or other health professional. The Royal Australian College of General Practitioners (RACGP) also
has a GP support program, which provides free, confidential counselling by trained psychologists for a wide range of
issues including depression, anxiety, substance abuse and handling work pressure.
The literature search identified two publications describing DHAS programs in Victoria and NSW. As discussed at the
beginning of this section, the studies did not evaluate the efficacy of the programs. It is important to note that both
citations were published in 2004, and may therefore not represent the most recent information regarding the structure
and working of these services. As with any ongoing program, it is likely that the services will change over time in order
to reflect best practice and the current needs of the individuals who use them. Nevertheless, the publications give a
broad indication of the types of structures that are in place for doctors who require confidential medical assistance.
Individual programs should be contacted directly if up-to-date information is required.

Victorian Doctors Health Program
The Victorian Doctors Health Program (VDHP). The VDHP was established by the Medical Practitioners Board of
Victoria and the Australian Medical Association Victoria in November 2000, and began full-time clinical service in
May 2001 (Warhaft 2004). The purpose of VDHP is to provide easy access and confidential services for doctors and
medical students with health concerns, including mental health, alcohol and drug problems. The program is based on
the Physician Health Programs in the USA, but modified to suit the Australian setting. VDHP is funded by the Medical
Practitioners Board of Victoria, but operates as an independent organisation. The services are free and are available to
doctors and medical students registered in Victoria, as well as deregistered doctors and overseas medical graduates.
The VDHP provides care at three levels: standard care, extended care and intensive involvement. In standard care,
information is gathered from the referee (e.g. doctor’s employer) and a preliminary assessment of the doctor is
performed. Following assessment, referral for specialist assessment and treatment is organised if this is required.
Standard care is defined as up to two consultations with the VDHP. Extended care is similar to standard care, but
requires three or more consultations. Intensive involvement incorporates a case management approach through the
Case Management, Aftercare and Monitoring Program (CAMP). The CAMP program is tailored to the individual needs
of each doctor. All participants are required to be in the care of a GP and doctors with a mental health disorder are
required to see a psychiatrist. The program can also involve monitoring of behaviour, drug use or attendance at help
groups as appropriate. Other services that VDHP provides include family support, assistance with returning to work
and follow-up to determine compliance and efficacy of treatment.
The VDHP is a confidential program, independent of the Medical Practitioners Board of Victoria. It is only required to
notify the Medical Practitioners Board when doctors have an illness or condition that seriously impairs their ability to
practice and poses a risk to the public, or if an offence has been committed that breaches the Medical Practice Act.

New South Wales Medical Board Program
Wilhelm and Reid 2004 describes the Impaired Registrants Program operated by the New South Wales Medical
Board. This program is designed to meet the Board’s primary responsibility of protecting the public, while maintaining
doctors in practice whenever possible. It provides an alternative to the disciplinary pathway for doctors whose
practice of medicine is affected by their personal illness. The program does not provide or direct treatment, but
requires the doctor to comply with treatment delivered by their preferred clinician. Alcohol and drug misuse has
been the most common reason for referral to the Board (over 50% of referrals), but recently has been overtaken by
psychiatric problems, generally mood disorders (now about 80% of referrals).
Referral: An impaired medical student may be noticed by lecturers and supervisors, fellow students or the student’s
own doctor. Once doctors are in clinical practice, impairment may be noticed by the doctors themselves or their
families, resulting in self-notification (about 50% of referrals in 2003/2004). This has increased from 10% in 2001,
highlighting the confidence within the system. Other sources of notification are colleagues (22%), the doctors’
own doctors (10%) and official complaints from bodies such as the Health Care Complaints Commission, the
Pharmaceutical Services Branch or courts (about 12%).
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Assessment: The Board determines whether to appoint a clinician (usually a psychiatrist or drug and alcohol
physician) to assess the registrant and advise whether there is an impairment and if the registrant’s involvement in
the Impaired Registrants Program is required. In 80% of the cases heard by the NSW Impaired Registrants Panels in
2003/2004, the registrant and the Board agreed on the conditions to be placed on medical registration, while in 12%
of cases no conditions were deemed necessary.
Treatment: Treatment is undertaken by the registrant’s own clinician, with no Board involvement other than gaining the
registrant’s authorisation for the treating clinician to notify the Board if they are non-compliant, terminate treatment or fail
to attend. The registrant’s progress is monitored by a Board-appointed clinician, who reports regularly to the Board.
There are pre-specified points where the Board makes a decision about the most appropriate action for each
individual: at entry to the program, when conditions are being eased, when conditions are breached, when referral
to the disciplinary pathway is being considered, when the registrant wishes to return to work after suspension,
and at exit from the program. Decisions are based on a consideration of the nature of the impairment, compliance,
professional and personal support and insight.
Registrants are encouraged to discuss their impairment with their employers and selected colleagues. This
demonstrates insight on their part and increases the chances of early identification of illness or relapse, in addition
to providing an environment in which recovery or stabilisation can occur. Personal support and engagement with the
community are recognised as positive predictors of recovery, particularly from addiction. Insight and motivation to
change and to work with the program are critical. Doctors can be ill but insightful, and those who practise within their
capability are not deemed to be impaired. Doctors who lack insight into the impact of their illness on their practice are
considered to be impaired. This area is subject to the greatest potential variance in views between impaired registrants
and those dealing with them.

Programs in other states
The Wilhelm and Reid 2004 publication briefly describes the programs available in other states. While each Australian
state has a similar non-disciplinary program for impaired doctors, the level of direct medical board involvement varies.
Similar to NSW, the program in Queensland involves assessment by Board-appointed doctors. In Western Australia
and South Australia impaired doctors are evaluated by members of their respective medical boards. The Medical
Board of Queensland (www.medicalboard.qld.gov.au) has a health assessment and monitoring unit that is separate
from the disciplinary and conduct unit. Its aim is to provide expert advice to help impaired medical practitioners stay in
the workforce, while ensuring the safety of the public is maintained.
The program is continually evolving in response to changing information about impairments that affect doctors’ health
and work practices. Formal assessment of the outcomes of the program, both qualitative (e.g. exit interviews with
participants) and quantitative (e.g. rates and risk factors for relapse) are regularly reviewed as part of this process.

Programs available overseas
Health programs for physicians are well established in the USA, Canada and UK. These programs function in
collaboration with medical associations or regulatory bodies. Similar to the programs in Australia, the purpose of these
programs are to provide confidential and specialist help for doctors with impairments such as depression, stress and
addiction.

Physician health programs in the USA
The publications by Brown and Schneidman 2004, and McLellan 2008 describe some of the health programs
available for doctors in the USA. Since the 1980s, almost every state in the USA has instituted a physician health
program. These programs began as volunteer groups; however, over time they have evolved into formal agencies
which act as intermediaries between doctors and the state physician licensing boards. The aim of these programs
is to address the public health problems cause by impaired physicians. While the structure of the programs varies
between states, the programs are not involved in the direct treatment of doctors; instead they coordinate and facilitate
the process, allowing impaired doctors to be diverted to treatment instead of disciplinary action.
Physicians are typically referred to these programs by colleagues or regulatory agencies. Following a formal evaluation,
a signed contract is arranged whereby no further reporting or action will occur. This is contingent on the satisfactory
completion of treatment, followed by regular monitoring (where necessary, such as in cases of substance abuse).
The operating cost of such programs is primarily funded through the income received from physicians’ licensing fees.
However, treatment cost is typically paid through the physician’s health insurance as well as out of pocket expenses.
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Details of the programs in each state are available at the Federation of State Physician Health Programs (FSPHP)
website (http://www.fsphp.org). In addition, the FSPHP recently established the physician-health research group, with
the aim of collecting data to build an evidence base for these programs, allowing researchers to compare cases and
evaluate the efficacy of different treatment models.

National Counselling Service for Sick Doctors in the UK
The publication by Oxley 2004 briefly describes the services available in the UK for impaired doctors. The National
Counselling Service for Sick Doctors (NCSSD) was established in the mid-1980s. Its purpose is to provide an
alternative to the statutory health procedures instituted by the regulatory body, the General Medical Council (GMC).
It is the only independent doctor-to-doctor service and aims to provide access to appropriate health care before any
impairment affects the doctors’ ability to work safely. NCSSD does not provide direct treatment or counselling for
doctors; the program facilitates access to appropriate health care.
Programs which aim to address specific needs are also run by other national services. The British Medical Association
has a professional counselling service. Other volunteer groups also provide specialised advice for doctors, including
the British Doctors and Dentist Group, the Sick Doctors’ Trust, the Doctors’ Support Network (which helps doctors
with mental health problems) and the Doctors’ SupportLine (a telephone helpline staffed by trained volunteer doctors).
Individual medical colleges, such as the Royal College of Surgeons of England and The Royal College of Obstetricians
and Gynaecologists, have also established confidential support and advice services by trained volunteer doctors.
Central to these organisations is the maintenance of confidentiality, while ensuring that patient safety is not
compromised. Cases where a doctor’s impairment is of danger to patients are to be reported to their employer and/or
the GMC. Based on NCSSD’s experience, this has rarely been needed and most doctors respond well to treatment.

Physician health programs in Canada
A summary of the physician health programs available in Canada is described in Brewster 2008 and Puddester 2004.
In Canada, physician health is addressed nationally, provincially and municipally. The Canadian Physician Health
Network (CHPN) works in alliance with the Canadian Medical Association (CMA), provincial physician health programs,
the Canadian Association of Interns and Residents, the Canadian Federation of Medical Students, and academic
faculty wellness programs. The purpose of CHPN is to develop a network of trained individuals involved with doctors’
health and improve physician health initiatives.
In 2003, CMA launched the Centre for Physician Health and Wellbeing, as an information resource for physicians,
medical students and their families. To address the needs of medical residents, each province has a Provincial
Housestaff Organization (PHO), which has been involved in facilitating changes including improved working conditions,
work hours and salary. Student health and wellness is promoted by the Canadian Federation of Medical Students
(CEMS), which provides students with peer support programs and promotes personal health and wellness. The
Faculty of Medicine in the University of Ottawa runs a Faculty Wellness Program, and serves an average of 150
faculty members a year for physical and mental health concerns. It has developed a standard policy on doctors with
disruptive behaviour and strategies to assess resiliency of applicants to medical school.
The strong emphasis on physician health at the policy development level has allowed the establishment of national
networks, centres of excellence, research opportunities and the development of prevention and intervention programs.

Villa Sana resource centre in Norway
The Villa Sana resource centre in Norway, which offers short-term counselling for doctors, is designed to enhance mental
health, prevent burnout and improve professional awareness (Ro 2008). Villa Sana was established in 1998 by the
Norwegian Medical Association (NMA). There are two programs available: a single day counselling session for individual
doctors and a week-long, group-based course. This involved daily lectures, counselling and group discussions aimed
at motivating doctors to reflect on and acknowledge their situation and personal needs. All expenses are covered by
the Norwegian Medical Association, including travelling costs, making it possible for doctors from all parts of Norway to
access the program. As the program is defined as a preventive and not a clinical intervention, no medical records are
kept. The program has reduced the levels of emotional exhaustion, reduced the number of working hours and increased
the proportion of doctors seeking psychotherapy. This suggests that easily accessible, short-term counselling can help
doctors evaluate their situation and enhance motivation to seek treatment.
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3.8 Attitudes of medical colleagues
Characteristics of included studies
One publication was identified in the literature review. Adams 2009 described a cross-sectional, descriptive study
performed in GPs and psychiatrists in the UK, and examined the attitude of doctors towards depression, see Table
149. The publication was considered to be of good quality.
Table 149 Characteristics of included studies: Attitudes
Study type

Population

Study ID

Study quality

Country

Outcomes

Adams 2009

Cross-sectional survey

GPs and psychiatrists

Attitudes towards doctors with depression

Good

N=1,256
UK

Abbreviations: GP=General practitioner, UK=United Kingdom

Results
Adams 2009
A survey was sent to GPs and psychiatrists (N=1,640) in the UK. The response rate was 76.6% (N=1,256). The survey
included items regarding any history of depression and time off work, help-seeking behaviour and perceived stigma.
The attitudes towards other doctors with depression are shown in Table 150. Almost half of doctors believed that a
doctor with a history of depression was less competent (49.5%) and 58.8% would think less of a doctor who has had
depression. However, 72.7% reported they were as reliable as the average doctor and 80.3% reported that doctors with
depression could achieve as much in their career as a doctor without depression. Few doctors thought a doctor with
depression should change careers (7.5%). Nevertheless, 87.9% thought a doctor with depression would be less likely
to be appointed to a position and almost half of doctors would advise colleagues not to divulge a history of depression
(47.9%). A substantial proportion of doctors thought other doctors should be able to avoid depression (32.5%).
Table 150 Results from Adams 2009: Attitudes towards other doctors with depression
Strongly
agree
N (%)

Agree
N (%)

Disagree
N (%)

Strongly
disagree
N (%)

Many doctors believe that a doctor with a history of depressive illness
is less competent

69 (5.6)

546 (43.9)

558 (44.9)

70 (5.6)

Doctors who get depressed should change to a non clinical career

8 (0.6)

85 (6.9)

877 (71.1)

264 (21.4)

Doctors are less likely to appoint doctors with a history of depression

145 (11.8)

928 (75.3)

148 (12.0)

12 (1.0)

Many doctors think less of doctors who have suffered from depression

46 (3.7)

677 (55.1)

484 (39.4)

22 (1.8)

Doctors who have suffered from depression can achieve as much in their
careers as those who have not

162 (13.1)

829 (67.2)

227 (18.4)

16 (1.3)

A doctor with a history of depression is as reliable as the average doctor

91 (7.5)

789 (65.2)

317 (26.2)

14 (1.2)

Doctors should be able to avoid becoming depressed

41 (3.3)

364 (29.2)

728 (58.3)

115 (9.2)

Doctors tend to advise colleagues not to divulge a history of depression

41 (3.6)

510 (44.3)

580 (50.4)

19 (1.7)

The results of the survey suggested there was some discrimination against doctors with depression within the
medical community.

Discussion
The study by Adam 2009 found many doctors had a negative attitude towards fellow doctors with depression.
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3.9 Impact on patient care
Characteristics of included studies
One publication was identified in the literature review. Firth-Cozens and Greenhalgh 1997 describes a cross-sectional,
descriptive study of doctors from the UK. The publication assessed the link between depression and clinical care, see
Table 151. The publication was considered to be of fair quality.
Table 151 Characteristics of included studies: Impact on patient care
Study type

Population

Study ID

Study quality

Country

Outcomes

Firth-Cozens and
Greenhalgh 1997

Cross-sectional
descriptive study

Doctors

Impact on patient care

Fair

UK

N=225

Abbreviations: UK=United Kingdom

Results
Firth-Cozens and Greenhalgh 1997
Subjects were a group of doctors who had initially been recruited as fourth-year medical students and followed up
over a period of 10 years. All of the 318 doctors in the original cohort were sent a questionnaire, with 225 (70.1%) of
the questionnaires returned. The majority of doctors were GPs (58.4%), with the remainder in hospital or community
medicine. All but three doctors were in junior or training positions. The questionnaire contained questions on stress,
coping, attitudes to work and career choice, and had an identification number for follow-up purposes and for linking
to previous assessments. However, as the data was sensitive, some questions were contained on a separate sheet
which the doctors were asked to return separately and anonymously. This section included an open-ended question
in which doctors were asked to give a recent example of “where stress-related symptoms have affected your patient
care”. Responses were coded first in terms of the attributions (or causes) that doctors gave for the lack of care
described; and second, according to the effects these had on their care of patients.
Of the 94 attributions for the lack of patient care, eight (8.5%) were related to depression or anxiety. The authors
noted depression was seen as both an independent cause of poor patient care, as well as linked to tiredness. For
example: “When feeling depressed I find it hard to cope with patients’ emotional problems and to give as much as I’d
like. I also feel more short-tempered and less tolerant of them”, “Over the past five years I’ve suffered from intermittent
depression. It tends to affect things by decreasing my energy and concentration” and “Because of tiredness and
depression I find I get very irritated with patients who are ‘tired all the time’, and they probably don’t get as good care
as I’d like”. It was noted that 18% of the doctors were depressed based on an assessment, although the type of
assessment was not reported.

Discussion
One study reported that depression could lead to poor patient care. However, it was difficult to assess the strength of
the relationship between depression and patient outcomes due to the lack of quantitative evidence presented in the
publication.
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3.10 Impact on work and family life
Characteristics of included studies
One publication was identified in the literature review. Schwenk 2008 describes a cross-sectional, descriptive study of
doctors from the USA, and examined the impact of work on family life, see Table 152. The publication was considered
to be of good quality.
Table 152 Characteristics of included studies: Impact on work and family life
Study type

Population

Study ID

Study quality

Country

Outcomes

Schwenk 2008

Cross-sectional survey

Doctors N=1,154

Impact on work and family life

Good

USA

Abbreviations: USA=United States of America

Results
Schwenk 2008
A random sample of 5,000 practicing physicians registered with the Michigan State Medical Society in the USA were
mailed a questionnaire. This included the PHQ-9 and items regarding personal experiences with depression, health
care-seeking behaviour, professional role, work and personal satisfaction, drug and alcohol use and demographic
information. All responses were anonymous. The response rate was 23% (N=1,154).
The effect of depression on work satisfaction and performance is shown in Table 153. Doctors who had a moderate
to severe depression score using the PHQ-9 were significantly more likely to report difficulty fulfilling their professional
responsibilities compared to doctors with a minimal to mild depression score (33.8% vs 9.5%, p<0.001). They were
also significantly more likely to report depression had increased their professional stress levels (81.4% vs 30.7%,
p<0.001), increased their personal stress levels (89.3% vs 37.6%, p<0.001), decreased their work productivity (57.7%
vs 18.5%, p<0.001) and decreased their work satisfaction (90.8% vs 36.2%, p<0.001). Almost half of doctors with
a moderate to severe score reported working hard helped to lessen their depression (52.7%), compared with 25.2%
of doctors with a minimal to mild score (p<0.001). A high satisfaction with personal and family relationships was only
reported by 33.9% of doctors with a moderate to severe depression score, compared with 76.6% of doctors with a
minimal to mild score (p<0.001).
Table 153 Results from Schwenk 2008: Work satisfaction and professional role
Minimal to mild
depression scores
who agree or strongly
agree, N (%) a

Moderate to severe
depression scores
who agree or strongly
agree, N (%) b

P value

Difficulty fulfilling professional responsibilities

96 (9.5%)

44 (33.8%)

<0.001

Depression has increased professional stress level

309 (30.7%)

105 (81.4%)

<0.001

Depression has increased personal stress level

377 (37.6%)

116 (89.3%)

<0.001

Depression has decreased work productivity

186 (18.5%)

75 (57.7%)

<0.001

Depression has decreased work satisfaction

363 (36.2%)

118 (90.8%)

<0.001

Working hard helps to lessen my depression

253 (25.2%)

68 (52.7%)

<0.001

High level of satisfaction with personal and family relationships

779 (76.6%)

44 (33.9%)

<0.001

a

N varies from 1003 to 1017 due to missing responses. Minimal to mild was defined as a PHQ-9 score of 0-9

b

N varies from 127 to 130 due to missing responses. Moderate to severe was defined as a PHQ-9 score of 10-27

The authors concluded doctors with moderate to severe depression scores were two to three times more likely to
report substantial impact on their work and personal life compared with doctors with minimal to mild scores.

Discussion
The study by Schwenk 2008 reported doctors with depression had experienced a negative impact on their work and
family life as a result of their depression.
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4 Summary
The reported rate of depression varied, with the prevalence rate ranging from 14% to 60% in the published literature.
It was difficult to determine the true prevalence due to the significant differences in study design and depression
assessment. There was no evidence to suggest the rate of depression in doctors was higher than the rate of depression
in the general population, or the rate of depression in other professions. Depression was frequently observed in doctors
at all stages of their training. The prevalence of anxiety among doctors was also high, with prevalence estimates of
between 18% and 55% reported in the literature. It was also difficult to determine the true anxiety prevalence rate due
to the significant differences in study design and anxiety assessment. There was some evidence to suggest that doctors
had higher free-floating anxiety scores when compared to the general population. However there was no evidence to
suggest that anxiety scores were higher in doctors compared to other professionals.
Levels of alcohol consumption in doctors and medical students were similar to consumption levels in the general
population and in other professions. There was no evidence that alcohol abuse was more common in doctors or medical
students, indeed the limited evidence base suggested that alcohol abuse was actually less common in the medical
profession. The rate of drug use was similar between doctors, medical students, the general population and other
professions. However, drug use in doctors was associated with a distinct pattern of drug use. Prescription drugs such
as benzodiazepines were used more frequently by doctors, presumably related to the relative ease of access compared
with illicit street drugs. Drug use was most common in emergency medicine and psychiatry residents, which are
specialties associated with easy access to prescription drugs. Self-medication was common in medical practitioners.
The suicide rate in doctors was higher than the suicide rate in the general population. Meta-analysis showed that
male doctors had a 26% higher risk of suicide, while female doctors had a 146% higher risk of suicide (i.e. more than
twice the risk) compared to the general population. This was particularly notable given that doctors have lower all
cause mortality rates when compared to the general population. The suicide rate varied between different medical
specialties, with psychiatrists found to have the highest risk of suicide. There was also some evidence the suicide
rates in doctors were different to those found in other professionals, although there were some inconsistencies in
these findings.
It was difficult to draw firm conclusions regarding the risk factors for anxiety and depression in doctors given the
heterogeneity in the studies identified in the literature search. The covariates analysed in each publication varied,
therefore few covariates were assessed in more than one publication. However, the studies generally reported that risk
factors associated with improved well-being (e.g. more hours of sleep, greater job satisfaction, higher income, lower
stress at work) were negatively correlated with depression. Conversely, factors associated with poorer well-being (e.g.
work-effort imbalance, demands of job, home-work stress) were positively correlated with depression.
Few studies evaluated help-seeking behaviour in doctors, although all reported that a significant proportion of
doctors were unwilling to seek help for depression despite their awareness and understanding of the effects
of depression. A single study compared help-seeking in doctors to teachers, and found a higher proportion of
doctors reported a willingness to seek help. A number of barriers to help-seeking in the medical profession were
identified. These included concerns about stigma, career development, impact on colleagues, impact on patients,
confidentiality, embarrassment and professional integrity. GPs were concerned about the potential impact on their
practice. Psychiatrists were concerned about potential career implications. Doctors were less likely to seek help from
colleagues and professional institutions due to concerns regarding professional integrity and career development,
while they were less likely to seek help from family and friends, or not seek help at all, due to concerns regarding
stigma and embarrassment.
Each state in Australia has a Doctors’ Health Advisory Service (DHAS). These services are predominantly voluntary
organisations which are not linked to a state medical board. The service provides access to confidential medical
assistance for doctors. The RACGP also has a GP support program, which provides free, confidential counselling by
trained psychologists for a wide range of issues including depression, anxiety, substance abuse and handling work
pressure.
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Few publications assessed the attitudes of doctors towards colleagues with depression or anxiety or the effect of
depression or anxiety on patient care or work and family life. There was limited evidence that doctors have a negative
attitude towards fellow doctors with depression. One study reported that depression could lead to poor patient care
and one study reported doctors with depression had experienced a negative impact on their work and family life as a
result of their depression.

Australian data
The literature review identified three publications which were conducted in Australia. Schlicht 1990 evaluated suicide
rates in Victoria doctors, Rong 2009 assessed help-seeking rates in medical students from the University of Sydney
and Manocha 2009 evaluated the effect of meditation on depression in Australian GPs.
Schlicht 1990 reported that male doctors had a significantly lower mortality rate compared to the general population
(SMR 0.59, 95% CI 0.49, 0.71). A similar pattern was observed in female doctors; however the difference was not
statistically significant (SMR 0.84, 95% CI 0.42, 1.51). In contrast, mortality from suicide was significantly higher in
female doctors (SMR 5.01, 95% CI 1.03, 14.65), but not in male doctors (SMR 1.13, 95% CI 0.54, 2.07).
Rong 2009 reported that 34.0% of medical students would not seek professional help if they were experiencing
depression. The mental health professionals that medical students were most likely to see were GPs (82.3%),
counsellors (54.1%), psychologists (53.9%) and psychiatrists (48.1%). Medical students were most likely to seek help
from a friend (88.l%) and family (83.8%).
Manocha 2009 reported that a lecture on well-being and a guided meditation session was effective at reducing the levels
of depression in GPs. A total of 46.3% of subjects were in the low risk category prior to the intervention and 71.4% were
in the low risk category after the intervention. The mean pre-test K10 score was 17.2 (SD: 5.67), compared to the posttest score of 14.7 (SD:3.92). The differences pre- and post-test were significantly different (p<0.001).

Further research
No studies assessed risk factors for depression or anxiety in the Australian setting. It is likely the Australian medical
system is associated with unique risk factors, particularly in terms of working conditions within the public health
system (such a support structures, working hours and career expectations). Further research into risk factors may
help identify medical professionals who are most at risk of developing a mental health condition.
This report identifies a number of areas for further research, particularly in the Australian setting. A key gap in the
evidence is the lack of data surrounding Indigenous doctors. No published studies in this group were identified in the
literature search. There were also no studies of other underrepresented groups, such as doctors working in regional
and remote Australia.
The literature search identified a large number of studies which evaluated the prevalence of depression and anxiety;
however none of the studies were conducted in Australia. Accurate data on the prevalence of these mental health
conditions within the Australian medical community is required prior to the implementation of any programs which aim
to manage these conditions. Most interventions are best assessed using pre- and post-test data. The collection of
baseline prevalence data is therefore a key area of further research.
Although doctors’ mental health services are available in most Australian states, there were no published studies
which described their effectiveness. Given the primary outcome for this area is improving the mental health of doctors,
it is critical that programs aimed at improving or managing mental health are evaluated. It may be that different
programs are most appropriate in different situations. Programs which aim to prevent depression or anxiety in medical
students and young doctors may be quite different to programs which aim to help a doctor with a diagnosed mental
health condition. It may be appropriate to design and assess a range of programs.
Further research is also warranted to examine factors influencing help-seeking behaviour. While one study reported
that a third of Australian medical students would not seek help for depression, there was no evidence surrounding the
help-seeking behaviour of doctors. Similarly, barriers to help-seeking within the Australian medical setting have not
been explored.
There was extremely limited literature exploring the attitudes of doctors towards colleagues with depression or anxiety,
or the effect of depression or anxiety on patient care or work and family life. These are all potential areas of further
research given the lack of current data.
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